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Abstract
It is important to remove the basis set superposition 
error (BSSE) from the intermolecular potential energy 
calculations with the counterpoise (CP) correction, 
especially for weak intermolecular interactions. However, 
it has been still questioned whether the counterpoise (CP) 
correction overestimates the real BSSE. To answer this 
question is the purpose of this research.
In this study, the overestimation of basis set 
superposition error (BSSE) by the counterpoise (CP) method 
has been analyzed by an approach called "localized orbital 
pair correlation". This approach is able to eliminate the 
overestimation of basis set superposition error (BSSE) for 
the second order potential energies. Prototype
calculations of various molecular dimers have been 
performed with different geometry configurations and 
various basis set functions. All results have shown that 
with the counterpoise (CP) method the overestimation of 
basis set superposition error (BSSE) at the second order 
electron correlation potential energy calculations is 
small and it decreases rapidly as the interaction
XXX
separation increases. Fortunately, the overestimation of 
basis set superposition error (BSSE) around the potential 
energy minimum distance is small enough so that the 
calculated potential energy at the second order electron 
correlation calculations are quite accurate with the full 
counterpoise (FCP) correction.
xxx i
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1
2An accurate knowledge of the interaction potential is 
of fundamental important for chemical physics. The 
macroscopic properties of molecular fluids and solids, and 
the structure and properties of van der Waals complexes 
are controlled primarily by the interaction potential 
between the molecules. Since theoretical chemistry and 
computer techniques have been developed, ab initio 
molecular orbital calculations have contributed a great 
deal to our understanding of molecular interactions.1-2 
However, an important defect known as the basis set 
superposition error (BSSE)3 is one of the major factors 
limiting the accuracy of ab initio calculations for the 
van der Waals interaction potentials in both of 
Hartree-Fock and electron correlation energy 
calculations.4-10 The most successful and widely used 
correction approach to remove the BSSE is the counterpoise 
(CP) correction method proposed by Boys and Bernardi.11 
Nevertheless, it is still an active point of discussion 
whether the CP correction greatly overestimates the BSSE 
and how to avoid the overestimation.
The goal of this research is to analyze the 
overestimation of BSSE by the CP correction procedure. An 
approach called the localized orbital pair correlation
3method12-15 has been applied to eliminate the 
overestimation of BSSE for intermolecular potential at the 
second order electron correlation level calculations. 
This improved counterpoise (ICP) correction offers a more 
reasonable and reliable scheme to analyze the BSSE and its 
overestimation. Prototype calculations of various
molecular dimers have been performed with different 
geometry configurations and various basis set functions. 
All results show that the overestimation of BSSE with the 
CP method at the second order potential energy 
calculations decreases rapidly as the interaction distance 
increases. Fortunately, the overestimate of BSSE at the 
potential energy minimum distance is small enough so that 
intermolecular potential energy curves at the Hartree-Fock 
calculation followed by the second order Moller-Plesset 
correlation energy (MP2) level for small molecules are 
quite accurate with the CP correction and the large basis 
set functions.
41.1 General Preliminary
1.1.1 Two Categories of Intermolecular
Potential Energy Calculations
Very many methods have been proposed over the years16 
for the calculations of the potential energies between 
atoms and molecules. They can be broadly divided into two 
categories. One is the perturbation method which treats 
the interaction energy as perturbation and involves direct 
determination of the sum of various contributions, such as 
Coulomb energy, induction energy, charge-transfer energy, 
exchange-repulsion energy and dispersion energy.17 
Another is the variational (or the supermolecular) 
method18-19, in which the interaction energy is determined 
as the difference between the supersystem energy and the 
sum of the subsystem energies. The supersystem energy or 
subsystem energy is the sum of the Hartree-Fock energy and 
the correlation energy. Both of these approaches have 
inherent disadvantages.
The perturbation procedure suffers from the 
difficulties that the eigenfunctions of the 
non-interacting molecules are not orthogonal; they are 
brought together to calculate supermolecular energies and 
it does not express electron exchange between the
5subsystems. In addition, generally, the greater the 
orbital overlap for two systems, the less reliable is the 
application of perturbation method.1
The variational method suffers from the difficulty 
that the small difference of two large variational 
energies is not bounded variationally. In particular, a 
serious error source is called the basis set superposition 
error. The deficiencies of the variational method are 
associated with the inadequacy of calculated energy using 
incomplete basis set functions.1
For ideal results, it may be assumed that the 
variational method calculates the system energies with 
sufficient accuracy and the perturbation method is carried 
out to a high order. Under this assumption, the 
variational method can be used quite generally, without 
regard to the magnitude of the interaction energy or the 
distance of separation between the systems. However, the 
perturbation method requires that the corresponding 
interaction energy must be sufficiently small because the 
greater the orbital overlap from the two systems, the less 
reliable is the application of the perturbation procedure. 
Therefore, the perturbation method has not been applied 
widely, while the variational (supermolecular) approach 
has become the most useful and popular means of studying
6the intermolecular potential energy. Our attention in 
this research will mainly focus on attempts to overcome 
the deficiencies of the variational method.
1.1.2 Energy Calculations Using Basis Functions
The molecular system energy calculations can be made
20-22 • • by quantum theory. According to quantum mechanics,
the energy and many properties of a stationary state of a
molecule can be obtained by solution of the Schrodinger
partial differential equation. The exact solution of
nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation depends upon two
aspects, of which one is the improvement of correlation
treatment and another is the improvement of basis set,
assuming the self consistent independent electron
Hartree-Fock method is done accurately.
In practical applications of quantum chemistry 
theory, the individual molecular orbitals are expressed as 
linear combinations of basis functions in order to 
calculate the total electronic energy with the Schrodinger 
equation. Within Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the 
electronic Schrodinger equation is
K $ =  & § (i.i)
where & is system energy and $ is its wavefunction. The
Hamiltonian operator for N electrons and M nuclei is,
N N M N N
i = i i = 1 a = 1 i = 1 j >i
(1.2)
where three terms are the kinetic energy of electrons, the 
coulomb attraction between electrons and nuclei, and 
repulsion between electrons. One major simplification of 
quantum chemists is to replace the complicated 
many-electron problem of the Schrodinger equation by the 
mean field one electron Hartree-Fock approximation. The 
Hartree-Fock equation is an eigenvalue equation of the 
form
where e.. is ith orbital energy as eigenvalue and tf^ (r) is 
ith orbital as eigenfunction. The f(r ) is an effective 
one-electron operator, called the Fock operator, of form
f(i) ^(r) = cf ipi(r) (1.3)
H
(1.4)
A = 1
HFwhere as (i) is explicitly defined as the average 
potential of ith electron due to the presence of the other
8electrons and |^(r) is the molecular orbital. The 
Hartree-Fock equation is a nonlinear integro-differential 
equation. The contribution of Roothaan23 is important. 
He showed that the differential Hartree-Fock equation 
could be converted to a set of algebraic equations which 
can be solved by standard matrix techniques if the
orbitals are expanded in a set of spatial basis functions.
/
Today, most all calculations of molecular electronic 
structures begin with the choice of basis set. We may 
express the molecular orbitals by a linear expansion in a 
set of basis functions {0^(r)| ji = 1, 2 ...  k }
K
u = i
With the expansion (1.5) the Hartree-Fock equation may be 
written in form,
I cUi Jdr V 1' f(1) V 1’ —
1
si I °Ui J dr V 1’
Given the basis set, the unknown coefficients C ^  as well 
as electron orbital energies are determined in the 
Hartree-Fock equation by a self-consistent field (SCF)
9method. The electron energy strongly depends upon the 
chosen basis functions. Unless an extremely large, 
complex basis is picked, it is not possible to obtain an 
accurate result.
The full solution of the Schrodinger equation cannot 
be expressed in term of single electron configuration, 
such as is used in the Hartree-Fock method, because the 
correlation of the electrons is very important. The total 
correlation energy beyond the Hartree-Fock approximation 
can be obtained by using all possible electron 
configuration wavefunctions (full Cl) formed by 
introducing single, double, ..., and N electron excitation 
states from the Hartree-Fock ground state wavefunction. 
Thus the exact ground state energy, eQ, of system within 
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation should be the sum of 
the exact Hartree-Fock energy and the full configuration 
correlation energy,
Unfortunately, the above procedure for the complete 
solution to the many-electron problem cannot be carried 
out in practice because one cannot handle infinite basis 
sets and full configuration wavefunction expansions for
1 0
large systems. However, it is recognized that larger and 
larger basis sets will keep lowering the Hartree-Fock 
energy until Hartree-Fock limit is reached. In practice, 
any finite basis set will lead to an energy somewhat above 
the Hartree-Fock limit. Also, the higher level of 
electron correlation calculation, the closer to the full 
Cl result it will be. Approximate solutions of the 
Schrodinger equation must consider both the size of basis 
set and the level of correlation. (Fig. 1.1)
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Figure 1.1 Schematic representation of theoretical models 
showing basis set improvement vertically and correlation
. 23improvement horizontally.
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1.1.3 Basis Sets
Since it is customary to express the molecular 
orbitals as linear combination of atomic orbitals
(LCAO-MO) , the molecular orbital, iji^ , of a system with m 
atoms is,
M
^  ^ij Aj i =  i, 2...  k (1.8)
J = i
where A. is the atomic orbital. Each atomic orbital can 
J
be further expanded in term of basis sets { } and thus
equation (1.5) can be obtained.
1.1.3.1 Two Types of Basis Set Functions
In a strict mathematical sense many different kinds
of basis set functions <p could be used but only two have
20-22 • • found common use. The first is the Slater type
function <p^ F (£) ,
r<n_1) exp(-er) Ylm(S,*) d-9)
• GFThe second is the Gaussian type function <f> (a) ,
<P^ r(a) =  Na r2(n_1>exp(-ar2) Yln(0,®) (1.10)
12
In both functions, N- and N are the normalization
s «
constants, £ is the effective nuclear charge or exponent, 
a is the exponent and Y (®f$) is a spherical harmonic.
lm
The major difference between these two type basis 
functions occurs at r = 0 and at large r. At r = 0, the 
Slater function has a finite slope while the Gaussian 
function has zero slope. At larger values of r, the 
Gaussian function decays much more rapidly than the Slater 
function. Today Gaussian basis set functions, however, 
are more widely used in various ab initio calculation 
because the evaluation of four-center integrals is very 
difficult and time-consuming and these integrals are 
relatively easy to evaluate with the Gaussian functions. 
Therefore, Gaussian basis set functions are described in 
more detail below.
1.1.3.2 Contractions of Gaussian Basis functions
Gaussian functions are not optimized basis functions; 
they have functional behavior different from the exact
functional behavior of molecular orbitals. One way to get
an improvement is to use linear combinations of the
G Fprimitive Gaussian functions <p . These linear
combinations, called contractions, lead to contracted
C GFGaussian functions <p ,
13
L
V = 1
where L is the length of the contraction and d is a 
contraction coefficient. The /ith normalized primitive 
Gaussian 0GF in the basis function 0GGF is a function with 
Gaussian exponent aVP
Any scheme to create contraction lengths, contraction 
coefficients and contraction exponents requires one to 
approximate Slater functions, Hartree-Fock atomic 
orbitals, or any other set of function desired. Different 
contraction schemes give different contracted Gaussian 
basis functions. Some of basic types are listed
- , 21-23below.
Minimal Basis Set:
A minimal basis set is a relatively simple one which 
has the least number of functions per atom to accommodate 
all of the electrons of the atom, while maintaining 
overall spherical symmetry. The series of minimal basis 
sets, termed STO-LG consist, of an approximation to fit 
Slater-type atomic orbitals with a linear combination of 
L = 1, 2, 3, ... primitive Gaussian functions. In
particular, ST0-3G basis sets are often used in polyatomic
14
calculations.
Split-Valence Basis Set;
With this scheme, the core atomic orbitals are
represented as minimal basis sets, but the valence
functions are grouped together to emulate two or three
Slater orbitals (double zeta or triple zeta basis sets). 
These two or three Slater orbitals are then used to
emulate a single atomic orbital. Such names of basis
sets, as 6-21G, 3-21G, 4-31G, 6-31G, 6-311G, indicate the 
contraction scheme in their notations.
Polarization Basis Set:
Polarization basis sets provide for displacement of 
electronic charge away from the nuclear centers, that is, 
charge polarization. One star (*) in its basis set name
indicates that the polarization basis sets are formed by
adding d-type functions for the second row atoms Li-F,
such as 6-31G* and 6-311G*. Two stars (**) on its name
indicate that the polarization basis sets are formed by 
adding d-type functions for the second row atoms Li-F
while a p-type functions for the first row atoms H-He,
such as 6-31G** and 6-311G .
15
Basis Sets Incorporating Diffuse Functions:
The diffuse functions normally have small optimized 
exponents and the basis sets with diffuse functions 
attempt to describe properly the long-range behavior of 
molecular orbitals. A plus symbol ( + ) in its basis set 
name indicates that a diffuse function is to be added to 
the atoms on the second row (Li —  F). Two pluses (++) in 
its name indicate that diffuse functions are added to 
either the atoms (H and He). on the first row and the atoms 
on the second row. The 6-31+G basis set, for example, is 
formed by addition of single set of diffuse Gaussian s- 
and p-type diffuse functions exponents for the second row 
atoms.
16
1.2 Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE)
1.2.1 Definition of Basis Set Superposition Error
The basis set superposition error (BSSE) was first 
noted by Kestner3 in 1968 when ab initio calculations 
began to be applied to intermolecular potentials. As we 
know, the interaction energy between molecule A and B at a 
distance R apart can be calculated with the traditionally 
popular means of the supermolecular approach,
A Eab(R) = Eab(R,AB) - Ea(A) - Eb(B) (1.12)
where the total energy of supermolecule E and the
AB
energies of the two separated molecules E and E are
A B
obtained from solutions of the appropriate Schrodinger 
equations with quantum chemistry ab initio programs. 
However, if incomplete basis set functions are used to 
calculate the intermolecular potential energy, an 
important systematic defect called BSSE may appear in the 
calculated potential energy results. Due to technical 
limitations, such as computation time and computer core 
memory, the basis sets usually adopted are not complete 
(or are said to be truncated). With incomplete basis sets 
the descriptions of isolated molecules and supermolecule 
are inconsistent. In the isolated molecule, the orbitals
17
are constrained to use their own basis sets alone. In a 
supersystem A-B, as the two molecules A and B approach 
each other, each molecule then has the possibility of 
using the basis functions on the other molecule to improve 
its intramolecular energy (Fig.1.2.).
Figure 1.2. At the energy calculation of 
supersystem A-B, each submolecule A or B can use 
the basis set functions of other molecule to 
improve its intramolecular energy. Here each line 
represents a contracted basis set function. The 
solid lines with arrows represent the occupied 
space.
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In comparing with the calculation of an isolated molecule, 
this non-equivalent description of the basis set on the 
supermolecule brings about some energy lowering for the 
supersystem A-B. Consequently, this effect artificially 
causes a more negative interaction potential energy, i.e. 
a somewhat larger magnitude of the attractive 
intermolecular energy is obtained. The BSSE in such 
calculations is a basis set extension effect.3 It should 
be pointed out that the effect of the BSSE occurs not only 
in the calculated interaction energies but also in the 
calculated configuration geometry optimization and
• • 9 24molecular charge distributions. ’ However, the BSSE on 
intermolecular potential energy calculations is of basic 
importance, and it will be addressed first.
19
1.2.2 General Characteristics of
Basis Set Superposition Error
1.2.2.1 Basis Set Superposition Error and
Potential Energy
The basis set superposition error (BSSE) for weak 
intermolecular potential energies is one of the most 
difficult problems in quantum chemistry. Weak 
intermolecular systems have small intermolecular 
potentials which are comparable with the magnitude of the 
BSSE. Thus, the BSSE effects may produce misleading 
results for weak intermolecular potential energies
A traditional popular method to study molecular 
interactions is via the supermolecule approach wherein the 
entire complex is treated as a single large system. 
Within this framework, the interaction energy is computed 
indirectly as the difference between the energy of 
supermolecular system and the sum of the energies of the 
isolated molecules. For weak interactions the energies of 
supermolecule and isolated molecules are numerically large 
and nearly identical. It is apparent that it is very 
difficult to obtain accuracy when the intermolecular 
potential energy is computed as a small difference between 
very large and almost identical quantities. But we know
2 0
that the intermolecular potential energy between simple 
atoms and molecules is very small, meaning that the depth 
of van der Waals minimum is between 5.0xl0-5 E andh
l.OxlO-3 E and it is usually at least five orders ofh
magnitude smaller than the energy of a supersystem or
25 • .subsystem. This fact causes serious practical and
theoretical difficulties because we cannot trust the
solution of the Schrodinger equation unless we have an
error smaller than the intermolecular energy itself. In
the case of van der Waals interactions, the magnitude of
the BSSE from a poor basis set is comparable to the actual
intermolecular potential energy itself, making it hard to
26extract useful information from the calculations.
The sensitivity of the effects to truncation of the 
basis set is a general problem in ab initio calculations. 
However, the BSSE does not cause a serious numerical error 
for the chemical bond energy calculations since the 
chemical bond energies are usually two or three orders of 
magnitude larger than the well depth of typical
intermolecular potentials.27 For this reason ab initio 
molecular orbital calculations have been successful in
studying chemical bonds and internal properties of 
molecules but have faced difficulties in the 
intermolecular potential calculations.
2 1
The BSSE depends on the geometrical configuration of 
the interaction system, the size and quality of the basis 
sets as well as the specific system being studied.
1.2.2.2 Basis Set Superposition Error and
Geometry Configuration
The BSSE strongly depends on molecular separation and 
orientation. The BSSE systematically increases as the 
distance between two interaction systems decreases. On 
another hand, different orientations will cause different 
BSSE effects because, as the orientation changes, the 
basis set functions belonging to some atoms approach or 
depart from each other, while some other atoms of the two 
systems are closer to or farther from each other.
1.2.2.3 Basis Set Superposition Error and Basis Set
It is easily understood that the BSSE has to change 
with different basis sets even for the same system and a 
fixed geometrical configurations. In principle, when one 
starts with very small basis sets and increases the size 
of basis sets gradually, the BSSE initially increases with 
increases basis set size before passing through a maximum, 
and then decreasing as the basis set becomes very large. 
The explanation is that the quality of the basis set is
2 2
normally improved as the size of the basis set increases.
The properties of a basis set are characterized primarily
• 20—22 • • by its exponents. For small size basis sets, the
primitive gaussian functions only characterize the space
around the nuclei and do not have sufficient radial extent
to describe the variational mixing between the orbitals on
the each subsystem. For medium size basis sets, the
extended parts of primitive gaussian functions are added
to better represent the electron density at all points in
space, leading to a numerically larger BSSE in the
calculations. For very large basis sets, the primitive
gaussian functions on each subsystem approach completeness
and any extra contribution from another subsystem
decreases in importance, leading to the smaller BSSE as
the basis set increases.
In practice, one may only find that the BSSE
increases as the basis set increases, being limited by an
insufficient variation of the basis sets size. However,
with a set of sufficient extended basis sets the entire
variation of BSSE can be explored. The effect of the BSSE
at the Hartree-Fock energy calculations for neon dimer has
28been shown in detail by Wells and Wilson. The BSSE
change in the second order correlation energy has similar 
features and the calculations for helium dimer have been
2 3
demonstrated in this study (See Chapter 4).
1.2.2.4 Basis Set Superposition Error at
SCF and Post-SCF Level
The BSSE at the SCF level potential energy 
calculations has been the subject of many previous 
studies28-34 and it is now recognized that this error can 
be brought down to almost negligible proportions by using 
very large basis sets. For small systems, it is possible 
to use very large basis sets to eliminate completely the 
BSSE at the SCF level of calculation.
However, to correct the BSSE at the post-SCF level is 
much more complex. First, the magnitude of the BSSE in 
correlated intermolecular potential energy calculations is 
comparable to its SCF analog and can, in fact, be even 
larger. As the basis set increases, the BSSE at the 
Hartree-Fock potential energy can be made to decrease 
rapidly but the BSSE at the post-SCF level is not so well 
behaved. Second, it is known that the contribution of 
correlation energy is very important for weak potential 
energy. The BSSE at the correlation level can be larger 
than the true electron correlation contribution to the 
total interaction. Moreover, the BSSE at the post-SCF 
energy level calculation appears to remain quite large
24
even with using very large basis sets. Third, the 
question of the BSSE at post-SCF level is of much more 
recent concern and it has received only very limited 
attention thus far.
1.2.2.5 Two Effects of Truncated Basis Sets
The effect of using truncated basis sets has two 
different aspects. First, the interaction energy is 
limited by the incompleteness of basis sets to describe 
the perturbation of interacting subsystems, which 
underestimates the results. The second effect is that the 
BSSE makes the interaction energy larger due to non-equal 
descriptions for the supersystem and the subsystem. Both 
effects are not physical but purely mathematical. Since 
both effects have opposite signs, they are partially 
canceled.27’41 However, a reliable approach requires that 
these effects be controlled individually. For small, 
simple systems these effects can be controlled and
35 •individually minimized. For modest systems with the 
practical basis set, the BSSE is often the dominant 
effect.
25
1.2.2.6 Examples of Basis Set Superposition Error
The basis set superposition error (BSSE) causes 
misleading conclusions in the studies of weak 
interactions. Without the correction for the BSSE, the 
intermolecular properties calculated by ab initio programs 
may be neither quantitatively nor qualitatively right. 
The following two examples have shown this during the past 
few years.
The BSSE may provide a false increase in the 
interaction energy and consequently may cause some extra 
attractive contributions in some cases. Due to the BSSE, 
a poor estimate of weak interaction energies could lead to 
good agreement with accurate calculations or experimental 
data. In the 1960's, some early SCF studies of rare gas 
systems obtained a false minima in the potential curve 
similar to those observed in the real potential well
36-38region. We know, however, the self-consistent-field
(SCF) energy of rare gas dimers is purely repulsive and 
the dispersion energy must be obtained from a correlation 
energy calculation. The minimum caused by the BSSE 
disappears as the quality of the basis set is improved or 
as the counterpoise correction is applied.
2 6
The BSSE occurs not only in the interaction energy 
calculations but also on the equilibrium distance 
calculations. The BSSE usually causes an overestimation 
of the interaction energy but an underestimation of the 
equilibrium distance. Some calculations had shown that 
the equilibrium 0...0 separations of water dimer are 
rather close to the experiment results of liquid water. 
Here, the significant differences between actual and 
effective water dimer potentials caused by many-body 
effects were almost totally obscured because of the BSSE. 
In 1982, after inclusion of corrections for the BSSE at 
MP2 and MP3 levels, Newton and Kestner9 got much better 
agreement with experiment data for the water dimer, 
indicating that water interactions in the liquid differ 
significantly from those in the gas phase.
27
1.3 Counterpoise Correction Procedure
1.3.1 Definition of Counterpoise Method
In 1970, a correction method called the function 
counterpoise method (CP) was proposed by Boys and 
Bernardi11 to estimate and correct the BSSE for 
intermolecular potential energy calculations of molecular 
dimers. With the CP method the identical basis set 
functions are used for all three calculations, i.e. for 
the supermolecular AB, the isolated molecules A and B. 
The interaction energy is then given by
A E"(R) =  Eab(R,AB) - Ea(R,AB) - Eb(R,AB) (1.13)
where E (R, AB) is obtained from the standard
AB
supermolecule approach without any change, however, 
Ea(R,AB) and Eb(R,AB) are obtained from the calculations 
which include not only their own basis functions but also 
a set of basis set functions positioned in space 
representing the orbitals of another monomer without its 
nuclear charges and electrons, these are often called 
ghost atoms (or ghost functions, or banquo atoms; see 
Fig. 1.3.) .
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Figure 1.3. With the counterpoise method, the 
isolated molecule A's energy, Ea(R,AB), is obtained 
from the calculation which includes not only its own 
basis functions but also the basis set functions from 
the partner molecule B. Now the B becomes a banquo 
(BQ) atom. Here each line represents a contracted 
basis set function. The solid line with arrows 
symbolizes the occupied space. The solid line 
without arrows symbolizes that part of unoccupied 
space of ghost atom which corresponds to the original 
occupied space of atom B.
In practice, the monomer calculations are similar to the 
dimer calculation except that the ghost atoms have a zero 
nuclear charge and zero electronic charge. Therefore, it 
is apparent that both E (R,AB) and E (R,AB) must rely upon
A B
the separation R or orientation between the subsystem A 
and B.
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The magnitude of BSSE thus can be estimated and 
defined in the following way,
BSSE =  A E"(R) - A Eab(R)
=  [ Ea(A)- Ea (R, AB) ] + [ Eb(B) - Eb (R, AB) ]
(1.14)
1.3.2 Observation of BSSE Overestimation by
the Counterpoise Method
The counterpoise method (CP) offers an approximate 
approach to evaluate the BSSE in molecular potential 
calculations and it has been widely used to eliminate 
these errors. During the last few years, however, many 
workers have observed that the CP method leads to the 
overestimation of BSSE.
39 • •In 1972, Johansson etc. studied the interaction of 
some dimers, such as (HF)2> H^2°^2 and (HCN)2> using
STO-3G basis set and concluded that the CP method 
overestimated the BSSE for the potential calculations. In 
1975, a similar conclusion was obtained by Urban and 
Hobza29’40 through a systematic study of the basis set 
effects on the SCF intermolecular energies for (H2)2 using
3 0
basis sets ranging from the minimal to the 4-31G. In 
1984, with 34 different basis sets, Schwenke and Truhlar41 
provided an extensive survey of the BSSE and observed the 
overestimation from the CP correction for two HF molecules 
at the Hartree-Fock potential calculations. Using the CP 
method to avoid the BSSE on the interactions, many 
workers42-45 have arrived at similar conclusions.
Many practical calculations have shown that the CP 
method is a good approximate approach to estimate the BSSE 
but this method offers only an upper limit to the real 
BSSE. However, the CP method is still widely used in 
potential energy calculations. Although the CP correction 
does not give the accurate interaction, it appears that 
the use of CP method leads to general qualitative 
improvement and reasonable results.
1.3.3 Argument about Overestimation of
Basis Set Superposition Error
However, the above conclusion about the
overestimation of the BSSE from the CP method has not been 
accepted by all workers. It has been questioned 
frequently, whether the counterpoise correction
overestimates the real BSSE. For many years, although a 
greater number of calculations have concluded that the CP
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method overestimates the BSSE, the opposite conclusion has
• 30 #also existed. In 1976, Ostlund and Merrifield claimed 
no evidence for the overestimation by the CP method. This 
conclusion was based on their observations in a matrix 
Hartree-Fock interaction energy calculation for the He 
dimer using a small basis set. The interaction energy 
using the CP method was still more negative than results 
obtained with a large basis set.
In 1986, an argument about the overestimation 
developed between two research groups.46-49 In order to 
avoid the overestimation by the CP method, Collins and 
Gallup included only the virtual space from the partner 
subsystem to calculate the SCF potential energies for 
He-He, and He-H2 and H2~H2. Following this work, Gitowski 
etc.47 put the challenging question, "Does the Boys and 
Bernardi function counterpoise method actually 
overestimate the basis set superposition error?", as the 
title of their paper. They criticized Collins and 
Gallup's analysis of the overestimation from the function 
counterpoise and negated their conclusion by a nonstandard 
analysis. The reply from Collins and Gallup, however, 
said that they still stood by their original conclusion 
and published still another study on the overestimation of
49BSSE for helium dimer in post Hartree-Fock energy level.
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The overestimation of the BSSE with the CP method
does exist both at the Hartree-Fock and the correlation 
interaction levels. The question should be how large the 
overestimation is and how the overestimation should be 
eliminated. Accurate potential results not only rely on 
the elimination of the BSSE and its overestimation but 
also on the appropriate choice of approach and the choice
of basis set functions. The overestimation from the CP
method may be made smaller by a good choice of better 
basis sets. This research will explore that point.
1.3.4 Pauli Principle and BSSE Overestimation
For size consistency, the counterpoise (CP) method
requires that the subsystem energies be calculated with 
the same basis set as that of the supersystem. However, 
both subsystem and supersystem do not employ these same 
basis sets in the same way in the SCF and the electron 
correlation treatments due to the different nuclear 
charges and electron numbers. In other words, they do not 
have the identical size of occupied space. In the 
supersystem, the Pauli principle will prevent any 
subsystem from fully utilizing the occupied orbitals of 
its partner. When the basis set functions of a 
supersystem are brought into the energy calculation of
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subsystem, such a restriction is no longer present. This 
difference causes the inconsistent usage of the same basis 
set by the two species. The contribution of the occupied 
space from ghost atoms should not be involved in the CP 
correction. This is the major reason for the
overestimation of the BSSE from the CP method.
1.3.5 Current Schemes for Avoiding Overestimation
of Basis Set Superposition Error
Since the counterpoise (CP) method is thought to 
overestimate the real BSSE, several schemes have been 
proposed to avoid it.
Scaled Factor Procedure:
In this scheme, the BSSE calculated by the CP 
correction is multiplied a factor k (0<Jc<l) . The 
empirical factor was determined by a ratio between numbers 
of unoccupied and occupied orbitals of its partner.42’50 
It is noted that this scheme does not appear to be 
justified by many calculations.40’51 The reason is that 
the factor as a ratio does not reflect the nature of the 
basis sets and which orbitals are important.
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Orthogonalization to Subsystem Orbitals:
In 1974, a new method was proposed by Daudey etc.52 
based on using isolated molecule orbitals to build up 
zero-order ground state and excited configurations for the 
supermolecule using Lowdin's orthogonalization procedure53 
to allow for local perturbations. This scheme provided a 
decomposition of the zero-order interaction energy into
the sum of the electrostatic and repulsion energy and the 
second order energy into the sum of polarization and
dispersion energy. The interaction energy of complex A-B 
was obtained by perturbation methods. This approach was
• . . 5 4applied to the interaction between two helium atoms and
\
the interaction between two water molecules.55 The 
monomer energies were calculated including the vacant 
molecular orbitals of the partner only. Although the 
second-order result did not present an attractive
potential, higher orders finally gave a qualitatively 
correct potential curve for the helium dimer.
Energy Decomposition Scheme:
Using a perturbation approach, a new energy 
decomposition scheme has been proposed by Kitaura and
Morokuma.34,42,51,55-58 With this scheme, the various 
perturbation components of interaction energy are
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calculated separately and summed up to give the total 
interaction energy. It is written as the sum of the 
following terms.
A E =  ES + EX + PL + CT + MIX + DISP (1-15)
Here ES is the electrostatic or Coulomb interaction 
between the electron distributions of the isolated 
molecules, EX is the exchange repulsion energy, PL is the 
polarization energy, CT is the charge transfer energy, MIX 
is the higher order coupling term among various 
interaction components, and DISP is the dispersion energy.
To use this energy decomposition scheme, a knowledge 
of the wave function of isolated molecules is needed. The 
Hartree-Fock molecular orbitals of isolated molecules are 
used as the basis for the construction of the Fock matrix 
of supermolecule. Then certain blocks of this matrix are 
set zero, subject to specific boundary conditions of the
supermolecule orbitals, and the resultant matrix is
»
diagonalized iteratively to obtain the desired energy 
components.
Using the CP correction, the energy decomposition 
scheme has been further analyzed into subsystem 
contributions.56"58 In order to eliminate the
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overestimation of the BSSE in the CP method, the occupied 
orbital space of the ghost atom should not be included in 
this correction. Thus the energy of a monomer is 
calculated with its orbitals supplemented with only the 
virtual orbitals of the partner. With the CP method, the 
charge transfer energy of a monomer A, for instance, is 
obtained by mixing the occupied orbitals of A with the 
vacant orbitals of partner monomer B only. With ST0-3G 
and 6-31G** basis sets, calculations for the water 
dimer34’42 have been done to exclude the overestimation of 
the BSSE correction.
Although the energy decomposition provides a means 
for the interpretation of the interaction energy, the 
energy components do not correspond to any observable 
energy. When the interaction is very strong, this scheme 
is obscure. Furthermore, the energy components are very 
sensitive to the basis set. With a reasonable small basis 
set, both components of the charge transfer energy and the 
polarization energy can be practically distinguished. 
With larger basis set, however, the CT energy and PL 
energy are hard to distinguish. These factors limit the 
application of this scheme.42 In addition, most
calculations can only be done at the Hartree-Fock level.
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Polarization Function Scheme:
In principle, the CP method causes an overestimation 
of the BSSE. A better procedure would be to include only 
the effect of the unoccupied orbitals of the ghost atoms. 
Since the procedure of the CP correction uses two entire 
subspaces, it greatly increases the computational effort. 
A simple approximation is to employ only the polarization 
basis set functions of its partner. The basic assumption 
is that the polarization functions are unoccupied so if 
such functions from the ghost atom are used, the CP method 
no longer would be expected to produce an overestimate. 
Using polarization functions, the BSSE and its 
overestimation have been calculated for two HF molecules 
on Hartree-Fock potential energies41 and for helium dimer 
on the correlation potential energies.47 This scheme 
offers a simple way to eliminate the overestimation but it 
has been noted that it would not provide a better way to 
exclude the total overestimation of the BSSE in the CP 
procedure.41 Furthermore, other corrections at small 
distance involve functions which are not only polarization 
effects.
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1.4.6 A New Scheme to Eliminate Overestimation
of Basis Set Superposition Error
It is known that the BSSE in the Hartree-Fock 
potential energy calculations can almost be made to vanish 
for small systems by using quite larger basis sets. Thus 
the overestimation of the BSSE at SCF level is a smaller 
quantity. Therefore, no matter how complicated the BSSE 
or its overestimation on the SCF level may be, accurate 
Hartree-Fock potential energies can be obtained for small 
systems. However, the BSSE in correlation energy 
calculations may not be made vanishing small. 
Consequently, a question as to how the CP method
overestimates the BSSE in post-SCF energy calculations has 
to be faced.
To compete with other approaches, we created a new 
approach to analyze the BSSE overestimation
systematically. First, a more reasonable scheme for 
analysis of the BSSE overcorrection should not separate 
the contribution of each basis set in a calculation but 
should start with the supersystem molecular orbitals. 
Second, a better scheme should be able to handle well the 
case of the large orbital overlap between two monomers. 
Third, a improved scheme should properly take in the 
advantage of the BSSE changes with internuclear
39
separation. Finally, the local character of the monomers 
or the ghost atoms in a dimer should be maintained so that 
the overestimation by the counterpoise procedure can be 
easily analyzed.
This research investigates how the CP method 
overestimates the BSSE in the second order electron 
correlation intermolecular potential energies. Using a 
localized orbital pair correlation approach,12-15 the BSSE 
from the CP method can be analyzed and eliminated as well 
as its overestimation determined. This approach and the 
results obtained will be explained in detail in the 
following chapter.
CHAPTER 2
Theoretical Approach
40
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In this chapter, we discuss why the localized orbital 
approach is chosen to analyze the overestimation of the 
basis set superposition error (BSSE) by the counterpoise 
method (CP). First, we show how the molecular orbitals 
are transformed into the localized orbitals. Also the 
invariance of molecular energy under an orbital unitary 
transformation is discussed. After this, we show how the 
orbital pair correlation approach is applied to the 
calculation of the energy components of the second order 
correlation energy using the localized orbitals. Finally, 
the overestimation of the BSSE by the CP correction is 
analyzed for the intermolecular potential energies.
2.1 Localized Orbital Pair Correlation Approach
2.1.1 Choice of Localized Orbitals
Molecular orbital theory is an approach to quantum 
mechanics which uses one-electron functions or orbitals to 
approximate the full wavefunction. Ab initio molecular 
orbital programs apply quantum mechanical methods to the 
calculations of molecular properties. Starting with 
atomic orbitals, the self-consistent field (SCF) procedure
42
in the ab initio program iteratively solves nonlinear 
Hartree-Fock equations to construct the molecular orbitals 
and to obtain the orbital energy as well from the 
diagonalized Fock matrix. A molecular orbital represents 
the delocalization of electron density into the orbital 
functions and thus consists of all atomic basis set 
functions along with a set of linear coefficients. In 
other words, the molecular orbitals of a dimer are 
obtained by mixing all basis sets and thus none of 
orbitals can be completely described by basis sets of a 
single atom or a monomer alone.
Using the CP correction to calculate the monomer 
energy, the molecular orbital approach mixes all occupied 
and virtual orbitals (or all basis functions) from two 
monomer centers. In order to avoid overestimation by the 
CP correction, a better method will include only the 
effect of the virtual orbitals of the other monomer.41’43 
It is not easy to accomplish this using molecular orbital 
theory. To overcome this difficulty, we have noted that 
the localized orbitals can offer a convenient scheme to 
implement this requirement. Also such an approach can 
provide significant improvements over current schemes in 
which the orbitals of dimers become the starting point to
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investigate the overestimation of BSSE by the CP method.
The localized orbitals represent the localization of 
electron density around certain atoms or monomers. The 
localized orbitals for subsystem A, for example, are 
primarily composed of the basis sets of the subsystem A. 
Using the localized orbitals, the occupied orbitals are 
able to distinguish between the virtual and the occupied 
orbitals for each center. Therefore, the contribution of 
the occupied orbitals, which causes the overestimation in 
the CP procedure, may be eliminated.
2.1.2 Localized Orbital Transformation
The localized orbital transformation can be performed 
in the the following steps. Consider the interaction 
between two closed shell molecules with a total N 
electrons. The composite system of two molecules has a 
single determinant Hartree-Fock orbital function,
'i =  d {\p \p \p .. .ip ) (2.1)
o ' 1 Y 2 3 v jt ' '
ip ... \p are molecular spin orbitals encompassing both
1 N
molecules. A unitary transformation T can change a 
molecular spin orbital (MO) \pu (k = 1,2,3, ...n) into a
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localized spin orbital (LO), t] , for molecule A and B.
is a element of transformation matrix T and t ^ is 
the complex conjugate transpose (Hermitian conjugate). 
Also, T is unitary matrix so
of T. Since the transformation from the molecular (MO) to 
the localized orbitals (LO) is unitary, the Hartree-Fock 
determinant Eq.(2.1) remains unchanged, i.e.
n —  n of v 's belong to molecule A, n —  n of them to
1 a V . a+l
molecule B. Also, the total Hartree-Fock energy, total 
electronic density and all other quantum mechanical 
observables are invariant to the transformation.
For homonuclear diatoms, the transformation matrix,
N
(2.2)
conversely,
N
v — E t (2.3)
T T T (2.4)
where T and T_1 are Hermitian conjugate and inverse matrix
o
(2.5)
a a+l
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T, is easily determined by symmetry. The molecular 
orbitals of helium dimer, for example, may be simply 
transformed into localized orbitals in the following way,3
v'S
l
0
1 
0
0 1 0  
1 0  1 
0 - 1 0  
1 0 - 1
N
l(Tg0£
lCTgp
lcrua
J . loru£ .
(2 .6)
For systems with insufficiently high symmetry, the 
transformation matrix, T, may be obtained by 
Edmiston-Ruedenberg (ER) method, or Boys method. The ER 
procedure59 determines a transformation matrix T that 
minimizes the exchange repulsion interaction energy,
X =  >^ 1^(1) |2 r'l |^.(2) |2 d(ra)d(r2) (2.7)
j*i
The Boys's localization procedure60 chooses a 
transformation matrix T that maximizes the sum of squares 
of the distances between orbital centroids,
©1 =  ^  [ <lAi |F|(Ai> -' < ^ . \ ? \ ^ . >  ]2 (2.8)
j >i
and maximizes the sum of squares of distances of the 
orbital centroids from the arbitrarily defined origin of
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the molecular coordinate system,
^ [ <^i |F|^> ]2 (2.9)
i
The localization method introduced by Boys requires only 
the one electron dipole-moment integrals over the occupied 
molecular orbitals, so it is more easily applied to large 
molecular systems. In most cases it yields localized 
orbitals nearly identical to those generated by ER 
method.61 Therefore, the Boys method has been used in 
this work for the systems when there is insufficient 
symmetry to define the transformation.
2.1.3 Hartree-Fock Energy
Since the transformation from the moleculdr orbitals 
(MO) to the localized orbitals (LO) is unitary, the total 
Hartree-Fock energy, is also invariant.3’62
Using molecular orbital theory, the Hartree-Fock 
energy, E (AB), of two closed shell molecules A and B can
HF*
be defined as the sum of the zero-order energy and the 
first-order energy for a perturbation expansion of exact 
energy,
where H is exact Hamiltonian of system,
N M N
> -  I ~ r  'i - I -Pt- + I ~F7~.la .. . ija=i a=i i>j=i J
H is the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian,o
i=i a=i
ff is the differece between H and Hq,
", -  I
i>j = i ij
V HF / • \- I « (2)
1 =  1
( 2 . 1 1 )
(2 .12)
(2.13)
HF • ,« (i) is the Hartree-Fock potential of the entire N-l
electron medium acting on the electron i. We have
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N
E =  <¥ ,H * > =  V (J. . - K. .) (2.15)1 o' l o L ' ij ij' ' '
i>j= l
where and K^j are Coulomb and exchange integrals
J±j —  (2.16)
A unitary transformation turns the molecular orbitals 
into the localized orbitals but the localized orbitals are
no longer the eigenfunctions of any Hamiltonian. However,
Eq.(2.14) and (2.15) remain of the same form
N
E =  Y & (2.17)o L p ' '
p= i 
N
E. - I <v - v> (2-18)
p> T= 1
where p and t represent localized orbitals and tj . The
P
total Hartree-Fock energy is the same in both the MO and 
the LO cases.
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2.1.4 Second Order Pair Correlation Energy
The exact energy of composite closed shell systems 
(A-B).is a sum of the Hartree-Fock energy and the electron 
correlation energy.
E (AB) =  E (AB) + E (AB) (2.19)\ / hf ' ' corr ' ' ' '
E is the Hartree-Fock energy and E is the energy due
HF CORR
to electron correlation. In our work the electron 
correlation energy calculation will be done with the aid
• • 3 12-15 tof Sinanoglu's pair correlation approach ’ which can 
be readily applied to the intermolecular force study.
Assuming that the Hartree-Fock wavefunction, V , is 
known, an exact wavefunction may be written as
x is the exact correlation wavefunction, required by the 
electron fluctuation potential. For a closed system, the
$ + xo (2 .20)
exact x is given by.12,72-75
X
where
5 0
A
f .
{ f' } =  4 { (123...N)-^ j- (2.22)
A
U. .
l u i j }  =  * (2!)'1/2 | ( 1 2 3 . . ^ ) - ^ ^  J- (2.23)
A
t u ijk J —  ■* <3!>-I/2 { (i23 - - - n ) 7 i ^ 7  } <2 -24>
If $ = ¥ + 5 is a trial function, the following
63expression is obtained by the varied-portion approach,
2<¥ (H-E )x> + <x(H-E )x>
E =£ E + ----------— ----------- —---  (2.25)
HF 1 + 2<¥ | £> + <£ | S>
The exact x is substituted for x and Eg.(2.12), Eq.(2.13), 
Eg.(2.21)-Eg.(2.24) and following equations are used
<’$o,x> =  0? <'iQ,'io> =  1 (2.26)
H $ =  E'H .
0 0 0 0
(2.27)
H - E
HF
N N
E e. + E
i=l 1 i>j 2J
( 2 . 2 8 )
HF •where S^j is the « (i) in the calculations of pair 
potentials. For a closed shell system, we obtain
N /
E =  E ♦ E </3(ij) ,q± jUi .> (2.31)
i>j
= 1/r^j. The |3(ij) is a ground state pair function 
/
and the U^j is a pair function involving double excitation 
state. Also we find
Ecorr =  £ W D ' O i f i i Pi>j J J
N
—  V S . .  (2.32).f; . ij 'i> j J
The first order wavefunction a: of perturbation theory
starts with the Hartree-Fock "sea" ¥ as the unperturbed
state. It gives
With the first-order pair correlation function, the 
second-order energy is given by
E «3(ij) 
i>j
,q. .fl(. V>
N
E
i>j
= ( 2 ) 
’ij
(2.34)
2.1.5 Localized Orbital Pair Correlation
The form of second order energy may also be written 
in the localized orbital description. Both are equal 
because of the unitary transformation
” (2 ) ” (2 )e =  y &:/ =  y (2 .3 5 )
2 . . 1 7  L‘ VO1>J>1 J p>vm H
The component energy of a pair of molecular spin orbitals 
and ip j is able to be transformed into an expansion of 
the components of localized orbital pair correlation 
energy by
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The t . and t . are the elements of T and they are same as vi p j
in Eqs.(2.2) and (2.3). The second order correlation
energy of an individual molecular orbital pair, &[V, is
obtained in the terms of localized orbitals, &!.2) , aftervp
the transformation of /3(ij) and ujj- 
, ( 2) , . .. _ ( 1 ) .&. . =  <(3(ij),g. .p.*. '>ij 'uj ij '
=  £ It. t . I2 e (2) +L‘ 1 jp1 i^pi>,p K
N
* * (2 )V t. t.t. t. & (vp;xp) (2.37)
•u *p v  1 V  J P  1 Z  J V
The first term is a sum of the second order energies of 
localized orbital pairs
g (2) == </3 (7) 7) ) ,<j p (1>> (2.38)V>p v V  p7 12 Vp
The second term is a sum of off-diagonal pair correlation
In a closed shell system the above off-diagonal terms are 
canceled out64 when all orbitals are summed over, so the 
second order correlation energy with the localized orbital 
pair wavefunction becomes
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" (2 )e =  y ’
2 L‘ Vpp>V^l H
II
—  z <S(V  ),912« " ’> (2.40)
P>1^ £1 P H
The trial pair function h^ p* may be expanded as65
Ulp =  Z cuz (2-41)H T>P>N ^  M
where m is the dimension of basis set, and C ^ is thefir
■VP
'IX
expansion coefficient of the first-order wavefunction in 
perturbation theory, involving the double substitutions 
from an occupied pair vp to a virtual pair pz. Therefore, 
the second order correlation energy E2 can be further 
expressed into the components of localized orbital pair 
correlation.
N M
E =  V V ^Te (2) (2.42)
2 VPP>V — 1 Z>P>N H
Here p and v indicate the localized occupied orbitals and 
t and p are the localized virtual orbitals. If v and p 
come from the different centers, represents
inter-components of the potential energy. If v and p come 
from the same center, represents intra-components
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of the potential energy. In addition, 11 and z allow us 
to make finer distinction in the components. This will be 
explained in detail below.
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2.2 Intermolecular Potential Energy Calculations
The total intermolecular potential energy of a 
composite closed system (A-B), through the second order 
correlation energy, consists of a Hartree-Fock part and a 
second order correlation part:
AE(R) =  aehf(r) + ae2(r) (2.43)
where AE (R) or AE (R) is obtained as the difference
HF 2
between the energy of dimer A-B and the sum of energies of 
monomer A and B at the Hartree-Fock or the second order 
energy level.
AE„f(R) =  eJfB(R) - E*f(R)- EBf(R) (2.44)
AE2(R) =  E2B(R) - E*(R) - EB(R) (2.45)
So far, it is known that for atomic or nonpolar
molecules most of the repulsion arises from AE (R) and
HF
most of attraction from AE2(R) . However, both are
important to obtain the accurate potential energies for
weak intermolecular systems. The counterpoise (CP) method 
has been used to correct the basis set superposition error 
(BSSE) in intermolecular energy calculations. In this 
research, the localized orbital pair correlation approach
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is applied to make the energy decomposition and to analyze 
the energy contribution from various components for the 
intermolecular energy. Furthermore, a new scheme is 
proposed to eliminate the overestimation of BSSE by the 
CP method and to obtain accurate intermolecular potential 
calculations.
2.2.1 Energy Decomposition
Using the localized orbitals pair correlation, the 
second order correlation energy can decomposed into the 
various components in the localized orbital picture. From 
'*'n Ec3*(2*42)' it is known that the subscripts p and 
v involve pairs of localized occupied orbitals and the 
superscripts p and x pairs of virtual localized orbitals. 
To simplify further discussion, we introduce Aq and Bq to 
represent the occupied orbitals p and v and Ay and By 
represent the virtual orbitals p and x, where orbital 
center, A or B, has been indicated. The following pattern 
shows atll possible components of the second order 
correlation energies which are generated for monomer A, 
dimer A-B and monomer A with ghost atom B.
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tlTg{2J for monolner A;
vp
px& (2) A Avp V V
A A
0 0 LJ
for dimer A-B:
px& ( 2) 
vp A AV V A BV V B BV V
A A
0 0 jjjjjj mum
A B
0 0
B B
0 0 MMBill
*ITg (2) for monomer A with ghost atom B:
M T g (2)
vp A AV V A BV V B BV V A BV 0 B BV 0 B B0 0
A A
0 0 n u l l immijjHi jjjjjj
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Specification of the Patterns:
The different types of components of the second order 
correlation energy in the localized orbital pair
correlation approach are represented by the following 
patterns.
Intra-Intra I n t r a - I n t e r  (V) I n t r a - I n t e r  (0) Inter
intra-intra indicates the components of the second order 
energy in which the occupied orbital pair and the virtual 
orbital pair involve the same monomer center. Intra-Inter 
indicates those components in which the occupied orbital 
pair involves one monomer only but the virtual orbital 
pair involves both monomers at same time. inter indicates 
the component in which the occupied pair involves both 
monomer centers.
In addition, the intra-inter (v) represents the energy 
component in which the virtual orbitals of a monomer and 
its partner are involved in its doubly excitation 
determinant. The intra-inter(o) represents the energy
component in which the occupied orbitals of ghost atoms 
are involved in the doubly exited determinant.
6 0
The classification of components of the second order 
correlation energy in the localized picture may also be 
given rigorous mathematical expressions.
For Dimer A-B:
The different of components of dimer A-B correlation 
energy can be determined.
E (A_B) =  V ntra + BE,ntra + ABElnter 
2 2 2 2
  A._,lntra-lntra A_.lnt.ra-inter (V)
=  £< +  Hi
2 2
. B_,lntra-lntra . B^lntra-lnter (V)+ E + E
2 2
+ AV nter (2.4 6)
A component which belongs to center A, B or both is 
indicated by the superscript A or B. Also they can be 
further divided into the individual components by a 
consideration of which localized virtual orbitals are 
involved in the doubly electron substitution state. It 
should be pointed out that the component ABE*nter is the 
largest part of the interaction energy.
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For monomer A:
Without the counterpoise correction (NCP), the second
NCPorder energy of monomer, E2 , has only intra-intra 
components since all Hartree-Fock orbitals of a monomer 
are naturally localized on that center.
Encp(A) =  AElntra 2 2
A„lntra-lntraE (2.47)
2 ' '
For Monomer with Ghost Atoms:
With the counterpoise correction, the second order
pepenergy of monomer, E2 , is obtained using the localized 
orbitals of dimer. However, there are only
intra-components since all occupied orbitals belong to 
center A. Since the virtual orbitals involve both centers 
A and B, there are three types of components:
EPCP(A-BQ) =  V ntra
  A_lntra-lntra A „lntra-lnter (V)=  Ci + Ci
AElntra-Inter (0)
+  Ci2
(2.48)
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Ez (A-BQ) is the result when all orbitals of the ghost 
atom are used. Here Agintra-interiv) represents the
energy component in which the ghost atoms (BQ) involve 
only virtual orbitals in the doubly excited determinant 
and *Eintra-inter(o) indicates the energy components in
which the occupied orbitals of BQ are involved in the 
doubly exited determinant as well as in the virtual 
orbitals.
It is apparent that the intra-components at center A, 
Agintra  ^ are numericaiiy different for the three cases, 
the dimer A-B, the A-BQ with counterpoise correction 
calculation and the monomer A. We define the intra-change 
for center A as the difference of AE*ntra between A and 
A-B, or between A and A-BQ. The intra-change should 
provide a useful analysis for the overestimation of the 
BSSE within the CP method.
Now we can attack the problem of the overestimation 
of BSSE when using the counterpoise method. When one 
compares the components of the second order energy between 
Ez(A-B) and E2CP(A-BQ), or compares the energy component 
patterns between the monomer A with ghost atom B and the 
intra molecular A in dimer A-B, it is easy to find those
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components AE‘ntra-1''ter<°> which should be the source of 
the overestimation of BSSE by the CP procedure. Using the 
localized orbital pair correlation approach, one can take 
away the component of AE‘ntra-lnter<0) in the CP procedure 
and thus define an improved counterpoise (ICP) result, 
E*CP(A-BQ),
E*CP(A-BQ) =  AE ‘"tra-lntr« + AE lntra-inter (V) (2.49)
E*CP(A-BQ) has a contribution in AE >^tra-inter m  which 
indicates that only virtual orbitals will be included from 
the ghost atoms.
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2.2.2 Intermolecular Energy Calculation with
Non-Counterpoise, Full-Counterpoise and
Improved Counterpoise Method
Using localized orbitals to analyze the nature of 
basis set superposition error (BSSE) and the procedure of 
counterpoise (CP) correction, the intermolecular energy 
can be calculated by three different methods, 
non-counterpoise (NCP), full-counterpoise (FCP) and 
improved counterpoise (ICP). Also, each method and result 
can be easily compared to one other. For simplicity, some 
new notation is introduced to define the local subspaces 
of localized orbitals.
A ® A  £ A ,' B ® B  S B
0 V ov 0 V ov
Non Counterpoise Correction:
The intermolecular second order correlation potential 
without the counterpoise (NCP) correction is given,
AENCP(R) == EAB(A B ) - E*(A ) - EB(B„J
2 2 OV OV 2 OV 2 OV
( 2 . 5 0 )
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Here Eab(A B ) is obtained with the entire orbital space 
2 ' ov ov' c
of A and B. The Ea(Aqv) and Eb(Bqv) are obtained with 
their atomic orbital (or local) space only and they are
NCP NCP •the terms corresponding to E2 (A) and E2 (B) in 
Eq. (2.47).
Full Counterpoise Correction:
The intermolecular second order correlation potential 
with the counterpoise (FCP) correction is given by,
AEFCP(R) =  EAB(A B ) - EA(A B ) - EB(A B )
2 ' ' 2 V OV ov' 2 OV OV 2 ' OV 0 V '
(2.51)
Eab(A B ), Ea(A B ) and EB A B ) are obtained using
2 OV OV' ' 2' OV OV' 2 OV OV'
the identical orbital space as for dimer A-B. Also the 
Ea(A B ) and Eb A B ) are the terms presented as
2 OV OV7 2 OV OV7
E2CP(A-BQ) and E2CP(B-BQ) in Eq. (2.48).
Improved Counterpoise Correction:
The intermolecular second order correlation potential 
with the improved counterpoise (ICP) correction is given 
as
6 6
AEICP(R) == EAB(A B ) - E*(A B ) - EB(AB )
2 ' ' 2 ' OV ov' 2 V OV V 7 2 V OV*
(2.52)
Here Eab(A B ) is obtained with the entire orbital space
2 OV OV
of A and B but Ea(A B ) or EB(A B ) with its atomic
2' OV V' 2' V OV'
orbital (or local) space adding in only the virtual space 
of the ghost atoms. Also EA(AoyBv) and EB(AyBov) are the 
terms listed as E*CP(A-BQ) and E*CP(B-BQ) in Eq. (2.48).
Basis Set Superposition Error;
The total basis set superposition error, BSSE, and 
its contribution from each monomer, BSSEA and BSSE8, are 
defined as follows:
BSSE =  [EA(A ) - EA(A B )] + [EB(B ) - EB(A B ) ]
2 OV 2 OV OV 2 OV 2 ' OV OV
(2.53)
BSSEA =  [EA(A ) - EA(A B )] (2.54)
1 2 ' ov' 2 ' OV OV,J
BSSE8 =  [E8(B ) - EB(A B )]
1 2 V OV7 2 ' OV 0V/J
(2.55)
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Overestimation of Basis Set Superposition Error 
The total overestimation of BSSE by the counterpoise 
method, Overestimation, and the contribution from each 
monomer, Overestimation* or B, are defined as follows.
Overestimation =
[E*(A B) - E*(A B )] + [EB(AB ) - EB (A B ) ]
2 OV V 2 OV OV 2 V OV 2 ' OV OV' J
(2.56)
Overestimation* =  [Ea(AqvBv) - Ea(AovBqv)] (2.57)
Overestimation6 =  [EB(AyBov) - EB(AQyBoy)] (2.58)
The localized orbital pair correlation approach has 
been set up and the various energy components with 
localized orbital scheme have been obtained. All 
calculated results are explained in detail in the 
following chapter.
CHAPTER 3
Computational Program
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3.1 Computational Program Modification
In this research, the computations have been 
performed on IBM 3084 and IBM 3090 computers and the 
intermolecular potential energies of various dimers are 
obtained from ab initio molecular orbital programs. In 
order to analyze and eliminate the overestimation of the 
basis set superposition error (BSSE) by the counterpoise 
(CP) correction for intermolecular potential calculations, 
the ab initio molecular orbital computational programs, 
GAUSSIAN 8 066 and GAUSSIAN 8667 packages, have been 
modified. The programs for the localized orbital 
transformations and the localized orbital pair correlation 
are created and both have been linked with the ab initio 
molecular orbital programs. Using the modified
GAUSSIAN 80 or GAUSSIAN 86 package, the intermolecular 
potential energies are obtained with the 
non-counterpoise (NCP), full-counterpoise (FCP) and
improved counterpoise (ICP) corrections. Through analysis 
of the localized orbital pair energy components, the 
overestimation of the basis set superposition error (BSSE) 
by counterpoise (CP) correction can be eliminated.
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3.2 Program Structure
The localized orbital transformation program and the 
localized orbital pair correlation approach program are 
linked with the GAUSSIAN 80 or GAUSSIAN 86 package. The 
overall logical structure of the program is described by 
following steps. Only the links which have been modified 
are mentioned here.
Step 1. The Hartree-Fock molecular orbitals (MO) of 
a dimer are obtained in Link 501 (GAUSSIAN 80 or 
GAUSSIAN 86).
Step 2. The molecular orbitals are then transformed 
into the localized orbitals (LO) . If a system has high 
symmetry, the transformation matrix and the localized 
orbitals are simply obtained by symmetry. If a system 
does not have sufficient high symmetry, the transformation 
matrix and the localized orbitals can be obtained by Boys 
method60 in Link 401 (GAUSSIAN 86) .
Step 3. To proceed with the counterpoise correction, 
the localized orbitals of the dimer are used for the 
monomer calculation and then are input into Link 801 
(GAUSSIAN 80 or GAUSSIAN 86)
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Step 4. The complementary set of the single-bar two 
electron integrals are considered in Link 802 (GAUSSIAN 80 
or GAUSSIAN 86)
Step 5. The localized orbital pair correlation 
approach is employed for the second order electron 
correlation energy calculations in Link 901 (GAUSSIAN 80 
or GAUSSIAN 86)
Step 6. The energy components of the localized 
orbital pairs are then analyzed. If the total second 
order electron correlation energy includes all components, 
the result of the full counterpoise (FCP) correction is 
obtained. If the total second order electron correlation 
excludes the components which relate to the occupied 
orbital of ghost atoms, the results of the improved 
counterpoise (ICP) correction is obtained. Furthermore, 
the magnitude of the overestimation of counterpoise 
correction is estimated by the difference between the FCP 
and the ICP results.
The following flow chart shows the above process. 
The overlays of GAUSSIAN 80 or GAUSSIAN 86 are indicated 
and put in single outline blocks on the central column.
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OVERLAY 1
OVERLAY 2
OVERLAY 3
OVERLAY 3
OVERLAY 4
OVERLAY 5
OVERLAY 6
OVERLAY 8
OVERLAY 9
Symmetry
Information
Atomic
Integrals
Mol ocular 
Geometry
Sped f 1 cat Ion 
Bas 1 s Set
SCF
Equation
Ini t lal 
Guess
Popu latlon 
Ana lysis
Two-e 1 ectron 
Int egrals
Electron 
Correlatlon 
Energy
Loca 1 Ized 
Orb ltal 
Transformation
Loca 1 lzed 
0 rblta 1 Pal r 
Corre latlon 
Energy
FCP,NCP,ICP
Figure 3.1 Overall logical structure of programs. The
localized orbital transformation and the pair correlation 
programs are in double outlined blocks. The basic 
ab initio molecular orbital program is in single line 
blocks.
CHAPTER 4
Computational Results
I
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The localized orbital pair correlation approach 
offers a reasonable scheme to analyze the overestimation 
of basis set superposition error (BSSE) by the 
counterpoise (CP) method. Using this method, a number of 
dimers with weak intermolecular interactions, van der 
Waals molecules, have been studied, such as He-He, H2~H2, 
He-H , HLi-HLi, HF-Li+, H 0-Li+, NH -Li+, H O-He, HF-HF
2 2 3 2
and H20-H20 etc. This study is extensive, considering 
small or large dimers, some with high symmetry, others 
with low symmetry, some consisting of two identical 
monomers, others with different monomers, some are 
electronically neutral, others charged. Also this study 
is extensive, considering different geometry coordinations 
of these dimers and the effect of various basis set 
functions for the BSSE and its overestimation with the CP 
method, utilizing standard basis sets as well as other 
larger optimized basis sets. The results of each studied 
dimer and the basis set are presented and discussed in 
detail in the following sections.
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4.1 He-He
4.1.1 Geometry and Basis Sets
The calculations for He-He have been carried out for
intermolecular separations between 1.5 A and 5.0 A. The
primitive Gaussian basis sets of (8s2p) and (8s4p2d) are
shown in Table 4.1.1; they are derived from the basis sets
68of Chalasinski and Jeziorski. The 8 s-functions within 
the (8s2p) basis set has been contracted in various ways, 
e.g. (8s2p)/[8/1;1], (8s2p)/[7;1/1;1], (8s2p)/[5;2;1/1;1],
(8s2p)/[5;1;1;1/1;1], (8s2p)/[3;1;1;1;1/1;1] and
(8s2p)/[1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1/1;1]. Each basis set contraction 
scheme changes the size of the basis and leads to 
different magnitudes of the BSSE. To improve the (8s2p) 
basis function, the basis set (8s4p2d), which includes two 
more p and two more d orbitals, has been used to give even 
more accurate results.
4.1.2 Results on Hartree-Fock Calculations
Using the optimized (8s2p) or (8s2p2d) basis set, the 
potential energy of helium dimer has been calculated over 
a wide range of separations around the potential minimum 
of 3.0A. The results are presented in Table 4.1.2 to 
Table 4.1.5 for the helium dimer with the (8s2p) basis
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set. It is easily to see, first, that all results show 
that the repulsive component is dominated by the SCF 
interaction energy. Second, all results show that the 
basis set superposition errors (BSSE) for the He-He at the 
Hartree-Fock level are very small? they are less than 
0.021 K at minimum potential distance with the various 
size basis sets. Because the BSSE at Hartree-Fock level 
is vanishing small, we can investigate the BSSE on the 
correlation potential energies easily neglecting any 
Hartree-Fock contribution.. In other words, the various 
contracted schemes of the basis set (8s2p) for helium 
dimer provide us with an ideal situation to study the BSSE 
of the intermolecular energy at the electron correlation 
level.
4.1.3 Results on Correlation Calculations
For the helium dimer, the attractive components of 
the total intermolecular potential energy are obtained by 
the calculations of the electron correlation effect 
between two helium atoms. The second order correlation 
energy between two helium atoms is the primary 
contribution to the total electron correlation effect. 
Although the BSSE at Hartree-Fock potential energy 
calculation for helium dimer is small, the BSSE at the
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correlation level may not be small simultaneously and it 
can be rather large (see Table 4.1.2 —  Table 4.1.5) for 
some basis sets.
The different contracted schemes for the (8s2p) basis 
set change the size of basis set as well as the magnitude 
of the basis set superposition errors (BSSE) in the second 
order potential energies. Fig. 4.1.1 shows that the BSSE 
of He-He at 3.0 A varies with various basis set 
contraction schemes. It indicates that the BSSE initially 
increases with increasing size of the contracted basis set 
and after passing through maximum it decreases as the 
basis set becomes more uncontracted. For various 
contraction schemes of the (8s2p) basis set, the BSSE lies 
between 1 K and 81 K at the separation 3.0 A. This fact 
demonstrates that the BSSE at the correlation potential 
energy may be rather large, although the 8s primary 
Gaussian functions have been optimized by the least square 
fit to the accurate SCF orbitals and the energy of helium.
Furthermore, using the localized orbital pair 
correlation approach, the overestimation of the basis set 
superposition error (BSSE) by the counterpoise (CP) method 
can be analyzed. The comparisons of various basis set 
contraction schemes are shown in Table 4.1.2 —
Table 4.1.5. The NCP represents the potential energy of
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helium dimer without any counterpoise correction. The FCP 
represents the results with full counterpoise corrections, 
while the ICP represents the results which are obtained by 
using only the virtual orbitals of the ghost helium atom 
in our improved counterpoise procedure. Since the 
potential energies with the ICP exclude the contribution 
of occupied orbitals of the ghost helium atom, it should 
not contain any overcorrection by counterpoise correction. 
The difference between the FCP and the ICP is the 
overestimation of the BSSE by the counterpoise (CP) method 
at the second order of correlation. It is clear that the 
overestimation of the BSSE by the CP method is relatively 
small compared with the total BSSE. Also the amount of 
the overestimation of BSSE by the CP method rapidly 
converges as the interaction distance of two helium atoms 
increases. For example, with the basis set,
(8s2p)/[7;l/l;l], the helium dimer at the potential 
minimum distance has the biggest BSSE, 81.1 K, among the 
various basis sets. However, the overestimation of the 
BSSE is only 0.83 K. This characteristic of the basis set 
(8s2p)/[7;l/l;l] is shown in Table 4.1.3 and Fig. 4.1.2 
The results of other basis sets are shown by 
Table 4.1.3 —  Table 4.1.5.
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4.1.4 Energy Component Analysis
The analysis of energy components offers some 
significant assistance for understanding the essence of 
the BSSE on the intermolecular potential. The localized 
orbital pair energy approach allows us to identify the 
individual orbital pair energies, , and to study the
inter- and intra- atomic correlation. Since v and tj 
represent a pair of localized occupied orbitals, if v and 
tj belong to same helium atom, the & is intra-component, 
otherwise it is an inter-component. We define the 
intra-change that is the difference between the all 
intra-components of one helium atom within helium dimer 
and the energy of the isolated helium atom.
Using four different basis sets, the intra-change and 
the inter components of the He-He second order correlation 
energy are obtained and they are listed in Table 4.1.6. 
Two of these are plotted in Fig. 4.1.3. These results 
explicitly show that the inter- components of the He-He 
second order energies are very similar when the different 
basis set functions are used. The largest shift is only
0.366°K at 3.OA. The magnitude of these inter- components 
of the correlation energies is very close to previous 
results.69 We may conclude that the basis set effect is 
very slight for the inter-component energy. In contrast
8 0
with the inter-components, the intra-change components 
have different characteristics. The intra-change
components of the second order energy for He-He strongly 
depend upon the type and size of the basis set. The 
largest shift is 41.6 K for He-He at 3.0 A. The shift of 
the intra-change components shows the following tendency; 
it starts from a small value, increases and then drops 
back as the size of basis sets gradually increase. This 
tendency is similar to the behavior of the BSSE on the 
second order energy level in Fig. 4.1.1. Both are 
compared in Fig. 4.1.4. Also these data demonstrate that 
the components of intra-change of the correlation energy 
contain the major source of the BSSE.
The intra-change components of He-He correlation 
energy can be further decomposed into the intra-intra and 
the intra-inter components. For the isolated atom 
calculation, the correlation energy of the He atom only 
involves its intra-intra contributions. By subtracting 
the correlation energy of He atom from the corresponding 
components of the intra-components of He-He, the 
intra-change can be obtained while the change of 
intra-intra and the change of intra-inter can be 
separated. The changes of intra-intra and intra-inter are 
presented in Table 4.1.7 and the results for
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(8s2p)/[7;l/l;l] basis set are plotted in Fig. 4.1.5. 
These results reveal some interesting characteristics. 
First, the change of intra-intra components is almost 
always positive over most internuclear separations. This 
is especially true at the minimum energy distance. For 
the basis sets that are more contracted, the changes may 
become negative at some internuclear separations. Second, 
all of intra-inter components are negative in the 
correlation energy and the magnitude is larger than the 
change in the intra-intra components. This factor causes 
the total intra-change components of the second order 
energies for each atom within He-He to be negative. In 
other words, the intra-change components of the second 
order energies of He-He lower the energy of helium dimer. 
This is the original source of the BSSE on the second 
order energy. Also this is a basic consideration in the 
counterpoise correction method, using a consistent basis 
set to calculate the energy for the helium atom. Finally, 
an interesting feature is also shown in Fig. 4.1.5. The 
changes of intra-intra components are antagonistic with 
the changes of intra-inter; as the intra-intra components 
are going positive (negative) , the intra-inter components 
are going negative (positive).
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With the Boys and Bernardi counterpoise correction 
correction, the monomer energy is computed with the same 
basis set of the dimer. In this research, in order to 
analyze the overestimation of the BSSE by the counterpoise 
correction, the localized orbitals of helium dimer are 
directly applied into the He atom calculation. Using the 
localized orbital pair correlation approach, the 
comparison between He-He and He-BQ is presented in 
Fig. 4.1.6. It is easily seen that similar tendencies 
occur in both the intra-intra and the intra-inter 
components of He-He and He-BQ as the intermolecular 
separation changes. It may also be noted that the 
discrepancy between He-He and He-BQ is caused by applying 
the localized orbitals of He-He, which are neither the 
eigenfunctions for He-He nor for He-BQ. Also, another 
reason is that He-BQ lacks the symmetry of He-He. An 
explicit difference of intra-inter component between He-He 
and He-BQ demonstrates that the He-BQ intra-inter 
component is lower in energy than the corresponding 
components of He-He. This fact reveals that the 
overestimation of the BSSE by counterpoise method is due 
to the occupied orbital space of ghost atom involved the 
correlation computation. However, consistent results for 
both systems are presented in Fig. 4.1.6.
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4.1.5 Accurate Intermolecular Energy
An accurate potential energy is determined by the
proper choice of basis set function. For the helium 
dimer, the Hartree-Fock energy is primarily determined by 
the s type basis function and the correlation energy by 
the polarization p and the d type basis function. The 
main attractive term is the second order polarization 
dispersion energy. The magnitude of correlation potential 
calculation of the He-He depends upon the contribution 
from s, p or d orbitals.69 The (8s2p) basis sets have 
only 8s and 2p basis functions, so their correlation
energies yield only about -10.4 K at 3.0 A. However, the 
(8s4p2d) basis set, which includes the 8s, 4p and 2d type 
basis functions, has a much better correlation energy, 
-20.4 K at 3.0 A.
The (8s4p2d)/[7;l/l;l;l;l/l;l] basis set is the 
biggest basis set used in this study; it includes two 
diffuse p and two diffuse d orbitals. With this basis set 
an accurate potential energy can be approached. The
results for this basis set are listed in Table 4.1.8 —
Table 4.1.9 and Fig. 4.1.7. With the FCP the Hartree-Fock 
potential energy is 9.74 K and the second order potential 
energy is -20.32 K at 3.0 A. The total potential energy,
i.e. the Hartree-Fock energy followed by the second order
8 4
Mcller-Plesset correlation energy of the He-He, becomes 
-10.59 K at minimum distance 3.0 A. It compares well with
70the experimental data which is -10.74 K at 2.975 A. 
With this basis set the BSSE on the Hartree-Fock potential 
energy is still very small, 0.093 K at 3.0 A, but the BSSE 
in the second order energy is very large, 419.13 K at 
3.0 A. With the NCP, the calculation causes such a large 
BSSE which would lead to a very poor result. It obviously 
shows that the FCP procedure is necessary for He-He 
potential energy calculations. Furthermore, the
overestimation of the BSSE from the occupied orbitals of 
ghost atom He is only 0.118 K at 3.0 A. Therefore, we 
conclude that the overestimation of the BSSE for He-He may 
be eliminated; however, the potential energy obtained with 
the FCP is good enough to study the various properties of 
the helium dimer.
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Table 4.1.1. Gaussian Basis Function For Helium
Type of function Exponents Coefficients
s 0.060512 0.014758
0.131665 0.287999
0.283539 1.051669
0.728426 1.486602
2.346173 0.974924
10.200107 0.299259
58.789362 0.041435
9079.3036 0.000632
px,py,pz 0.05000 1.0
Px, py, pz 0.16686 1.0
P*,py,P2 0.53965 1.0
P^Py,Pz 2.27860 1.0
d d d d d d 0.18 1.0xx, yy, zz, xy, xz, yz
d d d d d d 0. 68 1.0xx, yy, zz, xy, xz, yz
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Table 4.1.2. Potential Energy, Basis set Superposition 
Error and Overestimation for the Helium Dimer 
with (8s2p)/[8/l;l] Basis Set.
(Energy Units in Kelvin)
R(A) NCP FCP ICP BSSE OVER
E2 Potential Energy (K)
1.5 -733.769 -369.855 -403.538 363.941 33.683
2.0 -176.339 -96.591 -101.014 79.748 4.423
2.5 -38.476 -30.659 -31.083 38.476 0.424
3.0 -11.769 -10.720 -10.758 1.049 0. 038
3.5 -4.372 -4.220 -4.224 0.151 0.004
4.0 -1.887 -1.874 -1.874 0.013 0.000
4.5 -0.919 -0.918 -0.918 0.001 0.000
5.0 -0.485 -0.485 -0.485 0.000 0. 000
Hartree-Fock :Potential Energy (K)
1.5 6701.430 6701.710 0.280
2.0 765.280 765.420 0.140
2.5 80.070 80.090 0. 020
3.0 9.750 9.760 0.010
3.5 0.670 0.670 0.000
4.0 -1.060 -1.060 0.000
4.5 -1.110 -1.110 0.000
5.0 -1.020 -1.020 0.000
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 10 Kelvin (K)
NCP: Non counterpoise correction 
FCP: Full counterpoise correction
ICP: Counterpoise method with virtual orbitals only 
BSSE: Basis set superposition error
OVER: The amount of overestimation of BSSE with FCP
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Table 4.1.3. Potential Energy, Basis set Superposition 
Error and Overestimation for the Helium Dimer 
with (8s2p)/[7;l/l;l] Basis Set.
(Energy Units in Kelvin)
R(A) NCP FCP ICP BSSE OVER
E2 Potential Energy (K)
1.5 -904.419 -212.404 -247.768 692.015 35.364
2.0 -205.046 -63.987 -69.814 141.059 5.827
2.5 -107.030 -25.945 -26.778 81.085 0.833
3.0 -91.779 -10.316 -10.467 81.418 0.106
3.5 -62.587 -4.605 -4.613 57.982 0.008
4.0 -34.062 -2.342 -2.343 31.720 0.001
4.5 -15.761 -1.269 -1.269 14.492 0.000
5.0 -6.418 -0.680 -0.680 5.738 0.000
Hartree-Fock Potential Energy (K)
1.5 6491.666 6491.817 0.151
2.0 745.946 745.996 0.050
2.5 79.196 79.218 0.022
3.0 9.813 9.834 0.021
3.5 1.637 1.651 0.014
4.0 0.131 0.140 0.009
4.5 0.006 0.011 0.005
5.0 0.001 0.001 0.000
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 Kelvin (K)
NCP: Non counterpoise correction 
FCP: Full counterpoise correction
ICP: Counterpoise method with virtual orbitals only 
BSSE: Basis set superposition error
OVER: The amount of overestimation of BSSE with FCP
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Table 4.1.4. Potential Energy, Basis set Superposition 
Error and Overestimation for the Helium Dimer 
with (8s2p)/[5;2?l/l;l] Basis Set.
(Energy Units in Kelvin)
r (A) NCP FCP ICP BSSE OVER
E2 Potential Energy (K)
1.5 -286.705 -164.368 -205.700 122.337 41.332
2.0 -106.095 -60.319 -69.208 45.776 8.889
2.5 -41.521 -24.783 -24.233 16.738 1.450
3.0 -21.521 -9.895 -10.094 11.626 0.199
3.5 -14.289 -4.145 -4.169 10.144 0.024
4.0 -8.662 -1.892 -1.895 6.770 0.003
4.5 -4.623 -0.943 -0.943 3.680 0.000
5.0 -2.224 -0.505 -0.505 1.719 0.000
Hartree-Fock Potential Energy (K)
1.5 6230.294 6230.338 0.044
2.0 723.901 723.914 0.013
2.5 77.605 77.607 0.002
3.0 7.871 7.872 0.001
3.5 0.766 0.767 0.001
4.0 0.075 0.075 0. 000
4.5 0.011 0.012 0. 000
5.0 0.001 0.001 0.000
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 Kelvin (K)
NCP: Non counterpoise correction 
FCP: Full counterpoise correction
ICP: Counterpoise method with virtual orbitals only 
BSSE: Basis set superposition error
OVER: The amount of overestimation of BSSE with FCP
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Table 4.1.5. Potential Energy, Basis set Superposition 
Error and Overestimation for the Helium Dimer 
with (8s2p)/[3;l;l?l;l;l/l;l] Basis Set 
(Energy Units in Kelvin)
r (A) NCP FCP ICP BSSE OVER
E2 Potential Energy (K)
1.5 -232.399 -209.944 -253.222 22.455 43.332
2.0 -77.163 -67.013 -76.077 10.150 9.064
2.5 -31.017 -25.695 -27.172 5.322 1.477
3.0 -12.173 -10.073 -10.272 2.100 0.199
3.5 -4.891 -4.163 -4.188 0.728 0.025
4.0 -2.273 -1.880 -1.882 0.393 0.002
4.5 -1.160 -0.927 -0.927 2 .330 0.000
5.0 -0.594 -0.493 -0.493 0.101 0.000
Hartree-Fock Potential Energy (K)
1.5 6222.961 6222.991 0.030
2.0 723.138 723.152 0.014
2.5 77.573 77.578 0.005
3.0 7.869 7.871 0.002
3.5 0.765 0.767 0.002
4.0 0.072 0.073 0.001
4.5 0.006 0.007 0.001
5.0 0. 000 0. 001 0.001
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 Kelvin (K)
NCP: Non counterpoise correction
FCP: Full counterpoise correction
ICP: Counterpoise method with virtual orbitals only 
BSSE: Basis set superposition error
OVER: The amount of overestimation of BSSE with FCP
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Table 4.1.6. The intra-change and inter-components of 
the second order energy for the helium dimer calculations 
with various contraction schemes of 8s2p basis set. 
(Energy Units in Kelvin)
R(A)
(8s) [8] [ 7 ; 1) [ 5; 2 ; 1 ] [3;1;1;1;1;1]
(2p) [2] [2] [2] [2]
Intra
1.5
-change
-210.541 -287.856 83.027 -131.500
2.0 -38.130 -46.846 13.421 44.740
2.5 -4.678 -38.549 -3.727 8.785
3.0 -1.544 -42.049 -5.965 -0.374
3.5 -0.467 -30.025 -5.427 -0.217
4.0 -0.085 -16.681 -3.560 -1.712
4.5 -0.007 -7.869 -1.967 0. 074
5.0 0.002 -3.238 -0.932 -0.091
Inter
1.5 -305.541 -321.160 -349.140 -382.665
2.0 -89.852 -92.495 -99.975 -130.453
2.5 -29.561 -30.026 -31.198 -31.587
3.0 -10.517 -10.635 -10.777 -10.883
3.5 -4.193 -4.231 -4.246 -4.269
4.0 -1.877 -1.890 -1.891 -1.886
4.5 -0.923 -0.928 -0.928 -0.929
5.0 -0.490 -0.493 -0.492 -0.493
* Only 8s basis sets are contracted, 2p are not.
** Intra-change is the difference between the energy 
of He atom and the intra-component of He-He with 
corresponding atom center.
*** Inter- is the sum of inter-components of He-He 
only.
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Table 4.1.7. The intra-intra and intra-inter components 
of the second order energies for the helium dimer with . 
basis set (8s2p)/[7;l/l;l].
(Energy Units in Kelvin)
r (A) intra-intra intra-inter intra-total
1.5 253.367 -541.223 -287.856
2.0 62.006 -108.852 -46.846
2.5 -13.465 -25.083 -38.549
3.0 8.912 -50.961 -42.049
3.5 15.372 -45.398 -30.025
4.0 8.956 -25.637 -16.681
4.5 3.068 -10.937 -7.869
5.0 0.529 -3.767 -3.238
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Table 4.1.8. Potential energy, basis set superposition 
error and overestimation for the helium dimer 
with (8s4p2d)/[7;l/l;l;l;l/l;l] basis set 
(Energy Units in Kelvin)
E2 Potential Energy (K)
R(A) NCP FCP ICP BSSE OVER
2.0 -1366.660 -125.219 -•131.720 1241.441 6.501
2.5 -555.501 -42.735 -43.654 512.766 0.919
3.0 -439.455 -20.324 -20.442 419.131 0.118
3.5 -289.988 -9.591 -9.604 280.397 0.013
4.0 -177.772 -4.588 -4.589 173.184 0.001
4.5 -103.783 -2.144 -2.144 101.639 0.000
5.0 -56.589 -0.967 -0.967 55.622 0.000
Hartree'-Fock Potential Energy (K)
2.0 734.218 734.430 0.212
2.5 78.544 78.666 0.122
3.0 9.643 9.736 0.107
3.5 1.578 1.638 0.060
4.0 0.099 0.138 0.039
4.5 -0.014 0.010 0.024
5.0 -0.013 0.001 0. 014
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 Kelvin (K)
NCP: Non counterpoise correction 
FCP: Full counterpoise correction
ICP: Counterpoise method with virtual orbitals only 
BSSE: Basis set superposition error
OVER: The amount of overestimation of BSSE with FCP
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Table 4.1.9. The total interaction energies on MP2 
level calculation for the helium dimer with 
(8s4p2d)/[7;l/l;l;l;l/l;l] basis set.
(Energy Units in Kelvin)
Total Potential Energy (K)
R(A) NCP FCP ICP
2.0 -632.442 609.211 602.710
2.5 -476.957 35.931 35.012
3.0 -429.812 -10.588 -10.706
3.5 -288.410 -7.953 -7.966
4.0 -177.673 -4.450 -4.451
4.5 -103.797 -2.134 -2.134
5.0 -56.602 -0.966 -0.966
MP2: Hartree-Fock calculation following by a second- 
order Moller-Plesset correlation energy 
calculation.71
NCP: Non counterpoise correction
FCP: Full counterpoise correction
ICP: Counterpoise method with virtual orbitals only
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 Kelvin (K)
* The experimental data of He-He potential energy 
at 2.975 A is -10.740 K.70
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Rgure 4.1.2 The comparison of the second order 
potential energies for the He-He dimer with the FCP, 
NCP and ICP using the basis set (8s2p)/[7 ; 1 / 1 ; 1 ].
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Figure 4.1.3 The intra—change and inter components 
of the second order energy for He—He dimer with the 
(8 s2 p )/[8 /1 ;1 ] and (8 s2p )/[7 ;1 /1 ;1 ] basis sets.
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Figure 4.1.4 The comparison between the intra-change 
component and the basis set superposition error (BSSE) 
for the second order energy of the He—He dimer at 3.0 (A) 
interaction distance.
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4.2.1 Geometry and Basis Sets
The H2-h2 is one of t*1® simplest examples of
molecule-molecule interactions. This dimer has engaged
7 76-81the attention of many workers. ’ Among the various
configurations of H2~H2 dimers, the T-shape structure is
the most stable, partly because of the attractive
interaction between quadrupoles.81 Thus only the T-shape
structure of H2~H2 dimer is considered in this study. In
all calculations the separation of two H atoms in a
monomer is fixed at 0.74 A but the separation between two
dimers, X1-X2, is changed from 0.2 A to 6.0 A. The
geometry arrangement of this dimer is shown in Fig. 4.2.1.
The four hydrogen atoms are distinguished by the
subscripts a, b, c, d. The hydrogen atomic basis set
82contains 6s basis functions and 3p polarization
83functions , which are contracted by (6s3p)/ 
[l;l;l;l;l;l/l;l;l] shown in Table 4.2.1.
4.2.2 Results and Discussion
Although the dimer H2~H2 consists of two identical 
monomer molecules as well as the same basis sets, the
contribution of the BSSE from each H is different due to
2
the geometric arrangement. Thus the BSSE and its
1 0 2
overestimation from each monomer must be individually 
analyzed. These results are listed in Table 4.2.2 —
Table 4.2.6 and Fig.4.2.2.
In comparing Table 4.2.2 with Table 4.2.3, it is easy
to see that each H molecule in the dimer has different2
contribution to the BSSE at the Hartree-Fock energy level.
Using the counterpoise (CP) correction, the energy
calculation for each H2 molecule employs the same basis
functions as the dimer H -H has. For each monomer
2 2
calculation, however, the ghost functions are arranged at 
different locations or directions relative to the real H
2
due to the T shape configuration. In one case, the ghost 
atoms are next to the real molecule and they are along the
C2v axis of the real H molecule. In the other case, the
2
ghost atoms are next to the end of the H2 molecule and are
closer to one of H atoms of the H molecule. It is known
2
that the electron density of the occupied orbital for a 
molecule H2 is primarily distributed along the axis of the 
two atomic nuclei. Also the space between two H atoms is 
described better by the basis sets from two H atoms. 
Since the counterpoise procedure brings extra basis 
functions into the calculation, the location and the 
direction of the ghost orbitals can cause different 
effects in the Hartree-Fock energy. When the Ha-Hb
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monomer energy is calculated, the basis functions of the 
H c-H d as the ghost functions are next to the axis of Ha-Hb  
which does not improve the description of the space 
between two nuclei very much and does not change much of 
the symmetry of H a-H b and so it creates only a small BSSE 
at the Hartree-Fock level (Table 4.2.2). When the H c-H d  
monomer energy is calculated, however, the basis functions 
of the H a-H b as the ghost functions are next to one end of 
the H c-H d and it does improve the description of the space 
outside the axis of the H2 molecule as well as change the 
symmetry of the H c -H d . Thus it leads to a larger BSSE at 
the Hartree-Fock level (Table 4.2.3).
By comparing Table 4.2.2 with Table 4.2.3, it is also 
easy to discover that the two H2 molecules in the second 
order energy level have the different BSSE. For the H a-H b  
second order energy calculation, the basis functions of 
ghost H c-H d as the virtual orbitals provide a larger 
contribution because they are near the occupied orbital of 
the H a -H b . Thus the H a-H b has a larger BSSE at the second 
order correlation energy. For the H c-H d energy, however, 
the basis functions of ghost H a-H b as the virtual orbitals 
are near an end of the Hc-Hd and they are not close to the 
occupied orbital of the H c -H d , so the BSSE at the second 
order energy for H a-H b is relatively small.
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Table 4.2.4 and Table 4.2.5 show the components of 
the overestimation of the BSSE at the second order 
correlation energy for each monomer calculations. The 
source of the overestimation mainly comes from the effect 
of the occupied space of ghost atoms. For the H2 
molecule, the occupied orbitals are located along the axis 
of two nuclei. Since the occupied orbital of ghost H c-H d  
is near the middle of the occupied orbital of the real 
H a -H b , it gives a bigger overestimation of the BSSE by 
the CP method. Since the occupied orbital of ghost H a-H b  
is next to an end of real H c -H d , it gives the smaller of 
overestimation. It is clear, however, that the amount of 
overestimation of the BSSE at the correlation energy level 
by the CP method is generally very small for the H2~H2 
dimer, even at short distances. In addition, the total 
potential energies at the MP2 level, which include the 
Hartree-Fock energy following the second order correlation 
energy, for H2“H2 dimer over a wide intermolecular 
separations are presented in Table 4.2.6.
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Fig. 4.2.1 Geometry arrangement 
of T-shape for H - H  molecular 
calculations. The bond length 
H a-H b or H c-H d is 0.74 A. Two 
molecules are perpendicular to 
each other in a T-shape. Xi and 
X2 are the two mid points of the 
bond. The distance X1-X2 is 
varied in the calculations.
Table 4.2.1 Gaussian Basis Set (6s3p)/[1;1;1;1;1;1/1;1;1]
for H - H  dimer calculations.82"83
2 2
Basis
Atom --------------------------------------------
Type of Function Exponents Coefficients
s 6 8 . 1 6 1 . 0 0 0 0
s 1 0 . 2 4 6 5 1 . 0 0 0 0
s 2 . 3 4 6 4 8 1 . 0 0 0 0
s 0 . 6 7 3 3 2 1 . 0 0 0 0
s 0 . 2 2 4 4 6 1 . 0 0 0 0
s 0 . 0 8 2 2 1 7 1 . 0 0 0 0
Px , Py , Pz 1 . 0 2 1 2 6 9 1 . 0 0 0 0
Px , Py , Pz 0 . 8 6 6 3 8 1 1 . 0 0 0 0
Px , Py ,  Pz 0 . 3 4 2 3 0 9 1 . 0 0 0 0
o  He 
o X2
o Ha
O — ...  o
Ha X l  Hb
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Table 4.2.2 The basis set superposition error 
corrections due to the ghost orbitals of H2~BQ system 
( BQ = Hc-Hd ) for the Hartree-Fock energy and the 
second order energy calculations with the 
(6s3p)/[1;1;1;1;1;1/1;1;1] basis.
R (A) H2 (hartree) H2-BQ (hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-■Fock Energy
2.0 -1.133284473 -1.133287286 0.8884
2.5 -1.133284473 -1.133286375 0.6007
3.0 -1.133284473 -1.133285377 0.2855
3.5 -1.133284473 -1.133284854 0.1205
4.0 -1.133284473 -1.133284631 0.0499
4.5 -1.133284473 -1.133284613 0.0442
5.0 -1.133284473 -1.133284543 0.0223
5.5 -1.133284473 -1.133284502 0.0093
6.0 -1.133284473 -1.133284480 0.0023
E2 Energy
2.0 -0.030274296 -0.030367083 29.3003
2.5 -0.030274296 -0.030299427 7.9359
3.0 -0.030274296 -0.030284851 3.3331
3.5 -0.030274296 -0.030280425 1.9354
4 . 0 -0.030274296 -0.030277921 1.1447
4.5 -0.030274296 -0.030276127 0.5782
5.0 -0.030274296 -0.030275051 0.2384
5.5 . -0.030274296 -0.030274527 0.0729
6.0 -0.030274296 -0.030274351 0.0174
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K) .
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.2.3 The basis set superposition error 
corrections due to the ghost orbitals of BQ-H2 system 
( BQ = H a-H b ) for the Hartree-Fock energy and the 
second order energy calculation with the 
(6s3p)/[1;1;1;1;1;1/1;1;1] basis.
R (A) H2 (hartree) BQ-H2 (hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree--Fock Energy
2.0 -1.133284473 -1.1332929336 2.6718
2.5 -1.133284473 -1.1332901719 1.7998
3.0 -1.133284473 -1.1332894041 1.5573
3.5 -1.133284473 -1.1332876919 1.0166
4.0 -1.133284473 -1.1332859188 0.4567
4.5 -1.133284473 -1.1332850658 0.1873
5.0 -1.133284473 -1.1332846596 0.0591
5.5 -1.133284473 -1.1332845095 0.0117
6.0 -1.133284473 -1.1332844761 0.0011
Ez Energy
2.0 -0.030274296 -0.030298447 7.6264
2.5 -0.030274296 -0.030281385 2.2386
3.0 -0.030274296 -0.030274921 0.1974
3.5 -0.030274296 -0.030274011 0.0900
4.0 -0.030274296 -0.030274270 0.0082
4.5 -0.030274296 -0.030274316 0.0063
5.0 -0.030274296 -0.030274328 0.0101
5.5 -0.030274296 -0.030274317 0.0066
6.0 -0.030274296 -0.030274304 0.0025
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K).
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.2.4 The overestimate of basis set superposition 
error by the counterpoise correction method for the 
second energy calculations of H2~BQ ( BQ = Hc-Ha ) with 
the (6s3p)/[l;l?l;l?l;l/l;l;l] basis.
R (A) BSSE (K) Overestimate (K) %
2.0 29.3003 0.7452 2.5432
2.5 7.9359 0.2407 3.0325
3.0 3.3331 0.1315 3.9456
3.5 1.9354 0.1029 5.3178
4.0 1.1447 0.0802 7.0065
4.5 0.5924 0.0446 7.5215
5.0 0.2384 0.0115 4.8106
5.5 0.0729 0.0013 1.7670
6.0 0.0174 0.0001 0.4935
1 hartree = 
BSSE: Basis
3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K) . 
set superposition error.
Table 4.2.5 The overestimate of basis set superposition 
error by the counterpoise correction method for the 
second energy calculations of B Q -H 2 ( BQ =  H a-H b ) with 
the (6s3p)/[l;l?l;l;l;l/i;l;l] basis.
R (A) B S S E  (K) Overestimate (K) %
2.0 7.6264 0.0645 0.8462
2.5 2.2386 0.0212 0.9453
3.0 0.1974 0.0018 0.9315
3.5 0.0900 0.0006 0.6481
4.0 0.0821 0.0002 0.0253
4.5 0.0063 0.0000 0.0354
5.0 0.0101 0.0000 0.0012
5.5 0.0066 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 0.0025 0.0000 0.0000
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 10s kelvin (K). 
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.2.6 The total potential energy on the MP2 level 
without or with counterpoise correction method 
(NCP or FCP) and the result with the improved
counterpoise method (ICP) for the H2-H2 with the 
(6s3p)/[l;l;l;l;l;l/l;l;l] basis set.
R (A) NCP (K) FCP (K) ICP (K)
2.0 2020.7556 2061.2425 2060.4328
2.5 304.7355 317.3104 317.0486
3.0 -1.8754 3.4978 3.3645
3.5 -29.9111 -26.9286 -27.0310
4.0 -20.4428 -18.7997 -18.8797
4.5 -11.6459 -10.8298 -10.8743
5.0 -6.4756 -6.1457 -6.1572
5.5 -3.7224 -3.6218 -3.6231
6.0 -2.2566 -2.2333 -2.2334
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K) .
NCP: Potential energy with non-counterpoise correction.
FCP: Potential energy with full-counterpoise correction. 
ICP: Potential energy with improved counterpoise 
correction which the contribution of occupied 
orbitals of the ghost atoms is eliminated.
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Figure 4 .2 .2  The correction  o f th e  b a s is  s e t
su p erp osition  error (BSSE) and its overestim ation  
from  banquo su b sy ste m  of BQ—H2  (B Q =H 2) and  
H2 —BQ (BQ—H2 ) for  th e  se c o n d  order correlation  
energy . The H 2_ H2  is on T—sh a p e  geom etry .
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4.3 He-Hz
4.3.1 Geometry and Basis Set
The potential energy for the system H2~He in the 
ground state corresponds to the simplest example of an 
anisotropic interaction between a neutral atom and a 
molecule for which each monomer is a closed-shell system. 
Almost of all other investigations deal with the ground 
state H_ (XaE+ ) + He (1S) potential energy.84-87
£ 9
Since quantum mechanical ab initio configuration 
interaction ( C l )  calculations have shown that the 
collinear and the perpendicular nuclear conformations have 
the lowest potential energy surfaces, our study will 
concentrated on these two geometry arrangements. The 
point groups for the collinear and the perpendicular 
arrangement are Coov and C2v ,  respectively. These two 
coordinates are indicated in Fig. 4.3.1 and Fig. 4.3.2. 
The most interesting portion of potential energy surface 
describes the approach of the He atom toward the H2 
molecule, thus the change of separation between the He
atom and the H is studied as a function. The distance
2
between the He atom and the midst of H2 bond is changed 
from 1.0 A to 5.0 A while the bond length of H2 is fixed 
at 0.74 A.
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The basis functions of He and H atom used in this 
study are listed in Table 4.3.1. They have been chosen as 
a compromise between the requirements of both accuracy and
practicality. For the He atom, it consists of 7s, 2p and
82Id basis functions. Huzinaga/s 7s functions are
contracted as (7s)/[3?1;1;1; 1] . The first p function has
an exponent (1.0) that is designed to represent electron
88correlation effects in the He atom, while the second p 
function has exponent (0.2) that is designed to describe
• • 89 •of the He-He van der Waals. interaction. The d function 
is optimized at the H2~He ground state potential minimum. 
For H atom, it consist of 7s, 3p basis functions. 
Huzinaga's 6s functions82 are grouped into (6s)/[3;1;1;1] 
contracted scheme. For a description of the long-range 
interactions, two fairly diffuse gaussian functions are 
added; one s function has exponent (0.025), one p function
90 • •exponent (0.035). In addition, there are two sets p 
functions. One has exponent (0.7) which is optimized for 
H2 ground state,91 another has exponent (0.2) which
. . 90describes the van der Waals interaction.
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He
Figure 4.3.1 The collinear geometry arrangement
of H -He used in the calculations. The bond
2
length H-H is 0.74 A and the distance R from 
helium atom to the mid point r of the bond of H2 
is varied.
He
o
o-
H
-o
H
Figure 4.3.2 The perpendicular geometry 
arrangement of H -He used in the calculation. 
The bond length H-H is 0.74 A and the distance R 
from helium atom to the mid point of the bond of
H is varied.
2
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Table 4.3.1 The Gaussian basis function 
(7s2pld)/[3;l;l;l;l/l;l/l] for the He atom 
(7s3p)/[3;l;l;l;l/l;l;l] for H atom.87
Atom
Basis
Type of Function Exponents Coefficients
H s 68.16 0.00255
s 10.2465 0.01938
s 2.34648 0.09280
s 0.67332 1.0000
s 0.22446 1.0000
s 0.082217 1.0000
s 0.025 1.0000
p 0.7 1.0000
p 0.2 1.0000
p 0.342309 1.0000
He s 414.466 0.00127
s 62.2492 0.00971
s 14.2212 0.04727
s 4.03878 1.0000
s 1.29719 1.0000
s 0.447530 1.0000
s 0.160274 1.0000
p 1.0 1.0000
p 0.2 1.0000
d 0.8 1.0000
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4.3.2 Collinear Geometry
The results of the H2~He with the collinear geometry 
are listed in Table 4.3.2 —  Table 4.3.5. These results 
include the BSSE at the Hartree-Fock level, the BSSE at 
the second order correlation energy and its 
overestimations by the counterpoise (CP) method. The 
contributions of the BSSE and its overestimation from each 
monomer have been separated by our localized orbital pair 
approach. To compare them easily, all these results are 
plotted in Fig. 4.3.3.
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Table 4.3.2 The basis set superposition error 
correction due to the ghost orbitals of BQ-He 
( BQ = H2 ) for the Hartree-Fock energy and the 
second order energy for the collinear geometry 
with basis sets (7s2pld)/[3;l;l;l;l/l;l/l] for the 
He atom and (7s3p)/[3;l;l;l;l/l;l;l] for the H atom.
R (A) He (hartree) BQ-He (hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-Fock Energy
1.0 -2.861491139 -2.861495399 1.3452
1.5 -2 .861491139 -2.861494346 1.0128
2.0 -2.861491139 -2.861493277 0.6751
2.5 -2.861491139 -2.861492844 0.5384
3.0 -2.861491139 -2.861492497 0.4288
3.5 -2.861491139 -2.861492202 0.3357
4.0 -2.861491139 -2.861491873 0.2318
4.5 -2.861491139 -2.861491761 0.1964
5.0 -2.861491139 -2.861491689 0.1737
E2 Energy
1.0 -0.027571476 -0.028270951 220.8802
1.5 -0.027571476 -0.027789372 68.8072
2.0 -0.027571476 -0.027641584 22.1387
2.5 -0.027571476 -0.027618450 14.8334
3.0 -0.027571476 -0.027600613 9.2009
3.5 -0.027571476 -0.027587241 4.9783
4.0 -0.027571476 -0.027580599 2.8809
4.5 -0.027571476 -0.027578175 2.1154
5.0 -0.027571476 -0.027576613 1.6221
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 10s kelvin (K).
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.3.3 The basis set superposition error 
correction due to the ghost orbitals of H2~BQ 
( BQ = He ) for the Hartree-Fock energy and the 
second order energy for the collinear geometry 
with basis sets (7s2pld)/[3;l;l;l;l/l;l/l] for the
He atom and (7s3p)/[3;l ; 1;1;1/1;1;1] for the H atom.
R (A) H2 (hartree) H2-BQ (hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-Fock Energy
1.0 -1.132731667 -1.132860661 40.7337
1.5 -1.132731667 -1.132774467 13.5154
2.0 -1.132731667 -1.132753059 6.7552
2.5 -1.132731667 -1.132745016 4.2153
3.0 -1.132731667 -1.132737810 1.9398
3.5 -1.132731667 -1.132733671 0.6328
4.0 -1.132731667 -1.132732855 0.3751
4.5 -1.132731667 -1.132732511 0.2665
5.0 -1.132731667 -1.132732250 0.1841
E2 Energy
1.0 -0.028995584 -0.029407777 130.1623
1.5 -0.028995584 -0.029133789 43.6424
2.0 -0.028995584 -0.029061630 20.8560
2.5 -0.028995584 -0.029034656 12.3382
3.0 -0.028995584 -0.029014738 6.0485
3.5 -0.028995584 -0.029001974 2.0178
4.0 -0.028995584 -0.028997744 0.6821
4.5 -0.028995584 -0.028996746 0.3669
5.0 -0.028995584 -0.028996299 0.2258
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K).
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.3.4 The overestimate of basis set
superposition error by the counterpoise correction 
method at the second energy calculations for BQ-He
( BQ = H ) with the 2' collinear geometry and basis
sets (7s2pld)/[3;1?1 ;1;1/1;1/1] for the He atom
and (7s3p)/[3;1;1;1; 1/1;1;1] for the H atom.
R (A) BSSE (K) Overestimate (K) %
1.0 220.8802 18.3726 8.3179
1.5 68.8072 5.2916 7.6904
2.0 22.1387 0.6874 3.1048
2.5 14.8334 0.0935 0.6305
3.0 9.2009 0.0093 0.1008
3.5 4.9783 0.0009 0.0176
4.0 2.8809 0.0001 0.0032
4.5 2.1154 0.000006 0.0003
5.0 1.6222 0.0000007 0.0000
Table 4.3.5 The overestimate of basis set 
superposition error by the counterpoise correction 
method at the second energy calculations for H2~BQ 
( BQ = He ) with a col linear geometry and basis 
sets (7s2pld)/[3;l;l;l;l/l;l/l] for the He atom 
the (7s3p)/[3;l;l;l;l/l;l;l] for the H atoms.
R (A) BSSE (K) Overestimate (K) %
1.0 130.1623 0.0106 0.0081
1.5 43.6424 0.0008 0.0019
2.0 20.8560 0.0000 0.0000
2.5 12.3382 0.0000 0.0000
3.0 6.0485 0.0000 0.0000
3.5 2.0178 0.0000 0.0000
4.0 0.6821 0.0000 0.0000
4.5 0.3669 0.0000 0.0000
5.0 0.2258 0.0000 0.0000
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Figure 4.3.3 The correction of the basis set 
superposition error (BSSE) and its overestimation 
from banquo subsystem of H2_ BQ (BQ=He) and 
BQ-He (BQ=H2) for the second order correlation 
energy. The H2~He are in a collinear geometry.
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4.3.3 Perpendicular Geometry
The results of the H2~He with the perpendicular 
geometry are listed in Table 4.3.6 —  Table 4.3.9. These 
results include the BSSE at Hartree-Fock level, the BSSE 
at the second order correlation energy and its 
overestimations by the counterpoise (CP) method. The 
contributions of the BSSE and the overestimation from each 
monomer have been separated by our localized orbital pair 
approach. To compare them easily, all these results are 
plotted in Fig. 4.3.4.
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Table 4.3.6 The basis set superposition error 
correction due to the ghost orbitals of BQ-He 
( BQ = Hg ) for the Hartree-Fock energy and the 
second order energy with the perpendicular 
geometry and basis sets (7s2pld)/[3;l;l;l;l/l;l/l] 
for the He and (7s3p)/[3;1;1;1;1/1;1;1] for the H.
R (A) He (hartree) BQ-He (hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-Fock Energy
1.0 -2.861491139 -2.861492790 0.5214
1.5 -2.861491139 -2.861492816 0.5296
2.0 -2.861491139 -2.861492371 0.3890
2.5 -2.861491139 -2.861492050 0.2877
3.0 -2.861491139 -2.861491736 0.1885
3.5 -2.861491139 -2.861491590 0.1424
4.0 -2.861491139 -2.861491496 0.1127
4.5 -2.861491139 -2.861491401 0.0827
5.0 -2.861491139 -2.861491380 0.0761
E2 Energy
1.0 -0.027571476 -0.027697082 39.6639
1.5 -0.027571476 -0.027629208 18.2306
2.0 -0.027571476 -0.027609374 11.9674
2.5 -0.027571476 -0.027596019 7.7502
3 . 0 -0.027571476 -0.027586345 4.6953
3.5 -0.027571476 -0.027581210 3.0738
4.0 -0.027571476 -0.027578450 2.2022
4.5 -0.027571476 -0.027576418 1.5606
5.0 -0.027571476 -0.027574713 1.0222
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K) .
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.3.7 The basis set superposition error 
correction due to the ghost orbitals of H2~BQ 
( BQ = He ) for the Hartree-Fock energy and the
second order energy with the perpendicular
geometry and basis sets (7s2pld)/[3;1?1; l;l/l;l/l]
for the He and (7s3p)/[3;1;1;1;1/1;1;1] for the H.
R (A) H2 (hartree) H2-BQ (hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-Fock Energy
1.0 -1.132731667 -1.132737589 1.8700
1.5 -1.132731667 -1.132734851 1.0054
2.0 -1.132731667 -1.132733922 0.7121
2.5 -1.132731667 -1.132733240 0.4967
3.0 -1.132731667 -1.132732545 0.2773
3.5 -1.132731667 -1.132731894 0.0717
4.0 -1.132731667 -1.132731760 0.0294
4.5 -1.132731667 -1.132731745 0.0246
5.0 -1.132731667 -1.132731692 ' 0.0079
E2 Energy
1.0 -0.028995584 -0.029188898 61.0447
1.5 -0.028995584 -0.029090386 29.9366
2.0 -0.028995584 -0.029039086 13.7371
2.5 -0.028995584 -0.029011530 5.0354
3.0 -0.028995584 -0.029000501 1.5527
3.5 -0.028995584 -0.028997020 0.4535
4.0 -0.028995584 -0.028996208 0.1970
4.5 -0.028995584 -0.028995992 0.1288
5.0 -0.028995584 -0.028995846 0.0827
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 10s kelvin (K).
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.3.8 The overestimate of basis set 
superposition error by the counterpoise correction 
method at the second energy calculations for BQ-He 
( BQ = H2 ) with the perpendicular geometry and 
basis sets (7s2pld)/[3;l;l;l;l/l;l/l] for the He 
atom and (7s3p)/[3;l;l;l;l/l;l;l] for the H atoms.
R (A) BSSE (K) Overestimate (K) %
1.0 39.6639 3.6606 9.2291
1.5 18.2306 1.0407 5.7086
2.0 11.9674 0.1903 1.5901
2.5 7.7502 0.0238 0.3074
3.0 4.6953 0.0027 0.0567
3.5 3.0738 0.0003 0.0100
4.0 2.2022 0.00003 0.0015
4.5 1.5606 0.000003 0.0002
5.0 1.0222 0.0000003 0.0000
Table 4.3.9 The overestimate of basis set 
superposition error by the counterpoise correction 
method at the second energy calculations for H2~BQ 
( BQ = He ) with perpendicular geometry and basis 
sets (7s2pld)/[3 ; 1; 1 ? 1; 1/1; 1/1] for the He atom 
and (7s3p)/[3;l;l;l;l/l;l;l] for the H atoms.
R (A) BSSE (K) Overestimate (K) %
1.0 61.0447 0.0059 0.0097
1.5 29.9366 0.00003 0.0001
2.0 13.7371 0.00000 0.0000
2.5 5.0354 0.00000 0.0000
3.0 1.5527 0.00000 0.0000
3.5 0.4535 0.00000 0.0000
4.0 0.1970 0.00000 0.0000
4.5 0.1288 0.00000 0.0000
5.0 0.0827 0.00000 0.0000
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Figure 4.3.4 The correction of the basis set 
superposition error (BSSE) and its overestimation 
from banquo subsystem of H2—BQ (BQ=He) and 
BQ-He (BQ=H2) for the second order correlation 
energy.The H2—He are in a perpendicular geometry.
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4.3.4 Discussion
The BSSE and its overestimation by the counterpoise
method for the H -He dimer have been shown in above
2
tables. It is very interesting to review these results. 
The difference between the collinear and the perpendicular 
geometries and the difference between the H2 and the He 
contain significant information to discuss the BSSE 
correction in detail. Also these differences are shown in 
Fig. 4.3.5 and Fig. 4.3.6.
At Hartree-Fock Potential Energy:
The BSSE for the He atom in both the collinear and 
the perpendicular geometries is relatively small, which 
demonstrates the good quality of the basis set for the He 
atom. The BSSE for H2 in the two geometries is very 
different, a much larger BSSE appears for the collinear 
geometry while a smaller BSSE is found for the 
perpendicular case. For the perpendicular geometry, 
although the basis set of ghost He atom is located near 
the middle of the molecular bond of H2, the region has 
been treated well by the basis sets of two H atoms and 
thus the basis set of He atom does not do much to improve 
the space. Therefore, there is a small BSSE of the H2 for 
the perpendicular geometry. For the collinear geometry,
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the location of He basis set complements the space that 
the basis sets of two H atoms describe insufficiently and 
thus there is a much larger BSSE from the H2>
At the second order correlation energy:
The BSSE at the second order correlation energy is 
larger than the BSSE at the Hartree-Fock level. The 
collinear geometry has a larger BSSE than the 
perpendicular one, partially because of the closeness of H 
and He atoms for the collinear geometry. In the collinear 
geometry, the He atom has a larger BSSE than does the H2 
molecule. However, in the perpendicular geometry the 
order is reversed. The BSSE of the correlation energy 
involves the occupied orbitals of the real atoms and the 
virtual orbitals from the ghost atoms. In the collinear 
geometry, the electron density of the occupied orbital of 
He atom is closer to the basis functions offered at the 
end H atom of ghost H2 molecule but the electron density 
of the occupied orbital of H2 is located between the two H 
atoms and is further from the basis functions of He. 
Therefore, the He atom has a larger and H2 molecule has a 
smaller BSSE in the second order correlation energy. In 
the perpendicular geometry, the situation differs. The 
electron density of the occupied orbital of the H2
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molecule is closer to the basis of the ghost He atom but 
the electron density of the occupied orbital of the He 
atom is not closer to the functions on the ghost H2- 
Therefore, H2 has a larger and He has a smaller BSSE at 
the second order correlation energy. Finally, Table 4.3.5 
and Table 4.3.9 show that He atom for both geometries has 
a larger overestimation of the BSSE with the CP method but 
the H2 has only a small amount of overestimation. This 
can be explained since the He atom has a more contracted 
electron distribution near its nucleus, however, the 
electron cloud of the H2 molecule is along the molecular 
bond <r axis. Therefore, the occupied orbital of ghost H2 
molecule can easily overlap with the basis functions of 
the real He atom and thus give a larger overestimation of 
the BSSE by the CP correction.
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Figure 4.3.5 The comparison of the basis set  
superposition error (BSSE) and its overestimation 
at the second order energy for BQ-He (BQ=H2) 
with the collinear and perpendicular geom etries.
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Figure 4.3.6 The comparison of the basis set 
superposition error (BSSE) and its overestimation 
at the second order energy for H2—BQ (BQ=He) 
with the collinear and perpendicular geom etries.
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4.4 LiH-LiH
4.4.1 Geometry and Basis Sets
The LiH-LiH interaction is dominated by a permanent 
dipole interaction because the molecule is polar. Thus 
the interaction is much stronger than other cases. We 
study the interaction of the dimer in a collinear 
arrangement (Fig. 4.4.1). The Li-H bond length is fixed 
at 1.64 A. The distance between the two nearest atoms 
between both molecules is varied in our calculations from
2.0 A to 6.0 A. A standard Gaussian basis function, 
6-311G*, is employed through the calculations. The 
6-311G* basis is grouped as (lls5pld/5s)/
[ 6; 3 ; 1; 1/ 3 ; 1; 1; 1/ 3 ; 1; 1 ].
O -------------------------O - .................-....................- o -------------------------oR
Li H Li H
Figure 4.4.1 The Li-H Li-H in collinear
geometry arrangement. The bond length Li-H 
is 1.64 A. The nearest the intermolecular 
distance is R which is a varied in 
calculations.
1 3 1
4.4.2 Results and Discussion
The calculated results are listed in Table 4.4.1—  
Table 4.4.4 and compared in Fig. 4.4.2. The BSSE at the 
Hartree-Fock energy is not small in this calculation since 
the basis set is not good enough to eliminate the BSSE for
either the H or the Li atom. For the Li-H BQ
( BQ = Li-H ) calculations, the BSSE at the second order 
correlation energy is larger but there is a smaller BSSE
for the BQ~ Li-H ( BQ = Li-H ) calculations. This is
related with the fact that the Li ghost atom brings more 
basis functions as well as being nearest to the Li-H BQ 
molecule and thus it shows the most improvement from ghost 
basis functions. The analysis of the overestimation of 
the BSSE by the counterpoise correction is presented in 
Table 4.4.3 —  Table 4.4.4. Generally, the overestimation 
is small and it can be neglected. There is a slight 
difference in the overestimation of the BSSE for the two
molecules. The Li-H BQ has a larger overestimation than
the BQ Li-H. It is probably caused by the fact that part
of the electron density from the Li atom is forced to be 
along the molecular bond.
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Table 4.4.1 The basis set superposition error correction 
due to the ghost orbitals of LIH-BQ system ( -BQ = -LiH ) 
for the Hartree-Fock energy and the second order energy 
calculations with 6-311G* basis set.
R (A) LiH (hartree) LiH-BQ (hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-Fock Energy
2.0 -7.985316650 -7.985558003 76.2144
2.5 -7.985316650 -7.985495832 56.5820
3.0 -7.985316650 -7.985474938 49.9841
3.5 -7.985316650 -7.985462756 46.1373
4.0 -7.985316650 -7.985446398 40.9717
4.5 -7.985316650 -7.985423839 33.8481
5.0 -7.985316650 -7.985398577 25.8708
5.5 -7.985316650 -7.985376144 18.7869
6.0 -7.985316650 -7.985358525 13.2232
E2 Energy
2.0 -0.01588263 -0.016813336 293.8983
2.5 -0.01588263 -0.016262592 119.9844
3.0 -0.01588263 -0.016124090 76.2482
3.5 -0.01588263 -0.016074330 60.5350
4.0 -0.01588263 -0.016037412 48.8771
4.5 -0.01588263 -0.016004071 38.3486
5.0 -0.01588263 -0.015975352 29.2798
5.5 -0.01588263 -0.015952376 22.0244
6.0 -0.01588263 -0.015933963 16.2099
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K).
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.4.2 The basis set superposition error correction 
due to the ghost orbitals of BQ-LiH system ( BQ- = LiH- ) 
for the Hartree-Fock energy and the second order energy 
calculations with 6-311G* basis set.
R (A) LiH (hartree) BQ-LiH (hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-Fock Energy
2.0 -7.985316650 -7.985540371 70.6465
2.5 -7.985316650 -7.985473042 49.3854
3.0 -7.985316650 -7.985427254 34.9264
3.5 -7.985316650 -7.985412623 30.3063
4.0 -7.985316650 -7.985404025 27.5912
4.5 -7.985316650 -7.985384148 21.3144
5.0 -7.985316650 -7.985360372 13.8064
5.5 -7.985316650 -7.985342973 8.3122
6.0 -7.985316650 -7.985332341 4.9548
E2 Energy
2.0 -0.01588263 -0.016133718 79.2886
2.5 -0.01588263 -0.016047336 52.0109
3.0 -0.01588263 -0.015977938 30.0964
3.5 -0.01588263 -0.015944065 19.3999
4.0 -0.01588263 -0.015932994 15.9039
4.5 -0.01588263 -0.015924224 13.1346
5.0 -0.01588263 -0.015912574 9.4557
5.5 -0.01588263 -0.015901984 6.1116
6.0 -0.01588263 -0.015894502 3.7489
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K).
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.4.3 The overestimate of basis set superposition 
error by the counterpoise correction method for LiH-BQ 
system ( -BQ = -LiH ) at the second order energy 
calculations with 6-311G* basis set.
R (A) BSSE (K) Overestimate (K) %
2.0 293.8983 0.4066 0.1383
2.5 119.9844 0.1944 0.1621
3.0 76.24824 0.0980 0.1285
3.5 60.53503 0.0537 0.0886
4.0 48.87706 0.0234 0.0480
4.5 38.34864 0.0081 0.0210
5.0 29.27975 0.0022 0.0077
5.5 22.02439 0.0005 0.0022
6.0 16.20993 0.0001 0.0005
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K) .
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
Table 4.4.4 The overestimate of basis set superposition 
error by the counterpoise correction method for BQ-LiH 
system ( BQ- = LiH- ) at the second order energy 
calculations with 6-311G* basis set.
R (A) BSSE (K) Overestimate (K) %
2.0 79.2886 0.1725 0.2176
2.5 52.0109 0.0354 0.0680
3.0 30.0964 0.1163 0.0386
3.5 19.3999 0.0012 0.0059
4.0 15.9039 0.0002 0.0015
4.5 13.1346 0.0000 0.0004
5.0 9.4557 0.0000 0.0001
5.5 6.1116 0.0000 0.0000
6.0 3.7489 0.0000 0.0000
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K).
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Figure 4.4.2 The correction of the basis set 
superposition error (BSSE) and its overestimation 
from banquo subsystem of BQ-HLi (BQ=HLi) and 
HLi—BQ (BQ=HLi) for the second order correlation 
energy.
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4.5 HF-Li+, H 0-Li+, NH -Li+ and H O-He
2 3 2
4.5.1 Geometry and Basis Sets
These complexes chosen for study are formed by the 
Li+ cation or He atom and the molecules HF, H O  or NH .
' 2 3
In each dimer, the monomers in a complex have very
different properties and structures as well as a different
size monomer. The HF, H 0 or NH molecule acts as a Lewis
' 2  3
base bonding with the electron deficient Li+ cation, so 
the HF-Li+, H 0-Li+ and NH -Li+ cases can be treated as
2 3
electron donor-accepter dimers in this study. The H20-He 
system has very different molecular electric properties
and so it serves as a reference for the other three 
dimers. The geometry of the systems are taken from
• • • • 92-93 , ,previous optimizations and are listed in Table 4.5.1.
A series of standard gaussian basis sets is used on 
these systems. Two types of basis sets are generally
involved in calculations, split-valence and triple-valence 
basis sets. The 6-31G or 6-311G is the smallest basis set 
in each group which has basis set contracted scheme as 
(4s)/[3;1] or (5s)/[3;1;1] for H and (10s4p)/[6;3;1;3;1] 
or (lls5p)/[6;3;1;1/3;1?1] for 0, N and Li. The 6-31G* or 
6-311G* is a polarization basis set with an added d type 
gaussian function for F, 0, N or Li atom. The 6-31G** or
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6-311G** is also a polarization basis set with a d 
function added to F, 0, N and Li atoms as well as a p 
function on the H atom. The 6-31G+ is a diffuse basis set 
with diffuse s and p function added for F, 0, N and Li 
atoms in order to describe the behavior of electrons far 
from the nucleus. The 6-31G++ is a larger diffuse basis 
set with a diffuse s function added for the H or He atoms 
and diffuse s and p functions added for F, 0, N or Li 
atoms. Since H is a first-row atom but Li, N, 0 and F are 
the second-row atoms, the shift from one basis set to 
another causes a change of the size of basis sets on the 
real atoms, the ghost atoms or both. The size effect of 
the basis sets at certain atoms offers a convenient way to 
analyze the results. The contracted schemes of these 
standard basis sets for various atoms are shown in 
Table 4.5.2 and the size of basis sets for each monomer is 
summarized in Table 4.5.3.
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Table 4.5.1 Geometries arrangement of H20-Li+, NH3~Li+,
HF-Li+ and H O-He.
2
System Symmetry r(X-H)
(A)
6 (HXH) 
(.)
r(X-Y)
(A)
NH -LI+
3 . C 3V
1.016 106.4 1.955
H O-LI 
2 . C 2V
0.963 106.9 1.795
HF -LI c00 0.911 1.795
H O-He
2 C 2V
0.963 106.9 1.795
X: Represents N, 0 or F. 
Y: Represents Li+ or He.
<
Table 4.5.2 The contracted schemes of gaussian basis set 
of 6-31G+, 6-31G++, 6-31G, 6-31G*, 6-31G**, 6-311G,
6-311G* and 6-311G** for H, 0, N , Li and He atoms.
Basis Set Contracted Scheme Size
H and He atom
6-31G+ (4s)/[3sls] 2
6-31G++ (5s)/[3slsls] 3
6-31G (4s)/[3sls] 2
6-31G* (4s)/[3sls] 2
6-31G** (4slp)/[3slslp] 5
6-311G (5s)/[3slsls] 3
6-311G* (5s)/[3slsls] 3
6-311G** (5slp)/ [3slslslp] 6
Lx ion, N atom, O atom and F atom
6-31G+ (lls5p)/ [6s3slsls3plplp] 13
6-31G++ (lls5p)/[6s3slsls3plplp] 13
6-31G (10s4p)/[6s3sls3plp] 9
6-31G* (10s4pld)/[6s3sls3plpld] 14
6-31G** (10s4pld)/[6s3sls3plpld] 14
6-311G (lls5p)/[6s3slsls3plplp] 13
6-311G* (lls5pld)/[6s3slsls3plplpld] 18
6-311G** (lls5pld)/[6s3slsls3plplpld] 18
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Table 4.5.3 The size of gaussian basis set function 
6-31G+, 6-31G++, 6-31G, 6-31G*, 6-31G**, 6-311G, 6-311G*
and 6-311G** for HF, HO, NH , Li+ and He.
' 2 ' 3'
Basis Set H + F 2(H) + 0 3(H) + N Li+ He
6-31G+ 2 + 13 4 + 13 6 + 13 13 2
6-31G++ 3 + 13 6 + 13 9 + 13 13 6
6-31G 2 + 9 4 + 9 6 + 9 9 2
6-31G* 2 + 14 4 + 14 6 + 14 14 2
6-31G** 5 + 14 10 + 14 15 + 14 14 5
6-311G 3 + 13 6 + 13 9 + 13 13 3
6-311G* 3 + 18 6 + 18 9 + 18 18 3
6-311G** 6 + 18 12 + 18 18 + 18 18 6
1 4 1
4.5.2 Results and Discussion of
HF-Li\ H 0-Li+ and NH -Li+
2 3
The results for the HF-Li+ are listed in
Table 4.5.4 —  Table 4.5.7, the results for the H 0-Li+ in
' 2
Table 4.5.8 —  Table 4.5.11 and the results for the 
NH3-Li+ in Table 4.5.12— Table 4.5.15. Also, all the 
results are plotted in Fig. 4.5.1 —  Fig. 4.5.6.
The BSSE at the Hartree-Fock energy level is larger 
for HF, H20 and NH3 calculations (Table 4.5.4, Table 4.5.8 
and Table 4.5.12) but it is smaller for Li+ (Table 4.5.5, 
Table 4.5.9 and Table 4.5.13; Fig. 4.5.1, Fig. 4.5.3 and 
Fig. 4.5.5). The HF, H20 and NH3 are electron donors in 
the dimer while Li+ is an electron accepter. The results 
confirm the conclusion57-58 that the electron donor has 
the larger BSSE and in some case the results may be good 
enough when the counterpoise (CP) correction is applied 
only to the electron donor subsystem. However, the BSSE 
at the second order correlation energy has a different 
behavior. The BSSE at the second order energy for the 
electron accepter becomes larger, although the BSSE in the 
second order energy for the electron donors is still 
larger than the BSSE for electron accepters except when 
using a diffuse basis set. With diffuse functions, the 
order can be turned around so that the BSSE at the second
1 4 2
order energy for the electron acceptor, i.e. Li+, becomes 
larger than the BSSE for electron donors, i.e. HF, H20 or 
NH .
3
The analysis of the BSSE at the second order energy 
can be studied in detail. The results of the E2 energy
for HF, H O  and NH in Table 4.5.4, Table 4.5.8 and
2 3 '
Table 4.5.12 are related to which orbitals of Li+ act as 
the ghost atom. The BSSE of the E2 energy increases as 
the number of basis functions of ghost Li+ increase (6-31G
 » 6-31G* or 6-311G --» 6-311G*) but the BSSE decreases
as the number of basis functions on the real H atoms
increase (6-31G* --» 6-31G** or 6-311G* --» 6-311G**) . It
is apparent that the BSSE changes with the distribution of
basis set functions. Also the results of E for Li+ in
2
Table 4.5.5, Table 4.5.9 and Table 4.5.13 are related to 
the orbitals of HF, H20 and NH3 used as the ghost atom in 
the calculations. It is found that the BSSE will increase
as the number of basis functions increase (6-31G  >
6-31G* --» 6-31G** or 6-311G --» 6-311G* --» 6-31G**) .
The reason is that the size of basis sets of the ghost 
atoms are monotonically increasing in this case. Also it 
needs to be pointed out that the contribution of the BSSE 
from the H atom is slight since the H atom functions are 
further than 0 or N from the nearby Li+. All of these
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characteristics are also presented in Fig. 4.5.1, 
Fig. 4.5.3 and Fig. 4.5.5.
The results of the overestimation of the BSSE at the 
second order correlation energy are shown in Table 4.5.6 
and Table 4.5.7 for HF-Li+, Table 4.5.10 and Table 4.5.11
for H 0-Li+ and in Table 4.5.14 and Table 4.5.15 for
2
NH3~Li+. It is very apparent that the amount of the 
overestimation of the BSSE from ghost Li+ almost is 
vanished in the HF, H 0 or NH calculations. However, the
' 2 3  '
amount of the overestimation from ghost HF, HaO or NH3 is 
relatively larger for the Li+ cation. This difference can 
be explained since HF, H20 or NH3 each has five spatial 
occupied orbitals but Li+ has only one. Another reason is 
that the electron deficient Li+ cation uses electrons from 
HF, H20 or NH3> Therefore, with the counterpoise (CP) 
correction, we found larger overestimation in the BSSE for 
the Li+ energy calculations and the smaller overestimation 
in the BSSE for HF, H20 and NH3< Finally, it must be 
pointed out that the overestimation of the BSSE for HF, 
H O or NH is still small.
2 3
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Table 4.5.4 The basis set superposition error correction 
due to the ghost orbitals of HF-BQ ( BQ = Li+ ) for the 
Hartree-Fock energy and the second order energy 
calculations with different basis sets.
Basis Set HF-BQ (hartree) HF (hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-■Fock Energy
6-31G+
6-31G++
6-31G
6-31G*
6-31G**
6-311G
6-311G*
6-311G**
-99.995908391
-99.996109179
-99.987554343
-100.005351509
-100.015166841
-100.024344591
-100.037175113
-100.049517103
-99.995319654
-99.995652315
-99.983315588
-100.000770000
-100.010088722
-100.021629659
-100.034260866
-100.046616631
185.9114
144-2684
1338.5141
1446.7489
1603.5684
857.3212
920.2609
915.9110
< E2 Energy
6-31G+
6-31G++
6-31G
6-31G*
6-31G**
6-311G
6-311G*
6-311G**
-0.137240630 
-0.136129870 
-0.129906150 
-0.181075740 
-0.185084450 
-0.144888950 
-0.215993300 
-0.223002340
-0.136950970
-0.135829040
-0.127353370
-0.177998210
-0.182087390
-0.143170240
-0.213445730
-0.220595060
91.4688 
94.9961 
806.1169 
971.8224 
946.4116 
542.7342 
804.4717 
760.1709
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K) .
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.5.5 The Basis set superposition error correction 
due to the ghost orbitals of BQ-Li+ ( BQ = HF ) for the 
Hartree-Fock energy and the second order energy 
calculations with different basis sets.
Basis Set BQ-Li+(hartree) Li+(hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-■Fock Energy
6-31G+ -7.235491208 -7.235485133 1.9184
6-31G++ -7.235491678 -7.235485133 2.0667
6-31G -7.235483863 -7.235480024 1.2122
6-31G* -7.235484878 -7.235480024 1.5328
6-31G** -7.235484976 -7.235480024 1.5639
6-311G -7.235839456 -7.235838992 0.1465
6-311G* -7.235839660 -7.235838992 0.2210
6-311G** -7.235839702 -7.235838992 0.2441
E2 Energy
6-31G+ -0.002283549 -0.000192506 660.3097
6-31G++ -0.002387842 -0.000192505 693.2433
6-31G -0.000208892 -0.000177969 9.7647
6-31G* -0.000220273 -0.000179058 13.0147
6-31G** -0.000222476 -0.000179058 13.7103
6-311G -0.012594207 -0.012480942 35.7675
6-311G* -0.012683163 -0.012482043 63.5097
6-311G** -0.012698182 -0.012482043 68.2331
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K).
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
1 4 6
Table 4.5.6 The overestimation of basis set superposition 
error due to the ghost orbitals of HF-BQ ( BQ = Li+ ) for 
the second order energy calculations with different basis 
sets.
Basis Set BSSE (K) OVERESTIMATION (K) %
6-31G+ 91.4688 0.00095 0.0010
6-31G++ 4619.8867 0.00123 0.0003
6-31G 806.1169 0.0279 0.0035
6-31G* 971.8224 0.1025 0.0105
6-31G** 946.4116 0.0196 0.0021
6-311G 542.7342 0.0066 0.0012
6-311G* 804.4717 0.0214 0.0027
6-311G** 760.1709 0.0235 0.0031
Table 4.5.7 The overestimation of basis set superposition 
error due to the ghost orbitals of BQ-Li+ ( BQ = HF ) for 
the second order energy calculations with different basis 
sets.
Basis Set BSSE (K) OVERESTIMATION (K) %
6-31G+ 660.3097 7.1101 1.0768
6-31G++ 693.2433 7.4290 1.0716
6-31G 9.7647 0.7165 7.3374
6-31G* 13.0147 0.8582 6.5943
6-31G** 13.7103 0.8940 6.5209
6-311G 35.7675 0.3337 0.9847
6-311G* 63.5097 0.6760 0.9571
6-311G** 68.2331 0.7210 0.8639
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Table 4.5.8 The basis set superposition error correction 
due to the ghost orbitals of H20-BQ ( BQ = Li+ ) for the 
Hartree-Fock energy and the second order energy 
calculations with different basis sets.
Basis Set H20-BQ (hartree) H20 (hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-Fock Energy
6-31G+ -75.975291289 -75.974032433 397.5215
6-31G++ -75.975509634 -75.974348552 336.6465
6-31G -75.970392473 -75.967376978 952.2331
6-31G* -76.001687400 -75.998348314 1054.4167
6-31G** -76.015732552 -76.012270578 1093.2221
6-311G -75.996364705 -75.992805392 1123.9600
6-311G* -76.029912033 -76.018766387 1309.1118
6-311G** -76.040101904 -76.036852232 1026.1814
E2 Energy
6-31G+ -0.13809789 -0.13723754 271.6813
6-31G++ -0.13707386 -0.13627639 251.8251
6-31G -0.13257102 -0.13010520 778.6566
6-31G* -0.18909780 -0.18629121 886.2650
6-31G** -0.19976232 -0.19700667 870.1792
6-311G -0.14499329 -0.14235735 832.3771
6-311G* -0.20842357 -0.20495665 1094.7840
6-311G** -0.22346146 -0.22053737 923.3691
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K).
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.5.9 The basis set superposition error correction 
due to the ghost orbitals of BQ-Li+ ( BQ = H20 ) for the 
Hartree-Fock energy and the second order energy 
calculations with different basis sets.
Basis Set BQ—Li+ (hartree) Li+ (hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-■Fock Energy
6-31G+ -7.235492522 -7.235485133 2.3333
6-31G++ -7.235492639 -7.235485133 2.3702
6—31G -7.235483191 -7.235480024 1.0001
6-31G* -7.235484245 -7.235480024 1.3330
6-31G** -7.235484558 -7.235800240 1.4316
6-311G -7.235839574 -7.235838992 0.1838
6-311G* -7.235839865 -7.235838992 0.2756
6-311G** -7.235840129 -7.235838992 0.3590
E2 Energy
6-31G+ -0.000915683 -0.000192505 228.3651
6-31G++ -0.001028608 -0.000192505 264.0246
6-31G -0.000234253 -0.000177969 17.7732
6-31G* -0.000261967 -0.000179058 26.1808
6-31G** -0.002699085 -0.000179058 28.4285
6-311G -0.012588273 -0.012480942 33.8930
6-311G* -0.012705729 -0.012482043 70.6356
6-311G** -0.012746329 -0.012482043 83.4562
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K).
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.5.10 The overestimation of basis set 
superposition error due to the ghost orbitals of H20-BQ 
( BQ = Li+ ) for the second order energy calculations with 
different basis sets.
Basis Set BSSE (K) OVERESTIMATE (K) %
6-31G+ 271.6813 0.0140 0.0052
6-31G++ 251.8250 0.0065 0.0026
6-31G 778.6566 0.0505 0.0065
6-31G* 886.2649 0.0409 0.0040
6-31G** 870.1792 0.0595 0.0068
6-311G 832.3771 0.0326 0.0039
6-311G* 1094.7840 0.0599 0.0055
6-311G** 923.3691 0.0485 0.0053
Table 4.5.11 The overestimation of basis set 
superposition error due to the ghost orbitals of BQ-Li+ ( 
BQ = HMD ) for the second order energy calculations with 
different basis sets.
Basis Set BSSE (K) OVERESTIMATE (K) %
6-31G+ 228.3651 6.0274 2.6394
6-31G++ 264.0246 7.1794 2.7192
6-31G 17.7732 1.6656 9.3714
6-31G* 26.1808 2.0439 7.8070
6-31G** 28.4285 2.1692 7.6304
6-311G 33.8930 0.0070 0.0206
6-311G* 70.6355 0.9358 1.3248
6-311G** 83.4562 0.7402 0.8869
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Table 4.5.12 The basis set superposition error correction
due to the ghost orbitals of NH3~BQ ( BQ = Li+ ) for the
Hartree-Fock energy and the second order energy
calculations with different basis sets.
Basis Set NH3~BQ (hartree) NH3 (hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-Fock Energy
6-31G+
6-31G++
6-31G
6-31G*
6-31G**
6-311G
6-311G*
6-311G**
-55.722143561
-55.722232714
-55.711695023
-55.712912628
-55.730087588
-55.735978668
-55.736965847
-55.754005780
-55.720977619
-55.721100922
-55.706886554
-55.708047022
-55.725128096
-55.733462331
-55.734398186
-55.751248151
368.1812 
357.3973 
1518.4183 
1536.4611 
1566.1086 
794.6089
810.8041
870.8041
E2 Energy
6-31G+
6-31G++
6-31G
6-31G*
6-31G**
6-311G
6-311G*
6-311G**
-0.14762307 
-0.14688632 
-0.14656147 
-0.19418651 
-0.20121672 
-0.15344756 
-0.20139741 
-0.21364151
-0.14713444 
-0.14651940 
-0.14544484 
-0.19215850 
-0.19943385 
-0.15219603 
-0.19907381 
-0.21187411
154.2996 
115.8660 
352.6094 
640.4050 
562.9947 
395.2081 
733.7464 
558.1096
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K).
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.5.13 The basis set superposition error correction 
due to the ghost orbitals of BQ-Li+ ( BQ = NH3 ) for the 
Hartree-Fock energy and the second order energy 
calculations with different basis sets.
Basis Set BQ-Li+ (hartree) Li+ (hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-■Fock Energy
6-31G+ -7.235493125 -7.235485133 2.5240
6-31G++ -7.235494368 -7.235485133 2.9164
6—31G -7.235482981 -7.235480024 0.9338
6-31G* -7.235484855 -7.235480024 1.5256
6-31G** -7.235484993 -7.235800240 1.5691
6-311G -7.235839532 -7.235838992 0.1677
6-311G* -7.235839571 -7.235838992 0.1829
6-311G** -7.235839665 -7.235838992 0.2126
E2 Energy
6-31G+ -0.000795744 -0.000192505 190.4708
6-31G++ -0.000935642 -0.000192505 234.6676
6-31G -0.000224021 -0.000177969 14.5424
6-31G* -0.000265587 -0.000179058 27.3240
6-31G** -0.000268641 -0.000179058 28.2885
6-311G -0.012559541 -0.012482043 24.4723
6-311G* -0.012655162 -0.012482043 54.6675
6-311G** -0.012674550 -0.012482043 60.7898
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K).
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.5.14 The overestimation of basis set
superposition error by the counterpoise correction method 
for NH3~BQ ( BQ = Li+ ) second order energy calculations 
with different basis sets.
Basis Set BSSE (K) OVERESTIMATE (K) %
6-31G+ 154.2996 0.0011 0.0007
6-31G++ 115.8660 0.0004 0.0004
6-31G 352.6094 0.0021 0.0006
6-31G* 640.4050 0.0027 0.0004
6—31G** 562.9947 0.0012 0.0002
6-311G 395.2081 0.0014 0.0003
6-311G* 733.7464 0.0003 0.0004
6-311G** 558.1096 0.0005 0.0008
Table 4.5.15 The overestimation of basis set 
superposition error by the counterpoise correction method 
for BQ-Li+ ( BQ = NH3 ) second order energy calculations 
with different basis sets.
Basis Set BSSE (K) OVERESTIMATE (K) %
6-31G+ 190.4908 1.2010 0.6305
6-31G++ 234.6676 1.2828 0.5467
6-31G 14.5424 0.3994 2.7467
6-31G* 27.3240 0.5697 2.0850
6-31G** 28.2885 0.5897 2.0848
6-311G 24.4723 0.0852 0.3480
6-311G* 54.6675 0.1835 0.3356
6-311G** 60.7899 0.1983 0.3263
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4.5.3 Results and Discussion of H O-He
2
In the H O-He dimer, H and He are atoms in the first 
2
row while O is a atom in the second row in the periodic 
table of the elements. Also, the He is an element of the 
noble gas family and so it is non-bonding. Thus the He 
atom is neither an electron accepter nor an electron 
donor. Accordingly the results of H20-He are the proper 
reference point to compare with the results of HaO-Li+ 
etc.
The results of H O-He are shown in Table 4.5.16 —
2
Table 4.5.19 and Fig. 4.5.7 —  Fig. 4.5.8. The BSSE at 
Hartree-Fock energy level is presented in Table 4.5.16 —
Table 4.6.17. The contributions of the BSSE from H O  and
2
He do not differ greatly and they have similar magnitudes
for most of the basis sets. This characteristic of H O-He
2
is different from the electron donor-accepter dimers, such 
as H20-Li+, which have a large difference in the BSSE at 
the Hartree-Fock level for both donor and accepter.
The BSSE at the second order correlation energy is 
larger. In Table 4.5.16, when the basis functions of He 
are used as the ghost atoms, the BSSE increases as the
number of He basis functions increases (6-31G* --» 6-31G**
or 6-311G* --» 6-311G**). In Table 4.5.17, when the basis
functions of H20 are used as the ghost atom functions, the
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BSSE increases as the ghost O atom basis functions on H20
become more numerous (6-31G --» 6-31G* or 6-311G  >
6-311G*) but the BSSE decreases as the real He atom basis 
functions become more numerous although ghost H atom 
functions also become more numerous at same time (6-31G* 
 > 6-31G** or 6-311G* --> 6-311G**).
The overestimation of the BSSE at the second order 
energy for H20 is shown in Table 4.5.18, Table 4.5.19 and 
Fig. 4.5.8. Although the overestimation for H20 in H20-BQ 
( BQ = He ) is still small,- it is larger than the amount 
in H20-BQ ( BQ = Li+) , since the He atom does not have any 
electron-deficiency and the occupied orbitals of He 
contribute to the overestimation of the BSSE. The 
overestimation of BSSE from the ghost H20 for the real He 
is larger, related to the fact that there are five 
occupied orbitals of H20.
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Table 4.5.16 The basis set superposition error correction 
due to the ghost orbitals of H20-BQ (BQ = He) for the 
Hartree-Fock energy and the second order energy 
calculations with different basis sets.
Basis Set H20-BQ (hartree) H2<3 (hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-Fock Energy
6-31G+
6-31G++
6-31G
6-31G*
6-31G**
6-311G
6-311G*
6-311G**
-75.974678200 -75.974032433
-75.974348552
-75.967376978
-75.998348314
-76.012270578
-75.992805392
-76.018766387
-76.036852232
203.9200
-75.967433339 
-75.998426037 
-76.012591782 
-75.992884867 
-76.018854899 
-76.037279513
17.7979 
24.5434 
101.4300 
25.0967 
27.9503 
134.9270
E2 energy
6-31G+
6-31G++
6-31G
6-31G*
6-31G**
6-311G
6-311G*
6-311G**
-0.137565050 -0.137237540 
-0.136276390 
-0.130105200 
-0.186291210 
-0.197006670 
-0.142357350 
-0.204956650 
-0.220537370
103.4211
-0.130423980 
-0.186623450 
-0.197386650 
-0.142714270 
-0.205319530 
-0.221045520
100.6643
104.9147
119.9901
112.7082
114.5902
160.4636
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K).
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.5.17 The basis set superposition error correction 
due to the ghost orbitals of BQ-He (BQ = H20) for the 
Hartree-Fock energy and the second order energy 
calculations with different basis sets.
Basis Set BQ-He (hartree) He (hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-Fock Energy
6-31G+
6-31G++
6-31G
6-31G*
6-31G**
6-311G
6-311G*
6-311G**
-2.855588345 -2.855160426 135.1282
-2.855259373
-2.855289545
-2.855291848
-2.859932934
-2.859933080
-2.859936307
-2.855160426
-2.855160426
-2.855160426
-2.859895425
-2.859895425
-2.859895425
31.2455
40.7733
41.5003
11.8446
11.8907
12.9097
E2 Energy
6-31G+
6-31G++
6-31G
6-31G*
6-31G**
6-311G
6-311G*
6-311G**
-0.011511642 -0.011200121 98.3715
-0.011351503 
-0.011370234 
-0.025613426 
-0.013069854 
-0.013073263 
-0.024733394
-0.011200123 
-0.011200123 
-0.025477026 
-0.012906593 
-0.012906593 
-0.024682488
47.8028
53.7177
43.0724
51.5546
52.6311
16.0751
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 10s kelvin (K) .
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.5.18 The overestimation of basis set 
superposition error due to the ghost orbitals of H20-BQ 
(BQ = He) for the second order energy calculations with 
different basis sets.
Basis Set BSSE (K) OVERESTIMATE (K) %
6-31G+
6-31G++
103.4211 0.1902 0.1839
6-31G 100.6643 0.2789 0.2771
6-31G* 104.9147 0.4915 0.4685
6-31G** 119.9901 0.5298 0.4416
6-311G 112.7082 0.1808 0.1604
6-311G* 114.5902 0.4015 0.3504
6-311G** 160.4636 0.5781 0.3603
Table 4.5.19 The overestimation of basis set
superposition error due to the ghost orbitals of BQ-He
(BQ = H20) for the second order energy calculations with 
different basis sets.
Basis Set BSSE (K) OVERESTIMATE (K) %
6-31G+ 
6-31G++
98.3715 16.5882 16.8629
6-31G 47.8028 7.0347 14.7162
6-31G* 53.7176 7.2637 13.5220
6-31G** 43.0724 3.0689 7.1250
6-311G 51.5546 7.3956 14.3451
6-311G* 52.6311 7.5958 14.4322
6-311G** 16.0751 0.5647 3.5130
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Figure 4.5.7 The corrections of the basis se t superposition 
error (BSSE) from BQ subsystem  of H2O—BQ (BQ=He) and
He—BQ (Bq=H20) for the  Hartree—Fock and the second order 
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Figure 4.5.8 The overestimation of the basis set 
superposition error (BSSE) from BQ subsystem of
H2O-BQ (BQ=He) and BQ-He (BQ=H20) for the 
second order energies.
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4.6 HF-HF and H 0-H O
2 2
4.6.1 Geometry and Basis Sets
The interactions of HF-HF and H 0-H 0 are of
2 2
considerable theoretical interest as prototypes for
• 41 94~99hydrogen bonds. For this obvious reason the HF-HF ’
and the H 0-H q4, 9,10,55,100-115 dimers have been the
2 2
subjects of a large number of theoretical studies. The 
geometries of these two dimers are specified in 
Table 4.6.1, Fig. 4.6.1 and Fig.4.6.2. The coordinates of 
atoms of HF-HF with the minimum energy has a bent hydrogen
94 »bond. Specifically, the r (HF) = 0.911 A for the
molecular bond and the R(H F) = 1.909 A for the hydrogen
bond. The coordinates used for the atoms in H 0-H 0 are
2 2
in the equilibrium structure105, specifically, the 
r(OH) = 0.957 A and 0(HOH) = 104.5° for each water 
molecule. The 0-H bond of the proton donor molecule is 
taken as coincident with the 0-0 axis while the angle 
between the 0-0 axis and the H0H bisector of the proton 
acceptor is taken as 140°. It is noted that it is very 
difficult to obtain accurate results for these two dimers 
with small basis sets. For a general discussion about the 
BSSE, a series of standard gaussian basis sets, which 
include the minimum basis set, the split-valence and 
triple-valence basis sets, are used in our calculations 
for these two systems.
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Table 4.6.1 Cartesian coordinates of atoms for the HF-HF
and the H 0-H 0 dimers.
2 2
Atom x (A) y (A) z (A)
HF-HF
F 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
H 0.000000 0.000000 0.911000
F 0.196231 0.000000 2.809888
H 0.888961 0.000000 3.401535
H 0-H 02 2
H 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0 0.000000 0.000000 0.957200
H 0.926627 0.000000 1.197187
0 0.000000 0.000000 -1.992800
H -0.376598 -0.756950 -2.441612
H -0.376598 0.756950 -2.441612
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Figure 4.6.1 The Equilibrium HF-HF dimer geometry 
configuration. The molecular bond length of the HF 
is 0.911 A. The intermolecular hydrogen bond length 
of the H...F is 1.909 A. The angle of H-F...H is 
174.1 degrees. The angle of F...H-F is 130.5 degrees.
Figure 4.6.2 The equilibrium water dimer geometry 
configuration. In the water molecule the bond 
length of H-0 is 0.957 A and the angle of H-O-H is 
104.5 degrees. The hydrogen bond H...0 is 1.933 A. 
The 0-H bond of the proton donor molecule is taken 
as coincident with the 0...0 axis while the angle 
between the 0...0 axis and the H-O-H bisector of 
the proton acceptor is taken as 140 degrees.
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4.6.2 Result and Discussion
The results for HF-HF are listed in Table 6.2.2 —
Table 4.6.5, the results for H 0-H 0 in Table 4.6.6 —  
' 2 2
Table 4.6.9. All results show how the BSSE and its 
overestimation strongly depend upon the choice of basis 
sets. Both dimers are typical electron donor-acceptor 
complexes and form with strong hydrogen bonds. Also each 
monomer in a dimer has different contributions in the BSSE 
and its overestimation. The comparisons are shown in 
Fig. 4.6.3 —  Fig. 4.6.6.
The calculated results for HF-HF and H 0-H 0 in
2 2
Table 4.6.2, Table 4.6.3, Table 4.6.6 and Table 4.6.7
reveal an important fact that the contribution of the BSSE
at the Hartree-Fock and the second order correlation
energy levels from the electron donors may not be larger
than the contribution from the electron acceptor. For the
HF-HF dimer, the electron acceptor may have a larger
contribution to the BSSE especially when diffuse basis
functions (6-31G+, 6-31G++) or polarization basis
* *
functions are used for H atom (6-31G , 6-311G ) . For the 
H20-H20 dimer, the electron acceptor has a larger 
contribution to the BSSE with almost any basis functions 
except for the two smallest basis functions (ST0-3G, 
4-31G) . This situation is very different from the cases
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of other electron donor-acceptor dimers, such as HF-Li+,
H20-Li+ and NH3~Li+. To compare these two groups of
electron donor-acceptor dimers, it is easy to see the
differences in the structure of electron acceptors. When
the Li+ is the electron acceptor, it is an isolated ion as
well and so it directly interacts with its partner, the
electron donor. However, when the HF or H O  is the
' 2
electron acceptor, the H atoms are the receptors of 
electrons from an electron donor but it has already 
favorable bonding with the F or the O atom within its own 
molecule. Furthermore, the basis functions of the H atoms 
of the electron acceptor molecule are used heavily by the 
electronegative F or O atoms within the molecule; thus the 
H atom has a poor basis set description for itself. 
Therefore, as an electron acceptor the basis set of the H 
atom may be improved by borrowing from the electron donor 
molecule via the counterpoise (CP) procedure and thus it 
shows a larger BSSE. This tendency is also presented in 
Fig. 4.6.3 and Fig. 4.6.5.
The overestimation of the BSSE at the second order 
correlation energy is presented in Table 4.6.5, 
Table 4.6.9, Fig. 4.6.4 and Fig. 4.6.6. It is obvious 
that the electron acceptor molecules have a much larger 
overestimation. In contradiction, the electron donors
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have a smaller overestimation. For the dimer (H20)2 or 
(HF)z, the H atom at the electron acceptor and the 0 atom 
or the F atom at the electron donor are directly involved 
with the intermolecular interactions of the hydrogen bond 
and also they are actually closer each other. In 
addition, for each monomer H20 or HF, most of the occupied 
space is around the 0 or the F atom. With counterpoise 
corrections, the occupied space of the ghost 0 atom or F 
atom at the electron donor has a stronger influence on the 
counterpoise process for energy calculations of the 
electron acceptor. In contradiction, the occupied space 
of the ghost H atom at the electron acceptor has a weaker 
influence on the counterpoise process for the electron 
donor molecules. Therefore, the electron acceptor 
molecules have a larger overestimation of the BSSE and the 
electron donor molecules smaller.
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Table 4.6.2 The basis set superposition error correction 
due to the ghost orbitals of HF-BQ ( BQ = HF ) for the 
Hartree-Fock energy and the second order energy
calculations with different basis sets. Here BQ is the
ghost functions of electron acceptor.
Basis Set HF (hartree) HF-BQ (hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-Fock Energy
ST0-3G -99.995319650 -99.995946200 197.8497
4-31G -99.887145750 -99.888520120 433.9987
6-31G+ -99.995345453 -99.995946197 189.7029
6-31G++ -99.995678819 -99.996127486 141.6800
6-31G -99.983336979 -99.984332610 314.4003
6-31G* -100.000778022 -100.001819022 328.7270
6-31G** -100.010059648 -100.011392478 420.8811
6-311G -100.021627441 -100.022447019 258.8063
6-311G* -100.034226847 -100.035033643 254.7700
6-311G** -100.046577968 -100.047550365 307.0635
E2 Energy
STO-3G -0.136950970 -0.137081850 41.3293
4-31G -0.129109600 -0.129800370 218.1314
6-31G+ -0.137011280 -0.137081850 22.2846
6-31G++ -0.136991520 -0.137107770 36.7094
6-31G -0.128426900 -0.128978030 174.0358
6-31G* -0.179506960 -0.180116060 192.3416
6-31G** -0.183667890 -0.184249040 183.5155
6-311G -0.159106930 -0.159560290 143.1620
6-311G* -0.232285150 -0.232735270 142.1389
6-311G** -0.239498570 -0.239983100 153.0049
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K).
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.6.3 The basis set superposition error correction 
due to the ghost orbitals of BQ-HF ( BQ = HF ) for the 
Hartree-Fock energy and the second order energy
calculations with different basis sets. Here BQ is the
ghost functions of electron donor.
Basis Set HF (hartree) BQ-HF (Hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-Fock Energy
ST0-3G -99.995319650 -99.996521450 379.5026
4-31G -99.88714575 -99.888209300 335.8462
6-31G+ -99.995345453 -99.996521449 371.3559
6-31G++ -99.995678819 -99.996743488 336.2014
6-31G -99.983336979 -99.984267403 293.8094
6-31G* -100.000778022 -100.001833629 333.3396
6-31G** -100.010059648 -100.010840222 246.4897
6-311G -100.021627441 -100.022445001 258.1691
6-311G* -100.034226847 -100.035074955 267.8155
6-311G** -100.046577968 -100.047171197 187.3299
E2 Energy
ST0-3G -0.136950970 -0.137255160 96.0571
4-31G -0.129109600 -0.129303020 61.0782
6-31G+ -0.137011280 -0.137255100 76.9935
6-31G++ -0.136991520 -0.137328850 106.5221
6-31G -0.128426900 -0.128587100 50.5880
6-31G* -0.179506960 -0.179713950 65.3633
6-31G** -0.183667890 -0.183924940 81.1712
6-311G -0.159106930 -0.159518360 129.9214
6-311G* -0.232285150 -0.232713460 135.2517
6-311G** -0.239498570 -0.239899400 126.5741
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K).
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.6.4 The overestimation of basis set superposition 
error due to the ghost orbitals of HF-BQ ( BQ = HF ) for 
the second order energy calculations with different basis 
sets. Here BQ is the ghost functions of electron 
acceptor.
Basis Set BSSE (K) Overestimation (K) %
6-31G+ 22.2846 0.9956 4.4676
6-31G++ 36.7094 0.4833 1.3163
6-31G 174.0358 2.0923 1.2021
6-31G* 192.3416 1.1426 0.5940
6-31G** 183.5155 0.9298 0.5066
6-311G 143.1620 0.9210 0.6433
6-311G* 142.1389 0.8340 0.5868
6-311G** 153.0049 0.5943 0.3884
Table 4.6.5 The overestimation of basis set superposition 
error due to the ghost orbitals of BQ-HF ( BQ = HF ) for 
the second order energy calculations with different basis 
sets. Here BQ is the ghost functions of electron donor.
Basis Set BSSE (K) Overestimation (K) %
6-31G+ 76.9935 1.5597 2.0257
6-31G++ 106.5221 4.6611 4.3757
6-31G 50.5880 2.0327 4.0i81
6-31G* 65.3633 2.3665 3.6205
6-31G** 81.1712 2.6995 3.3257
6-311G 129.9214 6.2785 4.8326
6-311G* 135.2517 3.9399 2.9130
6-311G** 126.5741 3.7547 2.9664
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Table 4.6.6 The basis set superposition error correction 
due to the ghost orbitals of BQ-H20 ( BQ = H20 ) for the 
Hartree-Fock energy and the second order energy 
calculations with different basis sets. Here BQ is the 
ghost functions of electron donor.
Basis Set H20 (hartree) H20-BQ (Hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-■Fock Energy
STO-3G -74.962928310 -74.963055832 40.2689
4-31G -75.907391233 -75.908001489 192.7065
6-31G+ -75.991286568 -75.992873298 501.0576
6-31G++ -75.991498197 -75.993158675 524.3456
6-31G -75.983997465 -75.984835457 264.6211
6-31G* -76.009132369 -76.009980972 267.9717
6-31G** -76.022647929 -76.023784559 358.9250
6-311G -76.009393067 -76.010871051 466.7178
6-311G* -76.031563256 -76.033018582 459.5627
6-311G** -76.046448603 -76.048179205 546.4894
E2 Energy
ST0-3G -0.035492667 -0.035577972 26.9376
4-31G -0.129470790 -0.129596420 39.6714
6-31G+ -0.135132420 -0.136212750 341.1466
6-31G++ -0.135195770 -0.136363390 368.7110
6-31G -0.128795560 -0.129778260 310.3170
6-31G* -0.186180440 -0.187159060 309.0286
6-31G** -0.196468030 -0.197437010 305.9845
6-311G -0.156209750 -0.157447570 390.8788
6-311G* -0.221961600 -0.223279480 416.1601
6-311G** -0.236347250 -0.237636950 407.2615
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 10s kelvin (K).
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.6.7 The basis set superposition error correction 
due to the ghost orbitals of IM3-BQ ( BQ = H20 ) for the 
Hartree-Fock energy and the second order energy 
calculations with different basis sets. Here BQ is the
ghost functions of electron acceptor.
Basis Set H20 (Hartree) BQ-H20 (hartree) BSSE (K)
Hartree-•Fock Energy
ST0-3G -74.962928310 -74.968332586 1706.5624
4-31G -75.907391233 -75.908642635 395.1674
6-31G+ -75.991286568 -75.991928954 202.8526
6-31G++ -75.991498197 -75.992076930 182.7522
6-31G -75.983997465 -75.984445402 141.4495
6-31G* -76.009132369 -76.009702579 180.0609
6-31G** -76.022647929 -76.022916914 84.9402
6-311G -76.009393067 -76.009883899 154.9951
6-311G* -76.031563256 -76.032054910 155.2544
6-311G** -76.046448603 -76.046803526 112.0776
E2 Energy
ST0-3G -0.035492667 -0.036230474 232.9847
4-31G -0.129470790 -0.130670680 378.9013
6-31G+ -0.135132420 -0.135400970 84.8027
6-31G++ -0.135195770 -0.135532370 106.2915
6-31G -0.128795560 -0.128930550 42.6271
6-31G* -0.186180440 -0.186356500 55.5962
6-31G** -0.196468030 -0.196631280 51.5511
6-311G -0.156209750 -0.156572840 114.6566
6-311G* -0.221961600 -0.222317000 112.2282
6-311G** -0.236347250 -0.236729240 120.6248
1 hartree = 3.1578 x 105 kelvin (K).
BSSE: Basis set superposition error.
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Table 4.6.8 The overestimation of basis set superposition 
error due to the ghost orbitals of BQ-H20 ( BQ = H20 ) for 
the second order energy calculations with different basis 
sets. Here BQ is the ghost functions of electron donor.
Basis Set BSSE (K) Overestimation (K) %
6-31G+ 341.1466 15.6364 4.5835
6-31G++ 368.7110 12.5992 3.4170
6-31G 310.3170 32.4096 10.4440
6-31G* 309.0286 10.9344 3.5383
6-31G** 305.9845 17.3890 5.6830
6-311G 390.8788 12.8636 3.2910
6-311G* 416.1601 21.7528 5.2270
6-311G** 407.2615 16.4061 4.0284
Table 4.6.9 The overestimation of basis set superposition 
error due to the ghost orbitals of H O-BQ ( BQ = H20 ) for 
the second order energy calculations with different basis 
sets. Here BQ is the ghost functions of electron 
acceptor.
Basis Set BSSE (K) Overestimation (K) %
6-31G+
6-31G++
6-31G
6-31G*
6-31G**
6-311G
6-311G*
6-311G**
84.8027
106.2915
42.6271
55.5962
51.5511
114.6566
112.2282
120.6248
5.5007
11.2953
3.5043
1.1816
1.3796
5.8017
2.3130
2.9696
6.4864
10.6267
8.2209
2.1252
2.6763
5.0601
2.0610
2.4618
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Figure 4 .6 .6  The overestimation of the basis se t  
superposition error (BSSE) from BQ subsystem  of
BQ—H2 O (BQ=H20; functions a s  an electron donor) 
and H2 O—BQ (BQ=H20; functions a s  an electron  
acceptor) for the second order energies.
CHAPTER 5
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5.1 Concluding Remarks
The improved counterpoise (ICP) method presented in 
this work, has shown the significance of the applications 
of the localized orbital pair correlation approach. With 
this approach, the overestimation of the basis set 
superposition error (BSSE) by the Boys and Bernardi's 
counterpoise (CP, or FCP) has been evaluated for the 
intermolecular potential energy calculations.
In all of the results which have been listed above, 
it is obvious that the amount of the overestimation of the 
BSSE at the second order correlation potential energies 
generally is small and can be made to approach zero at the 
minimum of the intermolecular potential for small systems 
with optimized very large basis sets. Therefore, we 
conclude that the counterpoise method certainly causes an 
overestimation to the BSSE but it is usually not large 
enough to affect the accuracy of intermolecular potential 
calculations. The use of counterpoise (CP) method is 
essential, however, to get an accurate interaction, 
ignoring it leads to a very poor results. Although the 
the overestimation is small, we like to point out that the 
contribution of overestimation of the BSSE from each 
subsystem depends on the number of occupied orbitals on 
the ghost atoms. Also it related to the electronegativity
1 8 4
of the atom and to the location of the atoms.
Our results demonstrate that the BSSE for the 
intermolecular potential strongly depends on the choice of 
the basis functions. We also have recognized that the 
location and the properties of the molecules play an 
important role in the basis set superposition error 
(BSSE). Further, the different basis sets are needed to 
eliminate the BSSE at the Hartree-Fock level than at the 
correlation energy level. The BSSE at the Hartree-Fock 
level can be eliminated by the choosing large enough basis 
sets in smaller systems. To eliminate the BSSE at the 
correlation level is impossible, even with large basis 
sets. In other words, the counterpoise (CP) correction is 
much more important at the electron correlation level than 
at the Hartree-Fock level.
In addition, we conclude that correcting the BSSE for 
weak intermolecular interactions, such as the van der 
Waals interaction between molecules, is extremely 
important. Specially, a correction must be made at the 
electron correlation energy level because the BSSE at 
Hartree-Fock level is relatively easy to reduce and since 
the electron correlation is so vital to obtain accurate 
weak intermolecular interactions.
Finally, we conclude that accurate intermolecular
185
potential energies can be obtained using the full 
counterpoise correction in potential energy calculations 
including electron correlation, when the large optimum 
basis set functions are used to eliminate the BSSE at the 
Hartree-Fock potential energy calculations. Without such 
corrections the results will be highly inaccurate.
5.2 Discussion of Future Work
Although we have successfully applied the localized 
orbital pair correlation approach to analyze the 
overestimation of the BSSE on the second order electron 
correlation potential energies, a number of significant 
results and conclusions have been obtained. Further work 
is suggested.
1) The analysis of the overestimation of the BSSE 
must be extended to the third and higher order potential 
energy curves and the CPU time of program execution must 
be reduced.
2) The analysis of the overestimation of the BSSE 
should also be done at the Hartree-Fock level using the 
localized orbitals.
3) This study should also be extended to many body 
interactions as well as molecular dimers. These 
interactions are significant in the studies of condensed
186
phases.
4) Since the locations of atoms and basis functions 
affect the size of the BSSE for intermolecular potentials, 
further studies should pay particular attention to 
improving potential surfaces and mechanisms of chemical 
reactions.
5) New studies should collect more information about 
the characteristics of the BSSE for various types of 
molecular interactions and thus create new criteria for 
building optimized basis sets more suitable for 
intermolecular calculations with a maximum reduction of 
the BSSE.
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All programs in this appendix have been created to 
analyze the overestimation of the basis set superposition 
error (BSSE) for the second order correlation energy using 
the localized orbital pair correlation approach. This 
appendix consists of two parts. Part I is the program for 
localized orbital transformation and it is linked with the 
subroutine LOCALZ in L401 in GAUSSIAN 86. Part II is the 
program for the localized orbital pair correlation and 
analysis of the overestimation of the BSSE at the second 
order correlation energy. It is linked with the
subroutine DOUBAR of L901 in GAUSSIAN 86. All programs 
are written with FORTRAN77 and run with the GAUSSIAN 86 ab 
initio together on IBM 3090 with VS FORTRAN compiler. The 
two parts of the program are described as following.
Part 3j_
This is a modified LOCALZ subroutine in which the 
transformation matrix and the localized orbitals from the 
initial guess in BOYLOC are written into a file unit 17 
where they are ready to be read later.
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Part II:
EXCHY1:
EXCHY3:
ORBANL:
READLO:
TRASFL:
These program are linked with DOUBAR.
To read molecular orbital double-bar spin-like 
two electron integrals.
To read molecular orbital double-bar spin-unlike 
two electron integrals.
To analyze the location of the center of 
localized orbitals.
To read the localized orbitals of a dimer and to 
read in the molecular orbital single-bar 
integrals.
To calculate the second order localized orbital 
pair correlation energy and to analyze the 
overestimation of the basis set superposition 
error.
I
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1C
C I0P(9) = 10 ( LINK401 )
C LOCALIZED ORBITALS WILL BE FORMED WITH THE ELECTED
C DEFAULTED SYMMERTY.
C
C SUBROUTINE LOCALZ MAKES OCCUPIED AND VIRTUAL SPACES.
C SUBROUTINE BOYLOC DOES BOYS LOCALIZATION.
C
C J.A.YANG 1988
C
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c
C*Deck LocaLz
Subroutine LocaLz(IOut,IPrint,NELect,NBasis,ISym,C,MOUse,CL,
$ DMAO,IOrd,IIR,RIJ,QPIX,QPJX)
ImpLicit ReaL*8(A-H,0-Z)
C
C LocaLize the occupied and virtuaL orbitaLs in C by symmetry
C bLocks.
C
Dimension ISym(l), C(NBasis,l), MOUse(l), CL(1), DMA0(1),
$ IOrd(l), IIRCl), RIJ(l), QPIX(l), QPJX(l)
Data MaxSym/8/, IODipX/518/
1000 FormatC LocaLizing orbitaLs’,1014,/,
$ (’ ’,1014))
C
NTT = (NBasis*(NBasis+1))/2
CaLL FiLeI0(2,-IODipX,3*NTT,DMAO,0)
Do 30 IPass =1, 2 
IStart = 1 
IEnd = NELect
If(IPass.eq.2) IStart = NELect + 1 
If(IPass.eq.2) IEnd = NBasis 
Do 20 IS = 1, MaxSym 
NOrb = 0
Do 10 I = IStart, IEnd
If(ISym(I).ne.IS) goto 10 
NOrb = NOrb + 1 
MOUse(NOrb) = I 
10 Continue
If(NOrb.gt.1.and.IPrint.gt.0)
$ Write(IOut,1000) (M0Use(I),1=1,NOrb)
C
CLSU ADD IPASS FOR CONTROL VIRTUAL SPACE 
C
If(NOrb.gt.1) CaLL BoyLoc(IOut,IPrint,NOrb,NBasis,
$ NTT,MOUSE,C,CL,DMAO,IORD,IIR,RIJ,QPIX,QPJX,IPASS)
C
200
C+++
c
20 Continue
30 Continue 
Return 
End
C
C*Deck BoyLoc
0 **«*«•***•**«***•***«*««#«***»•****•**•****•••*»********•***
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS MODIFIED TO WRITE DOWN THE
c
p
LOCALIZED ORBITALS AND TRANSFORMATION MATRIX.
c WHEN IY = 2, THE VIRTUAL SPACE TRANSFORMATION
c
p
WILL NOT BE DONE.
c J.A.YANG 1988
c
c
CLSU
p
ADD IY
L
Subroutine BoyLoc(IOut,IPrint,NOrb,NBasis,NTT,MOUse,CC,CL,
p
$ DMAO,IORD,IIR,RIJ,QPIX, QPJX, IY)
C+++
p
p
ImpLicit ReaL*8(A-H,0-Z)
c Boys LocaLization. This is QCPE program 354, as hacked by
c MicheL Dupuis to run in Hondo and then hacked by Mike Frisch
c
r
to run in Gaussian 82. Arguments:
C IOut Output unit for messages.
c IPrint ... 0 for error messages onLy, 1 for additionaL print
c NOrb Number of orbitaLs to LocaLize.
c NBasis ... Number of basis functions.
c NTT Used for dimensioning (NBasis*(NBasis+1)/2).
c MOUse ... List of the NOrb orbitaLs to actuaLLy LocaLize.
c If MOUseCl)=0, the first NOrb are LocaLized.
c CC Input and output orbitaLs (NBasis,).
c CL Scratch maxtrix (NBasis,NOrb).
c DMAO Vector of three Lower trianguLar matrices hoLding
c matrix eLements of the dipoLe moment operators.
c IOrd NBasis scratch vector.
c H R NBasis scratch vector.
c RIJ (NTT,3) scratch vector.
c QPIX NBasis scratch vector.
c QPJX NBasis scratch vector.
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CLSU
c+++
DIMENSION CMC(10,100),TRS(10,10)
DIMENSION YL0(10,100),YLC(IO)
Dimension CC(NBasis,1), CL(NBasis,1), DMAO(NTT,3), MOUse(l), 
H IOrd(l), IIR(l), RIJ(NTT,3), QPIX(l), QPJX(l)
LogicaL UseLst
DATA MAXIT/150/, MAXTRY/3/, ZERO/O..ODO/, TENM10/1.D-10/,
$ TenM8/l.d-8/, TenM6/l.d-6/, One/l.OdO/, Two/2.OdO/,
$ Four/4.OdO/, F45/45.0d0/
Lind(I,J) = ((MaxO(I,J)*(MaxO(I,J)-1)/2)+MinO(I,J))
1000 Format( 
$
1010 Format( 
1020 Formate 
1030 Formate 
1040 Format( 
1050 Formate
BoyLoc: No rotation increases integraLs for 1=’,14,
J=’,I4,* Theta=’,D15.8,’ Change=’,D15.8)
BoyLoc: Iteration’,14,’ Change=’,D15.8)
LocaLization compLete after’,14,’ iterations.’) 
LocaLization faiLed. Restart with new sequence.’) 
InitiaL Trace=’,D15.8,’ InitiaL TraceA=’,D15.8)
Boys LocaLization faiLed after’,13,’ tries of’,13, 
iterations each. Last change=’,D15.8)
FinaL Trace=’,D15.8,’ FinaL TraceA=’,D15.8)
InternaL error in BoyLoc, Tracl=’,D15.8,’ TracF=’,
Largest derivative: DDeLtaC , 13, ’ , ’ , 13, ’ ) = ’,D15. 8) 
InternaL error in BoyLoc, DDeLtaC,13,’,’,13,’)=’,
1060 Formate 
1070 Formate 
*D15.8)
1080 Formate 
1090 Formate 
•D15.8)
C
CLSU DO NOT RUN RIRVUAL SPACIAL FOR SAVE TIME 
C
IF(IY.EQ.2) RETURN
C
CJAY
C
C Loop over tries to LocaLize.
C
UseLst = MOUse(l).ne.O 
Do 950 ITry = 1, MaxTry
C
C CaLcuLate <I/0/J> for MOs I and J 0=X,Y,Z and store in RIJ.
C
Traci = Zero 
TracIA = Zero 
Do 290 KK = 1, 3
Do 290 I = 1,NOrb 
II = I
If(UseLst) II = MOUse(I)
Do 280 J = 1, I 
JJ = J
If(UseLst) JJ = MOUse(J)
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
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260
i
280
290
320
360
380
400
Sum = Zero
Do 260 K = 1, NBasis
Do 260 L = 1, NBasis
Sum = Sum + CC(K,II)*CC(L, JJ)*
! DMAO(Lind(K,L),KK)
RIJ(LInd(I,J),KK) = Sum 
TracIA = TracIA + RIJ(LInd(I,I),KK)**2 
Traci = Traci + RIJ(LInd(I,I),KK)
If(IPrint.gt.0) Write(IOut,1040) Traci, TracIA 
CaLL ACLear(NBasis*NBasis,CL)
Do 320 I = 1, NOrb 
CL(I,I) = One 
Iter = 0
Shift = GATan(One)
Degree = Shift / F45 
Change = Zero 
Iter = Iter + 1 
Do 380 I = 1, NOrb 
IIRC I) = I 
NNN = NOrb 
Do 400 I = 1, NOrb 
III = IRNumb(NNN)
IOrd(I) = IIR(III)
IIRC 111) = IIR(NNN)
NNN = NNN - 1
FOR EACH PAIR OF ORBITALS A TWO DIMENSIONAL UNITARY 
TRANSFORMATION IS PERFORMED. THE TRANSFORMATION IS 
PSI PRIME (I)= COS(T)*PSI(I)+SIN(T)*PSI(J) AND 
PSI PRIME (J)= -SIN(T)PSI(I)+C0S(T)PSI(J).
THE BOYS METHOD REQUIRES THAT T BE SUCH AS TO MAXIMIZE 
THE SUM OF THE SQUARES OF THE ONE CENTER MOLECULAR ORBITAL 
DIPOLE MOMENT INTEGRALS.
Do 920 III = 1, NOrb 
I = IOrd(III)
LI = LInd(I,I)
JM = 1 
RM = Zero 
TM = Zero 
SM = Zero 
CM = One
Do 580 J = 1, NOrb
If(I.eq.J) goto 580 
LJ = LInd(J,J)
IJ = Llnd(I.J)
T = Zero 
TX = Zero
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$
$
480
500
520
9
$
540
560
580
Do 480 KK = 1, 3
T = T + Four*RIJ(IJ,KK)**2 - RIJ(LI,KK)**2 
- RIJ(LJ,KK)**2 
+ Two*RIJ(LI,KK)*RIJ(LJ,KK)
TX = TX + RIJ(IJ,KK)*(RIJ(LJ,KK)-RIJ(LI,KK))
If(GAbs(T).Le.TenMlO.and. GAbs(TX). Le. TenMIO) goto 580 
TX = Four * TX 
T = GATan2(TX,T) / Four 
Sign = One
If(T.gt.Zero) Sign = -One 
T = T + Sign*Shift 
ITim = 0 
S = GSin(T)
ITim = ITim + 1 
C = GCos(T)
RIn = Zero 
Do 520 KK = 1, 3 
QPI = C*C*RIJ(LI,KK)+S*S*RIJ(LJ,KK)+Two»C*S*RIJ(IJ,KK) 
QPJ = C*C*RIJ(LJ,KK)+S*S*RIJ(LI,KK)-Two*C*S*RIJ(IJ,KK) 
RIn = RIn + QPI*QPI+QPJ*QPJ - RIJ(LI,KK)**2 
- RIJ(LJ,KK)**2 
TTest = GAbs(T) - Shift
If(GAbs(T).Le.TenM8.or.GAbs(TTes t).Lt.TenM8.or.
RIn.ge.(-TenM8)) goto 560 
If(ITim.Le.1) goto 540
If(IPrint.gt.0) Write(10ut,1000) I, J, T, RIn 
Goto 940 
Sign = One
If(T.gt.Zero) Sign = -One 
T = T + Shift*Sign 
Goto 500
If(RIn.Le.RM) goto 580 
RM = RIn 
JM = J 
SM = S 
CM = C 
TM = T 
Continue 
T = TM 
RIn = RM 
S = SM 
C = CM 
J = JM
IJ = LInd(I,J)
LJ = LInd(J,J)
Change = Change + T*T 
Do 880 KK = 1, 3
QPI = C*C*RIJ(LI,KK) + S*S*RIJ(LJ,KK)
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+ Two*C*S*RIJ(IJ,KK)
QPJ = C*C*RIJ(LJ,KK) + S*S*RIJ(LI,KK)
- Two*C*S*RIJ(IJ,KK)
QPIJ = (C*C-S*S)*RIJ(IJ,KK) + C*S*(RIJ(LJ,KK)-RIJ(LI,KK)) 
Do 720 K = 1, NOrb
If(I.eq.K.or.J.eq.K) goto 720 
IK = LInd(I,K)
JK = LInd(J,K)
QPIX(K) = C*RIJ(IK,KK) + S*RIJ(JK,KK)
QPJX(K) = C*RIJ(JK,KK) - S*RIJ(IK,KK)
Continue 
Do 860 K = 1, NOrb
If(I.eq.K.or.J.eq.K) goto 860 
IK = LInd(I,K)
JK = Llnd(J.K)
RIJ(IK,KK) = QPIX(K)
RIJ(JK.KK) = QPJX(K)
Continue
RIn = RIn + QPI + QPJ - RIJ(LI.KK) - RIJ(LJ.KK)
RIJ(LI,KK) = QPI 
RIJ(LJ,KK) = QPJ 
RIJ(IJ,KK) = QPIJ 
Do 900 K = 1, NOrb
Cl = C*CL(K,I) + S*CL(K,J)
C2 = -S*CL(K,I) + C*CL(K,J)
CL(K,I) = Cl 
CL(K,J) = C2 
Continue
C If convergence has not been reached start another series
C of two center rotations.
C
Change = GSqrt(Two*Change/GFLoat(NOrb*(NOrb-1)))
If(Iter.gt.Maxlt) goto 940
If(Iter.ge.1.and.IPrint.gt.0) Write(10ut,1010) Iter,
*Change
If(Change.ge.TenMIO) goto 360 
940 If(IPrint.gt.0) Write(IOut,1020) Iter
If(Iter. Lt.Maxlt. and.Change.Le.TenM6) goto 960 
If (IPrint. gt.0) WritedOut, 1030)
950 Continue
WritedOut, 1050) MaxTry, Maxlt, Change 
C CaLL LnklE 
C
C LocaLization has been compLeted. Transform back to the A0
C basis.
C
CLSU
720
860
880
900
920
c
6000 F0RMAT(/1X,’ YANG’S TRASFORMATION MATRIX AND L.O. ’
6001 F0RMAK1X, ’6001’ .5D12.4)
6002 FORMAT(IX,’6002’.5D14.6)
6003 FORMAT(IX,5D14.6)
WRITE(6,6000)
C
CJAY
C
960 Do 980 I = 1, NOrb
CALL ACLEAR(NBASIS,QPIX)
DO 971 J = 1, NORB 
JJ = J
IF(USELST) JJ = MOUSE(J)
DO 970 K = 1, NBASIS
970 QPIX(K) = QPIX(K) + CC(K,JJ)*CL(J,I)
C
CLSU OCCUPIED MO 
C
IF(I.GT.1) GO TO 971 
DO 4931 IA=1,NBASIS 
CMC(JJ,IA)=CC(IA,JJ)
4931 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,6001) (CMC(J J,IA),IA=1,NBASIS)
C
CJAY
C
971 CONTINUE
C
CLSU TRASFORMATION MATRIX 
C
WRITE(6,6002) (CL(J,I),J=l,NORB)
C
WRITE(17,6003) (CL(J,I),J=1,NORB)
C
DO 4932 IB=1,NORB 
TRS(IB,I)=CL(IB, I)
4932 CONTINUE
C
CJAY
C
CALL AMOVE(NBASIS, QPIX, CL(1, I))
980 CONTINUE
C
CLSU FORM OCUPIED LO 
C
WRITE(6,6004) IY
6004 FORMAT(IX,’6004 IY’,14)
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C
DO 4410 1=1,NORB 
DO 4420 J=l,NBASIS
C
YLCLC=0.ODO 
DO 4430 M=1,NORB 
YLC(M)=TRS(M,I)*CMC(M,J)
YLCLC=YLCLC+YLC(M)
4430 CONTINUE
C
YLO(I,J)=YLCLC
C
4420 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,4003) (YLO(I,J),J=1,NBASIS)
C
WRITE(17,4003) (YLO(I,J),J=l,NBASIS)
4410 CONTINUE
C
CJAY
C
Do 985 I = 1, NOrb 
II = I
If(UseLst) II = MOUse(I)
CaLL AMove(NBasis,CL(1,I),CC(1, II))
985 Continue 
TracF = Zero 
TracFA = Zero 
Do 990 KK = 1, 3
Do 990 I = 1, NOrb
TracFA = TracFA + RIJ(LInd(I,I),KK)**2 
990 TracF = TracF + RIJ(Lind(I,I),KK)
If (IPrint.gt.O) WritedOut, 1060) TracF, TracFA 
If (GAbs (Traci-TracF ).gt.TenM8) WritedOut, 1070) Traci, TracF 
C If(GAbs(TracI-TracF).gt.TenM8) CaLL LnklE 
DMax = -One 
Do 2000 1 = 2 ,  NOrb 
LI = LInd(I,I)
LimJ = 1 - 1  
Do 2000 J = 1, LimJ 
LJ = LInd(J,J)
IJ = Lind(I,J)
Deriv = Zero 
Do 2001 KK = 1, 3 
2001 Deriv = Deriv + RIJ(IJ,KK)*(RIJ(LI,KK)-RIJ(LJ,KK))
If(GAbs(Deriv).Le.DMax) goto 2000 
DMax = GAbs(Deriv)
IMax = I 
JMax = J
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2000
C
C
Continue 
DMax = Two*DMax
If (IPrint. gt.O) WritedOut, 1080) IMax, JMax, DMax
If(DMax.Le.TenM8) Return
WritedOut, 1090) IMax, JMax, DMax
CaLL LnklE
Return
End
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C*DECK DOUBAR
SUBROUTINE DOUBAR(V)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
C
£ * * « • * * • * * * « > * * * * * * * • * * « * * « * * * * * * * * * « * * • * * * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c
C THIS SUBROUTINE HAS BEEN MODIFIED TO CALCULATE THE
C OVERESTIMATION OF THE BSSE ON THE SECOND ORDER POTENTIAL
C ENERGY FOR DIMERS WITH LOCALIZED ORBITAL PAIR CORRELATOIN
C APPROACH.
C
C APPROACH WITH LOCALIZED ELECRON PAIR FUNCTION PROPOSED
C BY 0.SINANOGLU, REFERENCES:
C J.CHEM.PHYS. 36,706(1962);
C J.CHEM.PHYS. 36,3198(1962).
C THE SECOND ORDER CORRELATION ENERGY IS A SUM OF ORBITAL
C PAIR ENERGIES,
C
C E2(L0) = SUM E(I,J)
C
C EACH ELECRON PAIR ENERGY IS,
C
C E(I,J) = < X( I,J),G(I, J) Y(I, J >
C
C X(I,J) IS LOCALIZED PAIR FUNCTION FOR OCCUPIED SPACE.
C
C Y(I,J) = SUM C(I,J;A,B)X(I,J)
C
C C(I,J;A,B) IS THE FIRST ORDER WAVEFUNCTION WHICH INVOLVES
C DOUBLE SUBSTITUTION FROM PAIR I.J TO VIRTUAL. PAIR A,B
C
C NEW SUBROUTINES:
C READLO: READ LOCALIZED ORBITALS AND TRANSFORMATION
C MATRIX GOTTEN FROM LINK401.
C EXCHY1: PREPARE THE SPIN UNLIKE MOLECULAR BOUBLE-
C BAR INTEGRALS.
C EXCHY3: PREPARE THE SPIN LIKE MOLECULAR DOUBLE-BAR
C INTEGRALS.
C ORBANL: ANLYSIS THE LOCALIZED ORBITALS.
C TRASFL: TRANSFORMATE THE MOLECULAR INTEGRALS INTO
C THE LOCALIZED INTEGRALS AND OBTAIN THE SECON
C ORDER ENERGY AND TO DEFINE THE CONTRIBUTION
C OF OVERESTIMATE OF BSSE FROM THE
C COUNTERPOISE CORRECTION METHOD.
C
C
C
C JIA-AN YANG 9/21/1988
c
Q f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c
C CONVERSION OF THE SET OF SINGLE-BAR INTEGRALS
C PROVIDED BY THE A.O.-TO-M.O. TRANSFORMATION ROUTINE
C TO THE PACKED SET OF DOUBLE-BAR INTEGRALS AND A-
C COEFFICIENTS THIS PROGRAM ALSO CALCULATES THE SECOND
C ORDER MOLLER-PLESSET PERTURBATION ENERGY E(MP2).
C
C AUG/78 SEEGER AND KRISHNAN.
C April/84 and Sept/86 Frisch.
C
C IOP(..)
C
C FOR OPTIONS IN OVERLAY 9 SEE ROUTINE CIDS1 IN LINK 909.
C
ClBUCKETS
C ORGANIZATION OF THE BUCKETS:
C
C BUCKETS# 1-21: ISD1 ... ISD21 SINGLE- AND
C DOUBLEBAR INTEGRALS
C 22 - 24: IAD1 ... IAD3 WAVEFUNCTION DOUBLES
C 25 - 26: IASI, IAS2 WAVEFUNCTION SINGLES
C 27 - 29: IWD1 ... IWD3 CORRECTION DOUBLES
C 30-31: IWS1, IWS2 CORRECTION SINGLES
C 32 - 50: ISC1 ... ISC19 SCRATCH
C
C2NUMBERS
C THE FOLLOWING TABLE SUMMARIZES THE LAYOUT OF THE ’BUCKETS’.
C ALONG WITH EACH BUCKET IS LISTED ITS SPIN-CASE INFORMATION
C (A=ALPHA, B=BETA), THE SYMMETRIES IN THE SUFFIXES, AND
C THE ORDER OF THE SUFFIXES.
C THE SEQUENCE IS DEFINED IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER. IF THE
C TABLE LISTS IJAB, IT MEANS THAT FOR EACH TRIPLE, (IJA)
C ONE WILL FIND ALL B TOGETHER ON THE DISK. ALSO, FOR EACH
C (IJ), ALL AB ARE TOGETHER ON THE DISK, ETC. NOTE THAT
C SOME BUCKETS ARE STORED IN AN ODD MANNER. PARTICULARLY,
C ' BUCKETS LIKE (IA//JB)ABAB. THESE DOUBLE-BAR BUCKETS HAPPEN 
C TO BE THE SAME AS THE CORRESPONDING SINGLE-BAR BUCKETS
C (PRODUCED IN OVERLAY 8), AND ARE NOT RE-WRITTEN.
C
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C BKT NR INTEGRAL SPIN-CASE SYM SEQ
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C 1 (IJ//AB) AAAA I<J,A<B IJAB
C 2 (IJ//AB) ABAB ALL IAJB
C 3 (IJ//AB) BBBB I<J,A<B IJAB
C 4 (IJ//KL) AAAA I<J,K<L,IJ.LE.KL IJKL
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c 5 (IA//JB) AAAA ALL IAJB
c 6 (IJ//KL) ABAB I.LE.K, J.LE.L IKJL
c 7 (IA//JB) ABAB I.LE. J.A.LE.B IJAB
c 8 (IA//JB) BABA I. LE. J, A. LE. B IJAB
c 9 (IJ//KL) BBBB I<J,K<L,IJCKL IJKL
c 10 (IA//JB) BBBB ALL IAJB
c 11 (IJ//KA) AAAA I<J, ALL KA IJKA
c 12 (IJ//KA) ABAB I.LE.K, ALL JA IKJA
c 13 (IJ//KA) BABA I.LE.K, ALL JA IKJA
c 14 (IJ//KA) BBBB I<J, ALL KA IJKA
c 15 (IA//BC) AAAA ALL IA, B<C IABC
c 16 (IA//BC) ABAB ALL IB, A.LE.C IBAC
c 17 (IA//BC) BABA ALL IB, A.LE.C IBAC
c 18 (IA//BC) BBBB ALL IA, B<C IABC
c 19 (AB//CD) AAAA A<B,C<D,AB<CD ABCD
c 20 (AB//CD) ABAB A.LE.B.C.LE.D ACBD
c 21 (AB//CD) BBBB A<B,C<D,AB<CD ABCD
c 22 A(IJAB) AAAA I<J,A<B IJAB
c 23 A(IJAB) ABAB ALL IJAB
c 24 A(IJAB) BBBB I<J,A<B IJAB
c 25 A(IA) AA ALL IA IA
c 26 A(IA) BB ALL IA IA
c 27 W (IJAB) AAAA I<J,A<B IJAB
c 28 W(IJAB) ABAB ALL IJAB
c 29 W(IJAB) BBBB I<J,A<B IJAB
c 30 W(IA) AA ALL IA IA
c 31 W(IA) BB ALL IA IA
C?
DIMENSION LENGD(50),LENGS(50),IBCKT(50),IGN(1),ED(47),V(1) 
COMMON /IOP/ I0P(50)
COMMON /MOL/ NATOMS,ICHARG,MULTIP,NAE,NBE,NE,NBASIS,
$ ian(401),atmchg(400),c(1200)
COMMON/RWFL/IGENO,LIGEN,INFORB,LNFORB
COMMON/ORB/1SPECT,LSPECT,NRORB,NOA,NVA,NOB, NVB,NOAOB,NOAVA, 
•NOAVB,NOBVA,NOBVB,NVAVB,N0A2,N0A3,N0B2, N0B3, NVA2, NVA3, NVB2, 
*NVB3,NOVAA,NOVAB,NOVBB,MAXBUC,IEVAL,IOAB,LOAB 
COMMON/NOBUC/NOBUC
C0MM0N/BUCKNR/ISD1, ISD2, ISD3, ISD4, ISD5, ISD6, ISD7, ISD8, ISD9', 
&ISD10,ISD11,ISD12,ISD13,ISD14,ISD15,ISD16,ISD17,ISD18,ISD19, 
$ISD20,ISD21,IADI,IAD2,IAD3,IASI,IAS2,IWD1,IWD2,IWD3,IWS1, 
3JIWS2,ISC1,ISC2,ISC3,ISC4,ISCD(15)
COMMON/LGEN/LEHF,LMP2,LS20,LS21,LENRGY,LANORM,LAO,LISD
COMMON/RESULT/T,E2,S2,PUHF
COMMON/I0/IN,IOUT,IPUNCH
COMMON/CONSTR/IOPCL
COMMON/PRINT/IPRINT
COMMON/DUMP/IDUMP
CLSU
COMMON/YEIGY/YEIG(100)
C0MM0N/ELBQ2/EBQ2 
COMMON/YRANS/YTR(10,10),YTP(20, 20)
COMMON'/EYQQ/EY (60000)
COMMON/YLOL/YLO(10,100)
COMMON/MBQQ/MBQ(50)
COMMON/EQQQ/EQ(10,10,60,60)
CJAY
Real*8 MDCutO
EQUIVALENCE (IBCKT(1),ISD1), (IGN(1),ED(1))
DATA ZERO/O.OdO/, Pt5/0.5dO/, One/1.DO/, ISBUC/50/
2000 FORMAT(36H SINGLE-BAR TO DOUBLE-BAR CONVERSION/
*1X,35(1H*))
2001 FORMAT(1OH (S**2,0)=,D13.5,11X,9H(S**2,1)=,D13.5)
2002 FORMAT(1OH N0RM(A1)=,D13.5)
2003 FORMAT(2x,4H E2=,D22.8,8X,6HEUMP2=,D24.11)
2004 F0RMAT(1H+, 39X, D24. 11)
2005 FORMAT(46H THE FOLLOWING DOUBLE-BAR BUCKETS ARE PRESENT:, 
*2114)
2007 FORMAT(14H DOUBAR: MDV= ,19)
2008 FORMAT(’ E(PUHF) = ’,D24.11,8X,’E(PMP2)=’,D24. 11)
2013 FORMAT(/6H EBQ2=,D22.8,8X,6HEUMP2=, D24. 11/)
C
CALL DRUM
Call TrakI0(6hD0UBAR,1)
LnfOrb = InToWP(28)
Small = MDCutO(O)
IPRINT=I0P(33)
IDUMP=I0P(34)
IF(IPRINT.GE.1) WRITE(IOUT,2000)
T = Zero 
E2 = Zero
CLSU
EBQ2=Zero
CJAY
S2 = Zero 
PUHF = Zero
C
C
C
ALLOCATE SPACE IN V. 
E(NBASIS*2)
C
IE=1
SCRATCH INDEXING ARRAY (NBASIS+1)
C
INDX=IE+2*NBASIS
V(AS BIG AS POSSIBLE)
IV=INDX+INTOWP(NBASIS+1)
CALL GETSCM(-1,V,NGOT,6HD0UBAR, 0) 
MDV=NGOT-IV+1
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CALL ILSW(2,21, IPSV)
IF(IPSV.EQ.O) WRITE(IOUT,2007) MDV 
CALL ILSW(2,1,IOPCL)
C
C INITIATE COMMON/ORB/
CALL TREAD(INFORB,ISPECT,LNFORB,1,LNFORB,1,0)
C
C GET LENGTHS OF SINGLE-BAR INTEGRALS.
DO 10 1=1,18
10 CALL TQUERY((I+ISBUC),LENGS(I))
C
C DEFINE BUCKETS
DO 11 1=1,NOBUC
11 IBCKT(I)=I
C
C READ EIGENVALUES
NB2=2*NR0RB
CALL TREAD(IEVAL,V(IE),NB2,1,NB2,1,0)
C
CLSU READ THE L.0.,TRANSFORMATION MATRIX AND SINGLE-BAR INTEGRALS
C
C READ EIGENVALUE
2001 FORMAT(IX,5(I3,D12.4))
DO 1010 1=1,NB2 
YEIGCI)=V(I)
1010 CONTINUE
WRITEC6,2001) (I,YEIG(I),1=1,NB2)
C
CALL READLO
C
CJAY
C
MDV2=MDV/2
C
C COMPUTE LENGTHS OF THE DOUBLE-BAR INTEGRAL BUCKETS.
C
DO 13 1=1,MAXBUC 
13 LENGD(I)=0
C
C BUCKETS USED FOR OPEN AND FOR CLOSED SHELL
IF(LENGS(ISD5).NE.0) LENGD(ISD1)=N0A3*NVA3 
IF(LENGS(ISD4).NE.0) LENGD(ISD4)=N0A3*(N0A3+1)/2 
IF(LENGS(ISD5).NE.0.AND.LENGS(ISD1).NE.0)
*LENGD(ISD5)=NOAVA*NOAVA 
IF(LENGS(ISD11).NE.0) LENGD(ISD11)=N0A3*N0AVA 
IF(LENGS(ISD15).NE.0) LENGD(ISD15)=N0AVA*NVA3 
LENGD(IADI)=LENGD(ISD1)
IF(IOPCL.NE.O) GO TO 100
n 
n 
n 
n
o
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IF(LENGS(ISD5).NE.0) LENGD(ISD2)=NOVAB 
IF(LENGS(ISD4).NE.0) LENGD(ISD6)=N0A2*N0B2 
IF(LENGS(ISD1).NE.0) LENGD(ISD7)=N0A2*NVB2 
IF(LENGS(ISD11).NE.0) LENGD(ISD12)=N0A2*N0BVB 
IF(LENGS(ISD15).NE.0) LENGD(ISD16)=N0AVA*NVB2 
LENGD(IAD2)=LENGD(ISD2)
GO TO 110
LENGTHS OF BUCKETS FOR OPEN SHELL 
100 IF(LENGS(ISD2).NE.0) LENGD(ISD2)=NOVAB
IF(LENGS(ISD10).NE.0) LENGD(ISD3)=N0B3*NVB3 
IF(LENGS(ISD6).NE.0) LENGD(ISD6)=N0A2*N0B2 
IF(LENGS(ISD7). NE. 0) LENGD(ISD7)=N0A2*NVB2 
IF(LENGS(ISD8).NE.0) LENGD(ISD8)=N0B2*NVA2 
IF(LENGS(ISD9).NE.0) LENGD(ISD9)=N0B3*(N0B3+1)/2 
IF(LENGS(ISD10).NE.0.AND.LENGS(ISD3). NE. 0)LENGD(ISD10) = 
*NOBVB*NOBVB 
IF(LENGS(ISD12).NE.0) LENGD(ISD12)=N0A2*N0BVB 
IF(LENGS(ISD13).NE.0) LENGD(ISD13)=N0B2*N0AVA 
IF(LENGS(ISD14).NE.0) LENGD(ISD14)=N0B3*N0BVB 
IF(LENGS(ISD16).NE.0) LENGD(ISD16)=N0AVA*NVB2 
IF(LENGS(ISD17).NE.0) LENGD(ISD17)=N0BVB*NVA2 
IF(LENGS(ISD18).NE.0) LENGD(ISD18)=NOBVB *NVB3 
LENGD(IAD2)=LENGD(ISD2)
LENGD(IAD3)=LENGD(ISD3)
GENERATE <AB!!CD> INTEGRALS.
110 IS19 = ISD19 + ISBuc
1520 = ISD20 + ISBuc
1521 = ISD21 + ISBuc
If(ITqry(IS19). It. 1) goto 120 ,
Len = (NVA3*(NVA3+1))/2 
Call ConDDF(ISD19,Len)
Len = NVB*NVB*NVB*NVB 
IScl = IGetRW(Len.O)
ISc2 = IGetRW(Len.O)
Call EXCHN4(NVA,IS19,ISD19,ISC1,ISC2,V(IV),MDV)
If(IOpCl.ne.O) Call FileI0(5,IS19, 0, 0, 0)
Len = NVA2*NVB2 
Call ConDDF(ISD20,Len)
If(IOpCl.ne.O) Call TrsFr(Len,IS20,ISD20,V(IV),MDV)
If(IOpCl.ne.O) Call FileI0(5,IS20,0,0,0)
If(IOpCl.eq.O) Call ExpSym(NVA2, IS19, ISD20, V(IV),MDV)
If(IOpCl.eq.O) Call FileI0(5,IS19,0,0, 0)
Len = (NVB3*(NVB3+1))/2 
If(IOpCl.ne.O) Call ConDDF(ISD21,Len)
If(IOpCl.ne.O) Call EXCHN4(NVB,IS21, ISD21, ISC1, ISC2, V(IV),
nn
 
on
 
no
 
n
n
n
n
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*MDV)
If(IOpCl.ne.O) Call FileI0(5,IS21,0,0,0)
Call FileI0(5,ISC1,0,0,0)
Call FileI0(5, ISC2, 0,0,0)
Generate <ia!!bc> integrals.
AA
120 If(LengD(ISD15).eq.0) goto 123 
Call ConDDF(ISD15,LengD(ISD15))
Len = N0A*NVA**3 
IScl = IGetRW(Len.O)
ISc2 = IGetRW(Len.O)
Call Exchn6(N0A,NVA,ISD15+ISBuc,ISD15,IScl,ISc2,V(IV),MDV) 
Call FileIO(5,IScl,0,0,0)
Call FileI0(5,ISc2, 0,0, 0)
123 If(IOpCl.ne.O.and.LengS(ISD15). ne. 0)
$ Call FileI0(5,ISD15+ISBuc,0,0,0)
BB
If(IOpCl.eq.0.or.LengD(ISD18).eq.0) goto 124 
Call ConDDF(ISD18,LengD(ISD18))
Len = N0B*NVB**3 
IScl = IGetRW(Len,0)
ISc2 = IGetRW(Len.O)
Call Exchn6(NOB,NVB,ISD18+ISBuc,ISD18,IScl,ISc2,V(IV),MDV) 
Call FileI0(5,IScl,0,0,0)
Call FileI0(5,ISc2,0,0,0)
124 If(LengS(ISD18).ne.0) Call FileI0(5,ISD18+ISBuc,0,0,0)
AB
If(LengD(ISD16).eq.0) goto 125 
Call ConDDF(ISD16,LengD(ISD16))
If(IOpCl.eq.0)Call Trsfr(LengD(ISD16), ISD15+ISBuc, ISD16, 
*V(IV),MDV)
If(IOpCl.ne.0)Call Trsfr(LengD(ISD16),ISD16+ISBuc,ISD16, 
*V(IV),MDV)
125 If(IOpCl.eq.O.and.LengS(ISD15).ne.0)
$ Call FileI0(5,ISD15+ISBuc,0,0,0)
If(IOpCl.ne.0.and.LengS(ISD16). ne. 0)
$ Call FileI0(5,ISD16+ISBuc,0,0,0)
BA
If(IOpCl.eq.O.or.LengD(ISD17).eq.O) goto 127 
Call ConDDF(ISD17,LengD(ISD17))
Call Trsfr(LengD(ISD17),ISD17+ISBuc,ISD17,V(IV),MDV)
127 If(LengS(ISD17).gt.O) Call FileI0(5,ISD17+ISBuc,0,0,0)
C
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Now <ij!ab> and <ia!jb>
<ij!!ab> AB 
<ia!Ijb> ba
If(LengD(ISD8).eq.O) goto 130 
Call ConDDF(ISD8,LengD(ISD8))
Call Trsfr(LengD(ISD8),ISD8+ISBuc, ISD8,V(IV),MDV)
130 If(LengS(ISD8).ne.O) Call FileI0(5,ISD8+ISBuc,0,0,0)
<ij!!ab> AB
If(LengD(ISD2).eq.0) goto 131 
Call ConDDF(ISD2,LengD(ISD2))
If(IOpCl.eq.O) Call ExpSym(N0AVA, ISD5+ISBuc, ISD2,V(IV),MDV) 
If(IOpCl.ne.O) Call Trsfr(LengD(ISD2),ISD2+ISBuc,ISD2,V(IV) 
*, MDV)
131 If(IOpCl.eq.0.and.LengD(ISD5). gt. 0)
$ Call FileI0(5,ISD5+ISBuc,0,0,0)
If(IOpCl.ne.0.and.LengD(ISD2). gt. 0)
$ Call FileI0(5,ISD2+ISBuc,0,0,0)
<ia!!jb> AB
If(LengD(ISD7).eq.O) goto 132 
Call ConDDF(ISD7,LengD(ISD7))
If(IOpCl.eq.O) Call Trsfr(LengD(ISD7),ISDl+ISBuc,ISD7,V(IV) 
*,MDV)
If(IOpCl.ne.O) Call Trsfr(LengD(ISD7),ISD7+ISBuc,ISD7,V(IV) 
*,MDV)
132 If(IOpCl.ne.0.and.LengS(ISD7).gt.0)
$ Call FileI0(5,ISD7+ISBuc,0,0,0)
<i j! :
If(NOAVA.eq.0) goto 143
If(LengD(ISD5).ne.0) Call ConDDF(ISD5,LengD(ISD5))
If(LengD(ISD1).ne.0) Cal1 ConDDF(ISD1,LengD(ISD1))
If(LengD(IADl).ne.O) Call ConDDF(IADI,LengD(IAD1))
Len = N0AVA**2 
IScl = IGetRW(Len.O)
ISc2 = IGetRW(Len.O)
If(IOpCl.ne.0.and.NOAVA.ne.0)
$ Call ExpSym(N0AVA,ISD5+ISBuc,IScl,V(IV),MDV)
If(LengD(ISDl).eq.O) goto 133
If(IOpCl.eq.O) Call MatTrn(N0A,NVA,N0A,NVA,2,ISD2,ISc2,MDV2 
*,V(IV))
If(IOpCl.ne.0) Call MatTrn(NOA,NVA,N0A,NVA,2,IScl,ISc2,MDV2 
*,V(IV))
Call Exchnl(N0A,NVA,ISc2,ISD1,IAD1,V(IE),V(Indx),V(IV),MDV)
216
CLSU LIKE SPIN INTEGRALS AND ENERGY 
C
Call Exchyl(NOA,NVA,ISc2,ISD1,IAD1,V(IE),V(Indx),V(IV),MDV) 
CALL TRASFL(2)
C
CJAY
C
If(IOpCl.eq.O) E2 = E2 + E2
CLSU
If(IOpCl.eq.O) EBQ2 = EBQ2 + EBQ2
CJAY
If(IOpCl.eq.O) T = T + T 
133 If(IOpCl.ne.0.and.LengS(ISD5).ne.0)
$ Call FileI0(5,ISD5+ISBuc,0,0,0)
If(LengS(ISD1).eq.0) goto 140 
If(LengD(ISD5).eq.0) goto 135 
If(IOpCl.ne.O) ISc3 = IGetRW(Len,0)
If(IOpCl.eq.O) ISc3 = IScl
Call Exp78(NOA,NVA,ISD1+ISBUC,ISc2,V(IV),MDV)
Call MatTrn(NOA,NOA,NVA,NVA,2,ISc2,ISc3,MDV2,V(IV))
If(IOpCl.eq.O) Call MatTrn(NOA,NVA,NOA,NVA, 1, ISD2, ISc2,MDV2 
*,V(IV))
If(IOpCl.ne.O) Call MatTrn(NOA,NVA,NOA,NVA, 1,IScl,ISc2,MDV2 
*,V(IV))
Call Exchn2(NOA,NVA,ISc3,ISc2,ISD5,V(IV),MDV)
If(IOpCl.ne.O) Call FileIO(5,ISc3,0,0,0)
135 Call FileIO(5,ISDl+ISBuc,0,0,0)
140 Call FileIO(5,IScl,0,0,0)
Call FileI0(5,ISc2,0,0,0)
C
143 If(IOpCl.eq.O.or.NOB.It.1) goto 160
If(LengD(ISDlO).gt.O) Call ConDDF(ISD10,LengD(ISD10))
If(LengD(ISD3).gt.O) Call ConDDF(ISD3,LengD(ISD3))
If(LengD(IAD3).gt.O) Call ConDDF(IAD3,LengD(IAD3))
Len = N0BVB**2 
IScl = IGetRW(Len.O)
ISc2 = IGetRW(Len.O)
Call ExpSym(NOBVB,ISDlO+ISBuc,IScl,V(IV),MDV)
If(LengD(ISD3).gt.O)
$ Call MatTrn(NOB,NVB,NOB,NVB,2,IScl,ISc2,MDV2,V(IV))
If(LengD(ISD3).gt.0) Call Exchnl(NOB,NVB,ISc2,ISD3,IAD3,
$ V(IE+NROrb),V(Indx),V(IV),MDV)
Call FileIO(5,ISDlO+ISBuc,0,0,0)
If(LengS(ISD3).eq.0) goto 150 
If(LengD(ISD10).eq.0) goto 145 
ISc3 = IGetRW(Len.O)
Call Exp78(NOB,NVB,ISD3+ISBUC,ISc2,V(IV),MDV)
Call MatTrn(NOB,NOB, NVB,NVB,2,ISc2,ISc3,MDV2,V(IV))
n
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Ca11 MatTrn(NOB,NVB,NOB,NVB,1,ISc1,ISc2,MDV2,V (IV))
Call Exchn2(NOB,NVB,ISc3,ISc2,ISD10,V(IV),MDV)
Call FileI0(5,ISc3,0,0,0)
145 Call FileI0(5,ISD3+ISBuc,0,0,0)
150 Call FileI0(5,IScl,0,0,0)
Call FileI0(5,ISc2,0,0,0)
<ij!!ka>
<ij!!ka> AB 
160 If(LengD(ISD12).eq.0) goto 165 
Call ConDDF(ISD12,LengD(ISD12))
If(IOpCl.eq.O)Call Trsfr(LengD(ISD12),ISDll + ISBuc, ISD12, 
*V(IV),MDV)
If(IOpCl.ne.O)Call Trsfr(LengD(ISD12),ISD12+ISBuc,ISD12, 
*V(IV),MDV)
165 If(LengS(ISD12).gt.O) Call FileI0(5,ISD12+ISBuc,0,0,0)
<1jI!ka> AA
If(LengD(ISD11).eq.0) goto 167 
Call ConDDF(ISD11,LengD(ISD11))
Len = NVA*N0A**3 
IScl = IGetRW(Len.O)
ISc2 = IGetRW(Len.O)
Call Exchn5(NOA,NVA,ISD11+ISBUC,ISD11,IScl,ISc2,V(IV),MDV) 
Call FileI0(5,IScl,0,0,0)
Call FileI0(5,ISc2,0,0,0)
167 If(LengS(ISDll).gt.O) Call FileI0(5,ISDll+ISBuc,0,0,0)
<ij!!ka> BA
If(IOpCl.eq.0.or.LengD(ISD13).eq.0) goto 180 
Call ConDDF(ISD13,LengD(ISD13))
Call Trsfr(LengD(ISD13),ISD13+ISBuc,ISD13,V(IV).MDV)
180 If(LengS(ISD13).ne.O) Call FileI0(5,ISD13+ISBuc,0,0,0)
<ij!!ka> BB
If(LengD(ISD14).eq.0) goto 185 
Call ConDDF(ISD14,LengD(ISD14))
Len = NVB*N0B**3 
IScl = IGetRW(Len,0)
ISc2 = IGetRW(Len.O)
Call Exchn5(NOB,NVB,ISD14+ISBUC,ISD14, IScl, ISc2, V(IV), MDV) 
Call FileI0(5,IScl,0,0,0)
Call FileI0(5,ISc2,0,0,0)
185 If(LengS(ISD14).ne.0) Call FileI0(5,ISD14+ISBuc,0,0,0)
<ij!!kl>
n 
n 
n 
n 
o 
n 
n
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C <ij!!kl> AB
If(LengD(ISD6). eq. 0) goto 190 
Call ConDDF(ISD6,LengD(ISD6))
If(IOpCl.eq.O) Call ExpSym(N0A2,ISD4+ISBuc,ISD6,V(IV),MDV) 
If(IOpCl.ne.O) Call Trsfr(LengD(ISD6), ISD6+ISBuc, ISD6,V(IV) 
*,MDV)
190 If(LengS(ISD6).gt.O) Call FileIO(5,ISD6+ISBuc,0,0,0)
<ij!!kl> AA
If(LengD(ISD4).eq.O) goto 195 
Call ConDDF(ISD4,LengD(ISD4))
Len = NOA**4 
IScl = IGetRW(Len.O)
ISc2 = IGetRW(Len.O)
Call Exchn4(N0A,ISD4+ISBUC,ISD4,IScl,ISc2,V(IV),MDV)
Call FileIO(5,IScl.0,0,0)
Call FileI0(5,ISc2,0,0,0)
195 If(LengS(ISD4).gt.O) Call FileI0(5,ISD4+ISBuc,0,0,0)
<ij:!kl> BB
If(LengD(ISD9).eq.O) goto 197 
Len = NOB**4 
IScl = IGetRW(Len.O)
ISc2 = IGetRW(Len.O)
Call ConDDF(ISD9,LengD(ISD9))
Call Exchn4(N0B,ISD9+ISBUC,ISD9,IScl,ISc2,V(IV),MDV)
Call FileI0(5,IScl,0,0,0)
Call FileI0(5,ISc2, 0,0,0)
197 If(LengS(ISD9).gt.O) Call FileI0(5,ISD9+ISBuc,0,0,0)
Form A(IJAB) AB
If(LengD(ISD2).eq.0) goto 200 
Len = N0AVA*N0BVB 
Call ConDDF(IAD2,Len)
IScl = IGetRW(Len.O)
Call MatTrn(N0A,NVA,NOB,NVB,2,ISD2,IScl,MDV2,V(IV))
Call Exchn3(IScl,IAD2,V(IE),V(IV),MDV)
C
CLSU UNLIKE SPIN INTEGRALS AND ENERGY 
C
CALL EXCHY3(ISC1,IAD2,V(IE),V(IV),MDV)
CALL TRASFL(1)
C
c+++
C
Call FileIO(5,IScl,0,0,0)
C
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C READ AND UPDATE COMMON/GEN/
200 Call TREAD(IGENO,ED,LIGEN,1,LIGEN,1,0)
EUMP2=ED(LEHF)+(E2)
ED(LMP2)=EUMP2
If(I0p(20).eq.0) ED(LENRGY)=EUMP2
TSQP1=T+0NE
ANORM1=GSQRT(TSQP1)
IGN(LISD)=0
ED(LANORM)= (ANORM1)
ED(LAO)=ONE
C
WRITE(IOUT,2002) ANORM1 
WRITE(IOUT,2003) E2,EUMP2
CLSU
WRITE(IOUT,2013) EBQ2,EUMP2
CJAY
WRITE(IOUT,2004) (EUMP2,IKL=1,4)
C
IF(IOPCL.EQ.0) GOTO 26 
S20=(ED(LS20))
IF(S20.LT.SMALL) S20=ZER0 
IF(GABS(S2).LT.SMALL) S2=ZER0 
S21=S20+S2
ED(LS21)=ED(LS20)+(S2)
WRITE(IOUT,2001) S20.S21 
SZP1=PT5*GFL0AT(NOA-NOB)+ONE 
DPUHF=PUHF/(S20-SZP1 *(SZP1+ONE))
EPUHF=ED(LEHF)+DPUHF 
EPMP2=EUMP2
$ +DPUHF*(0NE-PT5*S2*(S20-SZP1*(SZP1+ONE))/(ED(29)-S20*S20)) 
WRITE(IOUT,2008) EPUHF,EPMP2 
ED(15)=DPUHF 
ED(16)=EPUHF 
ED(19)=EPMP2 
26 Call TWRITE(IGENO,ED,LIGEN,1,LIGEN, 1,0)
C
C PRINT WHICH BUCKETS ARE GENERATED 
IND=0
DO 28 I1=1,NOBUC 
I=IBCKT(II)
LENGD(I)=0
Call TQUERY(I,LENGD(I))
IF(LENGD(I).EQ.0) GOTO 28 
IND=IND+1 
LENGS(IND)=I 
LENGI=LENGD(I)
Call CLEAN(I,LENGI,V (IV),MDV)
28 CONTINUE
IF(IPRINT.GE.1) WRITE(IOUT,2005) (LENGS(I),1=1,IND) 
Call CHAINX(O)
Call TrakI0(6hD0UBAR,2)
Return
End
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C*Deck Exchyl
SUBROUTINE EXCHY1(NO,NV,IBUC1,IBUC2,IBUC3.E,INDX.V.MDV) 
Implicit Real*8(A-H,0-Z)
THIS IS A MODIFIED EXCHN1 
EQ(I,J,A,B)=DV
ACCEPTS (IA/JB) IN SEQUENCE IJAB FOR ALL I,J,A,B
PRODUCES A(IJAB), I.LT.J, A.LT.B, WHERE 
A(IJAB) = - (IJ//AB)/(E(A)+E(B)-E(I)-E(J))
(IJ//AB) = (IA/JB) - (IB/JA)
FURTHER:
T2 = T2 + SUM(A (IJAB)* *2)
E2 = E2 + SUM(A(IJAB)*(IJ//AB))
READS (IA/JB) AND (IB/JA) FROM IBUC1 
WRITES (IJ//AB) INTO IBUC2 
WRITES A(IJAB) INTO IBUC3
J.A.YANG 1988
f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
DIMENSION E(l), INDX(l), V(l) 
COMMON/RESULT/T,E2,S2,PUHF
COMMON/EQQQ/EQ(10,10,60,60) 
COMMON/ELBQ2/EBQ2
Call TRACK(6HExchnl)
NOl = NO - 1 
NV1 = NV - 1
IF(NOl.LE.O.OR.NVl.LE.O) RETURN 
CALL TRAKI0(6HEXCHN1, 1)
NV2 = NV * NV 
N0V2 = NO * NV2 
MDV2 = MDV / 2 
MDV21 = MDV2 + 1 
DO 10 I = 1, NV 
10 INDX(I) = (1-1) * NV 
N02 = NO * NO
Call FILEIO(l,-IBUC2,0,0,0)
222
Call FILEI0(1,-IBUC3,0,0,0)
NCHUNK = MDV2 / NV2 
LASTIJ = N02 - NO 
MAXIJ = 0 
ISTORE = 0
C
DO 400 II = 1, NOl 
III = 1 1 + 1  
DO 300 IJ = III, NO 
El J = ECU) + E(IJ)
IJNUM = (I1-1)*NO + IJ
IF(IJNUM.LE.MAXIJ) GOTO 50
IRSIZE = MINO(NCHUNK,LASTIJ-IJNUM+1)
MAXIJ = IJNUM + IRSIZE - 1 
CALL FILEIOU, IBUC2, ISTORE, V, 0)
CALL FILEIO(l,IBUC3,ISTORE,V(MDV21),0)
IRSIZE = IRSIZE * NV2 
LOC = (IJNUM-1) * NV2 
CALL FILEI0(2,-IBUC1,IRSIZE,V,LOC)
IFIRIJ = IJNUM 
ISTORE = 0 
50 IJOFF = (IJNUM-IFIRIJ) * NV2 
DO 200 IA = 1, NV1 
ElJA = E(IA+NO) - ElJ 
IA1 = IA + 1 
DO 100 IB = IA1, NV 
ISTORE = ISTORE + 1
DV = V(IJOFF+INDX(IA)+IB) - V(IJOFF+INDX(IB)+IA)
V(ISTORE) = DV
DV1 = DV / (ElJA+E(IB+NO))
V (IST0RE+MDV2) = -DV1
C
IAY=IA+NO
IBY=IB+NO
EQ(II,IJ,IAY,IBY)=(DV)
EBQ2=EBQ2 - DV*DV1
C
T = T + DV1*DV1 
100 CONTINUE 
200 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 
400 CONTINUE
C
CALL FILEI0(1,IBUC2,ISTORE,V,0)
CALL FILEI0(1,IBUC3,ISTORE,V(MDV21),0)
CALL TRAKI0(6HEXCHN1,2)
RETURN
END
223
C
C*Deck Exchy3
SUBROUTINE EXCHY3(IBUC1,IBUC3,E,V,MDV)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
C
Q  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
C THIS IS A MODIFIED EXCHN3
C EQ(I,J,A, B)=AO
C
C FORM A(IJAB) FROM (IJ//AB) FOR BUCKET #2
C FURTHER: E2 AND T2
C
C READS (IJ//AB) (ALPHA-BETA) FROM IBUC1
C WRITES A(IJAB) INTO IBUC3
C
C J. A. YANG 1988
C
^  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
DIMENSION E(l), V(l)
COMMON/ORB/ISPECT,LSPECT,NRORB,NOA,NVA,NOB,NVB,NOAOB,NOAVA, 
•NOAVB,NOBVA,NOBVB,NVAVB,N0A2,N0A3,NOB2, N0B3,NVA2,NVA3,NVB2, 
*NVB3,NOVAA,NOVAB,NOVBB,MAXBUC,IEVAL,IOAB,LOAB 
COMMON/RESULT/T,E2,S2,PUHF 
COMMON/10/1N,IOUT, IPUNCH 
COMMON/CONSTR/IOPCL 
COMMON/PRINT/IPRINT
C
COMMON/EQQQ/EQ(10,10,60,60)
C0MM0N/ELBQ2/EBQ2
C
2001 FORMAT(///28H ALPHA - BETA OVERLAP MATRIX)
C
CALL TRACK(6HEXCHN3)
IF(NOA.LE.0.OR.NOB.LE.0.OR.NVA.LE.0.OR.NVB.LE.0) RETURN 
CALL TRAKI0(6HEXCHN3,1)
C
C ALLOCATE REQUIRED SPACE IN V.
IV=1 
IU=0 
N0BN=0 
MDV1=MDV
CALL FILEI0(22,1,IBLOC,0,0)
MDV1=(MDV1/IBL0C)*IBL0C 
IF(IOPCL.EQ.0)G0 TO 10 
MDV1=MDV-LOAB 
IU=MDV1+1
224
MDV1=(MDV1/IBL0C)*IBL0C 
N0BN=N0B*NR0RB+IU-1 
10 CONTINUE
NOBB=NOB+NRORB
CALL FILEI0(2,-IBUC1,0,0,0)
CALL FILEI0(1,-IBUC3,0,0,0)
C
C READ IN THE ALPHA-BETA OVERLAP MATRIX: U 
IF(IOPCL.EQ.0) GOTO 110 
CALL TREAD(IOAB,V(IU),LOAB,1,LOAB,1,0)
IF(IPRINT.LE.1) GOTO 110 
WRITE(IOUT,2001)
CALL MATOUT(V(IU),NRORB,NRORB,NRORB,NRORB) 
110 CONTINUE
C
C LOAD FIRST SLUG OF DATA.
NLEFT=NOVAB 
NIC=MINO(MDV1,NLEFT)
NLEFT=NLEFT-NIC
MM=0
CALL FILEI0(2,IBUC1,NIC,V(IV),0)
C
C LOOP OVER DATA.
DO 100 11=1,NOA 
EI=E(II)
I1=1I+NOBN 
J1=IU-1
DO 100 IJ=1,NOB 
ElJ=EI+E(IJ+NRORB)
DO 101 IA=1,NVA
IVA=IA+NOA
EIJA=E(IVA)-EIJ
IF(IOPCL.NE.0)UAJ=V(Jl+IVA)
IB1=I1
DO 102 IB=1,NVB 
EIJAB=E(IB+NOBB)+EIJA 
C IF NECESSARY, FLUSH CORE AND LOAD MORE. 
IF(MM.LT.NIC)GO TO 20 
CALL FILEIOC 1,IBUC3,NIC,V(IV),0)
MM=0
NIC=MIN0(MDV1,NLEFT)
NLEFT=NLEFT-NIC
CALL FILEI0C2,IBUC1,NIC,V(IV),0)
20 CONTINUE
AO=V(MM+IV-1)
MM=MM+1
AO=V(MM)
A1=A0/(EIJAB)
n
n
n
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T=T+A1**2
IAY=IA+NOA
IBY=IB+NOB
EQ(II,IJ,IAY,IBY)=(AO)
EBQ2=EBQ2-A0*A1
V(MM+IV-1)=-Al
IF(IOPCL.EQ.0)GO TO 102
UIB=V(IB1)
S2=S2+A1*UAJ*UIB 
PUHF=PUHF-AO*UAJ*UIB 
102 IB1=IB1+NR0RB 
101 CONTINUE 
100 J1=J1+NRORB 
S2=S2+S2
CALL FILEIO(l,IBUC3,NIC,V(IV), 0)
CALL TRAKI0(6HEXCHN3,2)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ORBANL(MBQ,NBASIS)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
*****•****»««#«««
THIS SUBROUTINE ANALYSIS LOCALIZED ORBITALS 
FIND THE APPROPIATE CENTRE FOR EACH ORBITAL 
FEB.1988 BY J,YANG
f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ) * * * *
DIMENSION MBQ(50),CMY(10,100)
C '
COMMON /IOP/ IOP(50)
COMMON/YLOL/YLO(10,100)
COMMON/ORB/ISPECT,LSPECT,NRORB,NOA,NVA,NOB,NVB,NOAOB,NOAVA, 
*NOAVB, NOBVA,NOBVB,NVAVB,N0A2,N0A3, N0B2,N0B3,NVA2,NVA3,NVB2, 
*NVB3, NOVAA,NOVAB,NOVBB,MAXBUC,IEVAL,IOAB,LOAB 
COMMON/10/1N,IOUT, IPUNCH
C
2000 F0RMAT(//10X,’LOCALIZED ORBITAL COEFFICIENTS OF YANG’)
2001 F0RMAT(19X,7(12,13X),12)
2002 FORMAT(//lOX,'LOCALIZED ORBITAL ANALYSIS YANG’)
2003 FORMAT(/IX,’MBQ= ’,2014/)
2004 FORMAT(//)
C
WRITE(IOUT,2004)
WRITE(IOUT,2002)
C
MA=IOP(37)
NOAB=(NOA+NOB)
N=NBASIS 
N1=N-1 
N21=N/2 
NABE=N0AB 
NAB2=NABE/2 
NAB22=NAB2*2 
C TWO DIM 
M=0
DO 2 1=1,NAB2 
DO 4 J=1,N 
M=M+1
CMY(I,J)=YLO(I,J)
4 CONTINUE 
2 CONTINUE
C
DO 10 IA=1,NAB2 
MBQ(IA)=0 
10 CONTINUE
C
C SEARCH CENTRE OF MAXIMUN COMPONENT IN OCCUPIED ORBITALS 
C
M=0
11=0
DO 110 NY=1,NAB2 
1 1 = 11+1
IF(I1.GT.NAB2) GO TO 1000
C
CM1=GABS(CMY(11,1))
M1=CM1*(10**(5))
CCM1=CMY(I1,1)
JJ1=1
DO 120 J1=1,N
CMM1=GABS(CMY(I1,J1))
MM1=CMM1*(10**(5))
IF(Ml.GE.MM1) GO TO 120 
CM1=GABS(CMY(I1,J1))
M1=CM1*(10**(5))
CCM1=CMY(II,J1)
JJ1=J1 
120 CONTINUE
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
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IF(JJ1.LE.N21) GO TO 110 
M=M+1 
MBQ(M)=I1 
110 CONTINUE 
1000 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,2003) (MBQ(I),I=1,NAB2)
C
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE READLO 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
ItlllllltlllllllOit************!**********!****!!)!**!****************
THIS SUBROUTINE READ L.O.AND TRANSFORMATION MATRIX GENERATED 
IN LINK401.
READ MOLECULAR SINGLE-BAR INTEGRALS GENERATED IN LINK802.
FEB.1988 BY J,YANG
f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
COMMON /IOP/ IOP(50)
COMMON /MOL/ NATOMS,ICHARG,MULTIP,NAE,NBE,NE,NBASIS,
$ IAN(401),ATMCHG(400),C (1200)
COMMON/ORB/1SPECT,LSPECT,NRORB,NOA, NVA, NOB,NVB,NOAOB,NOAVA, 
*NOAVB, NOBVA, NOBVB,NVAVB,N0A2, N0A3, N0B2,N0B3,NVA2,NVA3,NVB2, 
*NVB3,NOVAA,NOVAB,NOVBB,MAXBUC,IEVAL,IOAB,LOAB 
COMMON/NOBUC/NOBUC 
COMMON/RESULT/T,E2, S2,PUHF 
COMMON/10/1N,IOUT, IPUNCH 
COMMON/CONSTR/IOPCL 
COMMON/PRINT/IPRINT 
COMMON/DUMP/IDUMP 
C
COMMON/YEIGY/YEIG(100)
C0MM0N/ELBQ2/EBQ2 
COMMON/YRANS/YTR(10,10),YTP(20, 20)
COMMON/EYQQ/EY(60000)
COMMON/YLOL/YLO(10,100)
COMMON/MBQQ/MBQ(50)
COMMON/EQQQ/EQ(10,10,60,60)
C
2000 FORMAT(/IX,’LOLALIZED ORBITLAS AND TRANSFORMATION MATRIX’) 
2002 FORMAT(IX,5D14.6)
C
n
n
n
 
n
n
n
 
n
n
n
 
n
n
n
W RITE(6,2 0 0 0 )
C
NB2=NBASIS*2
NABE=NAE+NBE
NAB2=(NABE)/2
READ TRASFORMATION MATRIX
DO 1012 1=1,NAB2
READ(15,2002) (YTR(I,J),J=l,NAB2) 
WRITE(6,2002) (YTR(I,J),J=l,NAB2) 
1012 CONTINUE
READ OCCUPIED L0
DO 1212 1=1,NAB2
READ(15,2002) (YL0(I,J),J=1,NBASIS) 
WRITE(6,2002) (YL0(I,J),J=1,NBASIS) 
1212 CONTINUE
ANALYSIS L.O.
CALL ORBANL(MBQ,NBASIS)
READ MOLECULAR SINGLE-BAR INTEGRALS
NRY=NBASIS*NAB2*NAB2 
DO 1310 1=1,NAB2 
IYANG=800+I
CALL TREAD(IYANG,EY,NRY,1,NRY,1)
C
IY=0
KS=I
DO 1320 K=KS,NAB2 
JS=I
DO 1330 J=1,NAB2 
IF(I.EQ.J) LS=K 
IF(I.LT.J) LS=J 
IF(I.GT.J) LS=NOA+1 
DO 1340 L=LS,NBASIS
C
IY=IY+1
C
EQ(I,J,K,L)=EY(IY)
EQ(J,I,L,K)=EY(IY)
C
1340 CONTINUE 
1330 CONTINUE
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1320 CONTINUE 
1310 CONTINUE
C
C FORM SPIN ORBITAL TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 
C
DO 4020 1=1,NABE 
11= 1/2 
12= 11*2 
II=(I+l)/2
IFCI.EQ.12) GO TO 4022
DO 4024 J=1,NABE
Jl=J/2
J2=J1*2
JJ=(J+l)/2
IF(J2.EQ.J) YTP(I,J)=0.ODO 
IF(J2.NE.J) YTP(I,J)=YTR(II,JJ)
4024 CONTINUE 
GO TO 4021 
4022 DO 4026 J=1,NABE 
Jl=J/2 
J2=J1*2 
JJ=(J+l)/2
IF(J2.NE.J) YTP(I,J)=0.ODO 
IFCJ2.EQ.J) YTP(I,J)=YTR(II,JJ)
4026 CONTINUE 
4021 continue 
4020 CONTINUE
C
RETURN
END
C
C*DECK TRASFL
SUBROUTINE TRASFL(JACK)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
C
£ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c
c THIS SUROUTINE TRASFORMATES MOLECULAR INTEGRALS INTO LOCALIZED
C INTEGRALS AND CALCULATES THE SECOND ORDER ENERGY FOR DIMER
C OR BANQUO SYSTEM.
C THE OVERESTIMATE OF BSSE BY COUNTERPOISE METHOD HAS BEEN
C ANALYZED FOR EACH SUBSYSTEM.
C = 0  NOT CONSIDER OVERESTIMATE
C I0P(37) = 1  OVERESTIMATE FROM SECOND HALF SUBSYSTEM
C = 2  OVERESTIMATE FROM FIRST HALF SUBSYSTEM
C
C JACK = 1 SPIN-UNLIKE INTEGRALS
C 2 SPIN-LIKE INTEGRALS
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C
C J.A.YANG 1988 
C
£«**•***»******•******•*•«******»*«********••**•*•*•*************
c
DIMENSION VTB(20,20),VTK(20,20),EX2(20,20)
DIMENSION VTBV(20),VTKV(20)
DIMENSION E(l), V(l)
DIMENSION MBQS(50),MNES(50),mne(50)
C
COMMON /MOL/ NATOMS,ICHARG,MULTIP, NAE, NBE, NE, NBASIS,
$ ian(401),atmchg(400),c(1200)
COMMON/ORB/1SPECT,LSPECT,NRORB,NOA,NVA,NOB, NVB, NOAOB, NOAVA, 
•NOAVB,NOBVA,NOBVB,NVAVB,N0A2,N0A3,N0B2,N0B3,NVA2,NVA3,NVB2, 
*NVB3,NOVAA,NOVAB,NOVBB,MAXBUC,IEVAL,IOAB, LOAB 
COMMON/10/1N,IOUT, IPUNCH 
COMMON/CONSTR/IOPCL 
COMMON/PRINT/IPRINT
C
COMMON /IOP/ IOP(50)
COMMON/YRANS/YTR(10,10),YTP(20, 20)
COMMON/UUTT1/UTB(20,20),UTK(20,20)
C0MM0N/EY22/EY2(20, 20)
C0MM0N/ELBQ2/EBQ2 
COMMON/EQQQ/EQ(10,10,60,60)
COMMON/YE I GY/YE IG (100)
COMMON/MBQQ/MBQ(50)
COMMON/EYQQ/EY(10000)
COMMON/EYX2/EYY2,EYYA,EYYB,EYYC,EXX2,EXXA,EXXB,EXXC
C
2000 FORMAT(//)
2001 FORMAT(/)
2011 F0RMAT(/1X,’MBQ(I)’, 1014)
2012 FORMAT(/IX,’MNE(I) ’ , 1014)
2013 F0RMAT(/1X,’YTP’ , 10D12. 4)
2211 FORMAT(IX,’ TOTAL L.0. PAIR E2 ENERGY’,2D16.8)
2221 FORMAT(IX,’THE INTRA(A) PAIR E2 ENERGY’,2D16.8)
2231 FORMAT(IX,’THE INTRA(B) PAIR E2 ENERGY’,2D16.8)
2241 FORMAT(IX,’THE INTER PAIR E2 ENERGY’,2D16.8)
2251 FORMAT(IX,6(1H*),’TOTAL LO PAIR E2 ENERGY’,6(1H*),D16.8)
C
NABE=NAE+NBE
NABE1=NABE-1
NAB2=NABE/2
NAB22=NAB2/2
C
C OCCUPIED SPIN LO CENRTY ANALYSIS 
C
M=0
DO 71 1=1,NAB2 
DO 73 J=1,NAB22 
MBB=MBQ(J)
IF(I.EQ.MBB) GO TO 71 
73 CONTINUE 
75 M=M+1 
MNE(M)=I 
71 CONTINUE
C
WRITE(6,2011) (MBQ(I),1=1,NAB22) 
WRITE(6,2012) (MNE(I),1=1,NAB22)
C
WRITE(6,2013) (YTP(I,J),J=1,NABE)
C '
C LEFT BRAC TRASFORMATIOM 
C
IF(JACK.EQ.1) GO TO 1 
EYY2=0.ODO 
EYYA=0.ODO 
EYYB=0.ODO 
EYYC=0.ODO 
EXX2=0.ODO 
EXXA=0.ODO 
EXXB=0. ODO 
EXXC=0.ODO 
1 CONTINUE
C
'C LO INDEX BY SPASIAL INDEX
C
DO 10 1=1,NOA 
IF(JACK.EQ.1) JS=1 
IF(JACK.EQ.2) JS=I+1 
DO 20 J=JS,NOA
C
C PICK A CENTER
MH=I0P(37)
IF(MH.EQ.O) GO TO 206 
IF(MH.EQ.1) GO TO 205 
IF(MH.EQ.2) GO TO 204
c
204 IBQ=0 
JBQ=0
DO 101 M=1,NAB22 
MBb=MBQ(M)
IF(I.EQ.MBB) IBQ=1 
IF(J.EQ.MBB) JBQ=1 
101 CONTINUE
n
n
n
 
n 
n
n
n
n
n
 
n 
n
n
n
IFUBQ.EQ. 1. AND. JBQ.EQ. 1) GO TO 206 
GO TO 20
205 INE=0 
JNE=0
DO 201 M=1,NAB22 
MNn=MNE(M)
IF(I.EQ.MNN) INE=1 
IF(J.EQ.MNN) JNE=1 
201 CONTINUE
IF(INE.EQ.1.AND.JNE.EQ.1) GO TO 206 
GO TO 20
206 CONTINUE
MO OCCUPIED INDEX,M,N
EY2(I,J)=0.ODO 
EX2(I,J)=0. ODO 
DO 30 Ml=l,NAB2 
DO 40 Nl=l,NAB2
UTB(M1,N1)=YTR(I,Ml)*YTR(J,N1)
MA=M1 
NA=N1
RIGHT KET TRASFORMATION KEEPS DIGONAL FOR CLOSED SYSTEM 
I.E. LO. INDEX ARE I,J ALSO
MO INDEX,M.N 
EBQYY=0.ODO 
EBQXX=0.ODO 
DO 50 M2=l,NAB2 
DO 60 N2=l,NAB2
UTK(M2,N2)=YTR(I,M2)*YTR(J,N2)
MB=M2 
NB=N2
COMBINING BRAC + KET IN EXCHY1 OR EXCHY3
IY=MA 
JY=NA 
KY=MB 
LY=NB 
C
IF(MH.EQ.O) GO TO 100
N0AA22=N0A/2
N0BB22=N0B/2
NVAR=NBASIS 
NVBR=NBASIS 
IZZ=1 
GO TO 109
C
100 CONTINUE 
IZZ=N0A+1 
NVAR=NBASIS 
NVBR=NBASIS 
109 CONTINUE
c
EBQY=0.ODO
EBQX=0.ODO
DO 110 IA=IZZ,NVAR
IF(JACK.EQ.2) IBS=IA+1
IF(JACK.EQ.1) IBS=IZZ
DO 120 IB=IBS,NVBR
C
IF(MH.EQ.O) GO TO 115
C
C BQ CASE AND BEGINING AS LO AND TRASFORM THEM INTO MO
C
IF(IA.GT.NOA.AND.IB.GT.NOA) GO TO 700
C
IF(MH.EQ.1) GO TO 401 
IF(MH.EQ.2) GO TO 405
C
C TAKE BQ CENTER AS VIRTUAL
C
401 MAAA=0 
MBBB=0
DO 402 II=1,N0AA22 
MBB=MBQ(II)
IF(MBB.EQ.IA) MAAA=1 
IF(MBB.EQ.IB) MBBB=1
402 CONTINUE
IF(MAAA.EQ.1.AND.MBBB.EQ.1) GO TO 400 
IF(MAAA.EQ.1.AND.MBBB.NE.1.AND.IB.GT.NOB) GO TO 500
IF(MAAA.NE.1.AND.MBBB.EQ.1.AND.IA.GT.NOA) GO TO 600
GO TO 119
C
C TAKE REAL CENTER AS VIRTUAL
C
405 MAAA=0 
MBBB=0
DO 406 I1=1,N0AA22 
MNN=MNE(II)
IF(MNN.EQ.IA) MAAA=1
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n
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IF(MNN.EQ.IB) MBBB=1 
406 CONTINUE
IF(MAAA.EQ.1. AND. MBBB.EQ. 1) GO TO 400 
IF(MAAA.EQ.1.AND.MBBB.NE.1.AND.IB.GT.NOB) GO TO 500 
IF(MAAA.NE.1.AND.MBBB.EQ.1.AND.IA.GT. NOA) GO TO 600 
GO TO 119
C
400 CONTINUE 
EBQ=0.ODO 
DO 410 MX=1,NOA 
DO 412 NX=1,NOA
VTB(MX,NX)=YTR(IA,MX)*YTR(IB,NX)
C
DO 420 MY=1,NOA 
DO 422 NY=1,NOA
VTK(MY,NY)=YTR(IA,MY)*YTR(IB, NY)
C
IAX=MX 
IBX=NX 
IAY=MY 
IBY=NY
DENOMINATER NOT ZERO 
IF(KY.EQ.IAY.AND.LY.EQ.IBY) GO TO 422 
IF(KY.EQ.IBY.AND.LY.EQ.IAY) GO TO 422
NON THREE INDEX AS SAME 
IF(IY.EQ.JY.AND.IY.EQ.IAX) GO TO 422 
IF(IY.EQ.JY.AND.IY.EQ.IBX) GO TO 422 
IF(KY.EQ.LY.AND.KY.EQ.IAY) GO TO 422 
IF(KY.EQ.LY.AND.KY.EQ.IBY) GO TO 422 
IF(IAX.EQ.IBX.AND.IAX.EQ.IY) GO TO 422 
IFCIAX.EQ.IBX.AND.IAX.EQ.JY) GO TO 422 
IF(IAY.EQ.IBY.AND.IAY.EQ.KY) GO TO 422 
IF(IAY. EQ.IBY.AND.IAY.EQ.LY) GO TO 422
NON VIRTUAL ORBITALS AS OCCUPIED SAME 
IF(IY.EQ.IAX.OR.IY.EQ.IBX) GO TO 422 
IF(JY.EQ.IAX.OR.JY. EQ.IBX) GO TO 422 
IF(KY.EQ.IAY.OR.KY.EQ.IBY) GO TO 422 
IF(LY.EQ.IAY.OR.LY.EQ.IBY) GO TO 422
IF(JACK.EQ.1) GO TO 425 
EBQ0=EQ(IY,JY,IAX,IBX)-EQ(IY,JY,IBX,IAX)
EBQ1=EQ(KY,LY,IAY,IBY)-EQ(KY,LY,IBY,JAY) 
EBQ1=EBQ1/(YEIG(IAY)+YEIG(IBY)-YEIG(KY)-YEIG(LY)) 
EBQR=-(EBQ0*EBQ1*UTB(M1,N1)*UTK(M2, N2))*VTB(MX, NX)*VTK(MY, NY) 
GO TO 426
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n
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C
425 EBQO=EQ(IY,JY,IAX,IBX)
EBQ1=EQ(KY,LY,IAY,IBY)/(YEIG(IAY)+YEIG(IBY)-YEIG(KY)-YEIG(LY)) 
EBQR=-(EBQ0*EBQ1*UTB(M1,N1)*UTK(M2,N2))*VTB(MX,NX)*VTK(MY,NY)
426 IF(EBQR.EQ.O.ODO) GO TO 422
C
422 CONTINUE 
420 CONTINUE
C
412 CONTINUE 
410 CONTINUE
C
GO TO 118
C
500 CONTINUE 
EBQ=0.ODO 
DO 510 MX=1,NOA 
VTBV(MX)=YTR(IA,MX)
DO 520 MY=1,NOA 
VTKV(MY)=YTR(IA, MY)
IBB=IB 
IAX=MX 
IAY=MY
DENORMINATER NON ZERO 
IF(KY.EQ.IAY.AND.LY.EQ.IBB) GO TO 520
IF(KY.EQ.IBB.AND.LY.EQ.IAY) GO TO 520
NON THREE INDEX AS SAME 
IF(IY.EQ.JY.AND.IY.EQ.IAX) GO TO 520 
IF(IY.EQ.JY.AND.IY.EQ.IB) GO TO 520 
IF(KY.EQ.LY.AND.KY.EQ.IAY) GO TO 520 
IF(KY.EQ.LY.AND.KY.EQ.IB) GO TO 520 
IFCIAX.EQ.IB.AND.IAX.EQ.IY) GO TO 520
IF(IAX.EQ.IB.AND.IAX.EQ.JY) GO TO 520
IF(IAY.EQ.IB.AND.IAY.EQ.KY) GO TO 520
IFCIAY.EQ.IB.AND.IAY.EQ.LY) GO TO 520
NON VIRTUAL ORBITALS AS OCCUPIED SAME 
IF(IY.EQ.IAX.OR.IY.EQ.IB) GO TO 520 
IFCJY.EQ.IAX.OR.JY.EQ.IB) GO TO 520 
IF(KY.EQ.IAY.OR.KY.EQ.IB) GO TO 520 
IF(LY.EQ.IAY.OR.LY.EQ.IB) GO TO 520 
C
IF(JACK.EQ.1) GO TO 525
EBQO=EQ(IY,JY,IAX, IB)-EQ(IY,JY,IB,IAX)
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n
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EBQ1=EQ(KY,LY,IAY,IB)-EQ(IY,JY,IB, IAY) 
EBQ1=EBQ1/(YEIG(IAY)+YEIG(IBB)-YEIG(KY)-YEIG(LY))
EBQR=-(EBQ0*EBQ1*UTB(Ml,N1)*UTK(M2,N2))*VTBV(MX)*VTKV(MY)
GO TO 526
C
525 EBQO=EQ(IY,JY,IAX,IB)
EBQ1=EQ(KY,LY,IAY,IB)/(YEIG(IAY)+YEIG(IBB)-YEIG(KY)-YEIG(LY)) 
EBQR=-(EBQ0*EBQ1*UTB(Ml,N1)*UTK(M2,N2))*VTBV(MX)*VTKV(MY)
526 IF(EBQR.EQ.O.ODO) GO TO 520
C
EBQ=EBQ+EBQR 
520 CONTINUE 
510 CONTINUE 
GO TO 118
C
600 CONTINUE 
EBQ=0. ODO
C
DO 610 NX=1,NOB 
VTBV(NX)=YTR(IB,NX)
C
DO 620 NY=1,NOB 
VTKV(NY)=YTR(IB, NY)
C
IAA=IA 
IBB=IB 
IBX=NX 
IBY=NY
DENORMINATER NON ZERO 
IF(KY.EQ.IAA.AND.LY.EQ.IBY) GO TO 620 
IF(KY.EQ.IBY.AND.LY.EQ.IAA) GO TO 620
NON THREE INDEX AS SAME 
IF(IY.EQ.JY.AND.IY.EQ.IA) GO TO 620 
IF(IY.EQ.JY.AND.IY.EQ.IBX) GO TO 620 
IF(KY.EQ.LY.AND.KY.EQ.IA) GO TO 620 
IF(KY.EQ.LY.AND.KY.EQ.IBY) GO TO 620 
IF(IA.EQ.IBX.AND.IBX.EQ.IY) GO TO 620
IF(IA.EQ.IBX.AND.IBX.EQ.JY) GO TO 620
IF(IA.EQ.IBY.AND.IBY.EQ.KY) GO TO 620
IF(IA.EQ.IBY.AND.IBY.EQ.LY) GO TO 620
NON VIRTUAL ORBITALS AS OCCUPIED SAME 
IF(IY.EQ.IA.OR.IY.EQ.IBX) GO TO 620 
IF(JY.EQ.IA.OR.JY.EQ.IBX) GO TO 620 
IF(KY.EQ.IA.OR.KY.EQ.IBY) GO TO 620 
IF(LY.EQ.IA.OR.LY.EQ.IBY) GO TO 620
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IF(JACK.EQ.1) GO TO 625
EBQO=EQ(IY,JY, IA,IBX)-EQ(IY,JY, IBX,IA)
EBQ1=EQ(KY,LY,IA,IBY)-EQ(KY,LY,IBX,IA)
EBQ1=EBQ1/(YEIG(IAA)+YEIG(IBY)-YEIG(KY)-YEIG(LY))
EBQR=-(EBQO*EBQl*UTB(Ml,N1)*UTK(M2,N2))*VTBV(NX)*VTKV(NY)
GO TO 626
C
625 EBQO=EQ(IY,JY,IA,IBX)
EBQ1=EQ(KY,LY,IA,IBY)/(YEIG(IAA)+YEIG(IBY)-YEIG(KY)-YEIG(LY)) 
EBQR=-(EBQO*EBQl*UTB(Ml,N1)*UTK(M2,N2))* VTBV(NX)*VTKV(NY)
626 IF(EBQR.EQ.O.ODO) GO TO 620
C
EBQ=EBQ+EBQR 
620 CONTINUE 
610 CONTINUE 
GO TO 118
C
700 CONTINUE
C
115 CONTINUE 
IAA=IA 
IBB=IB
EBQO=EQ(IY,JY,IA,IB)
EBQl=EQ(kY,IY,IA,IB)/(YEIG(IAA)+YEIG(IBB)-YEIG(KY)-YEIG(LY)) 
EBQ=-(EBQO*ebql*UTB(Ml,N1)*UTK(M2,N2))
C
EBQO=EQ(IY,JY,IB,IA)
EBQ1=EQ(KY,LY,IB,IA)/(YEIG(IAA)+YEIG(IBB)-YEIG(KY)-YEIG(LY)) 
EB2=-(EBQ0*EBQ1*UTB(Ml,N1)*UTK(M2,N2))
C
EBQO=EQ(IY,JY,IA,IB)
EBQ1=EQ(KY,LY,IB,IA)/(YEIG(IAA)+YEIG(IBB)-YEIG(KY)-YEIG(LY)) 
EB3=-(EBQ0*EBQ1*UTB(Ml,N1)*UTK(M2,N2))
C
EBQO=EQ(IY,JY,IB,IA)
EBQ1=EQ(KY,LY,IA,IB)/(YEIG(IAA)+YEIG(IBB)-YEIG(KY)-YEIG(LY)) 
EB4=-(EBQ0*EBQ1*UTB(Ml,N1)*UTK(M2,N2))
C
IF(IA.EQ.IB) GO TO 118 
IF(MH.EQ.O) GO TO 118 
EBQ=EBQ+EB2+EB3+EB4
C
GO TO 118 
119 EBQ=0.ODO 
118 EBQY=EBQY+EBQ
IF(MH.EQ.O) GO TO 120
IF(IA.LE.NOA.OR.IB.LE.NOB) EBQ=0.ODO
EBQX=EBQX+EBQ 
120 CONTINUE 
110 CONTINUE
C
58 CONTINUE
EBQYY=EBQYY+EBQY 
EBQXX=EBQXX+EBQX 
60 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE
C
38 CONTINUE
EY2(I,J) = (EY2(I, J)+EBQYY)
EX2(I,J) = (EX2(I, J)+EBQXX)
40 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE
C
EY2 (I, J) =EY2 (I, J)
EX2(I,J)=EX2(I,J)
WRITE(6,2010) I,J,EY2(I,J),EX2(I, J)
2010 FORMAT(IX,’L.0. PAIR E2 ENERGY*,214,2D16. 8)
C
IBQ=0
JBQ=0
DO 801 M=1,NAB22 
MBb=MBQ(M)
IF(I.EQ.MBB) IBQ=1 
IF(J.EQ.MBB) JBQ=1
801 CONTINUE
C
INE=0
JNE=0
DO 802 M=1,NAB22 
MNN=MNE(M)
IF(I.EQ.MNN) INE=1 
IF(J.EQ.MNN) JNE=1
802 CONTINUE
C
EYY2=EYY2+EY2(I, J)
EXX2=EXX2+EX2(I, J)
C
IF(1.EQ.IBQ.AND.l.EQ.JBQ) GO TO 320 
IF(1.EQ.INE.AND.l.EQ.JNE) GO TO 310
C
EYYC=EYYC+EY2(I,J)
EXXC=EXXC+EX2(I,J)
GO TO 330
C
310 EYYA=EYYA+EY2(I,J)
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EXXA=EXXA+EX2(I,J) 
GO TO 330
320 EYYB=EYYB+EY2(I, J ) 
EXXB=EXXB+EX2(I, J)
330 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,2000) 
WRITEC6,2211) 
WRITE(6,2211)
EYY2.EXX2
EYY2.EXX2
WRITE(6,2001) 
WRITEC6,2221) 
WRITE(6,2221)
EYYA,EXXA 
EYYA,EXXA
WRITE(6,2001) 
WRITE(6,2231) 
WRITE(6,2231)
EYYB,EXXB 
EYYB.EXXB
WRITEC6,2001)
WRITE(6,2241) EYYC.EXXC 
WRITE(6,2241) EYYC.EXXC 
ET2=EYYA+EYYB+EYYC
WRITE(6,2001) 
WRITE(6, 2251) 
WRITE(6,2251)
ET2
ET2
RETURN
END
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